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ABSTRACT O F  THE REPORT ,936 
This report on Space Technology a s  it Applies to Man's Earthly Needs covers 
Phase I of a feasibility study on the acceleraGon of transfer ofaerospace technology 
to commercial industry. During the four-month period of the experiment, a determi- 
nation was made of the extent of the present use of NASA technology within an industrial 
family - AMF. Typical needs were  determined. A survey of aerospace literature, 
its quality, quantity and availability from the aspect of the non-aerospace user  was 
accomplished. 
Forty-seven specific candidates for transfer of knowledge to satisfy needs were 
formulated. Aerospace l i terature was reviewed from the aspect of applicability. Six 
good candidates for transfer were  established. 
Recommendations w e r e  made for  the continuance of Phase I1 of the study. 
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This report  on $ace - Technology as it Applies to Man's Earthly _Needs was pre-  
pared by American Machine & Foundry Company, Field Operations & Engineering 
Division, at Santa Barbara,  California, as  a result of a technology utilization feasi- 
bility study, accomplished for  NASA Headquarters , Office of Technology Utilization, 
under contract No. NASW-1139. 
This study w a s  initiated to observe the actions and interactions of the meshing 
of aerospace technology with American industry needs and to explore methods of 
accelerating the t ransfer  of knowledge for the benefit of man and his  earthly environ- 
ment. AMF, with its diverse product lines, services ,  and technology interests w a s  
considered as a typical family of medium sized American industries and ideally suited 
as a test bed for this experiment. 
The report  covers Phase I of the study, a period of four months. Determination 
of the extent of the present use of NASA technology within an industrial family - A M F ,  
w a s  made. Typical industrial needs were determined. A survey of aerospace l i terature ,  
i ts  quality, quantity and availability from the aspect of the non-aerospace use r  w a s  
accomplished. Forty seven specific candidates for t ransfer  of knowledge to satisfy 
needs were  prepared as cases .  Aerospace l i terature w a s  reviewed from the aspect 
of applicability. Six good candidates for transfer were established. 
Phase I1 of the experiment should include continued aerospace l i terature  re- 
search  on specific industrial problems , technology t ransfers  to industry, and ob- 
servation of the actions and interactions of industry needs with aerospace technology, 
to evolve an optimum organization and methodology which can best  accelerate transfer.  
Aerospace research support and observation of the technological developments of the 
candidates for  t ransfer  initiated in Phase I should be continued. 
This report  w a s  prepared based on the observations of an industrial family - 
the American Machine & Foundry Company. The study would not have been possible 
without the willing cooperation of A M F  group executives , vice presidents , business 
unit managers , and engineering, research, marketing and production personnel. The 
authors are grateful to them fo r  their  participation in the STAMEN experiment. 
W e  are al$o particularly grateful to Breen M. Kerr ,  Assistant Administrator, 
Technical Utilization; C. F. Yost, Director, Technical Utilization Division; L. E, 
Richtmyer, Manager, Technology Survey and Industrial Contracts; Paul Feinstein, 
Chief, Technology and Engineering Branch; and Victor Coles, Technology Services 
Branch, of the Scientific and Technical Information Division, for  their  help and 
guidance. 
W e  would also like to thank the many who shared their  ideas on technology t rans-  
fer with us.  Among these,  w e  particularly thank Dr. H. L. Timms, Director of Operations, 
and D. W. Cravens, Assistant Director of Operations, of Aerospace Research Appli- 
cations Center of the University of Indiana; John G. Welles, Head, Industrial Economics, 
Denver Research Institute, Denver University: Dr.  Randall M. Whaley, Vice President, 
1 
Graduate Studies and Research; and Bruce W .  Pinc, Director,  Center for Application 
of Sciences and Technology, Wayne State University; Dr. F. F. Muraca, Director, 
Company, Patent Office. 
, Chemical Division, Stanford Research Institute; and H.  11. Green, General Electric 
I 
We are also grateful to Robert W. Hall, of Aerospace Research Applications 
Center, for  his contribution to the technology search for  Case #9. 
I- 
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11. CON C IAJSIO NS AN D R E  CO M M E N DA TION S 
i- 
The primary objectives of Phase I of the  STAMEN study were to determine the 
extent of present usage of aerospace research technology in a sampling of a n  industrial 
community, initiate the meshing of commercial industry needs with matching aero- 
space data, and provide candidates for technology t ransfer  so that commercial  in- 
dustry technology developments utilizing aerospace research data can be observed. 
Although thc\ four month period of the study did  not nllow srifficic~nt ime to prove out 
and definitixe all conclusions rc 'achd, the following conclusions and recommendations 
were made a s  a result  of Phase I. 
A.  
natural evolution of technology and wi l l  be facilitated by t ransfers  of people from 
aerospace to commercial  industry. The best catalyst to accelerate technology trans- 
fer w a s  considered to be the competitive spirit of American industry; i. e. , if the 
cornpetiton offers better products as a result of aerospace technology, then the rest 
of industry will follow along, spurred on by the need for survival. 
Technology t ransfers  from aerospace to industry will occur in time, due to the 
B. 
taken in this study; i. e. , 1) match an existent industrial need with aerospace data, and 
2) provide a completed product or idea for industry to accept. An example of the first 
type of t ransfer  is the use of the rocket case, non-destructive test techniques, to pro- 
vide a commercial  tire ca rcas s  inspection device. An example of the la t ter  type of 
t ransfer  is the use of a NASA special report (SP-5005) on a retrometer ,  to provide a 
toy product line. 
It appears possible to achieve forced t ransfer  of technology by the two approaches 
C. 
new product or end use  of the information can be fully realized. The minimum time 
span required to achieve a complete transfer of technology into a new product w a s  
found to be two years .  
In the second approach of t ransfer ,  adaptive research  must be  applied before the 
D. 
as candidates for  technology transfer. 
data. 
(8) cases w e r e  found to be good candidates, i f  industry defined its need better,  
tional eight (8) cases  were found to be fair candidates for transfer.  The applicable re t ro-  
spective l i terature  was  provided to the business units for their  evaluation and decision on 
fur ther  development. The fivc good candidates selected were: Case #1, Oven Belt 
Material; Case #4, Heat Treating of Steel Shafts: Case H9, Tire  Carcass  Inspection; 
Case #19, Inflated Sports Ball; and Case #28, Pipe Coatings. 
Forty-five (45) commercial  industry cases of an existent need were  formulated 
Twenty-four (24) were matched with aerospace 
Eight 
An addi- 
Of these, five cases were determined to be  good candidates for transfer.  
E. 
formulated. One case,  the Tletrometcr (Case H8), w a s  adopted by a business unit for 
further dcveloprnent into a commercial  product line. The second case (Case K7) was 
dropped subseyucnt to a ncw proclucts committce dccision thnl i ts  niarliet potential 
W:I s not sul'l'ic i e.nt1.v high. 
Two (2) cases  for providing a completed product for industry to acccpt were 
F. 
t o  commercial industry. This conclusion is based on the excellent service the STAMEN 
team received from the Aerospace Research Applications Center on the retrospective 
literature research for  Case #9. 
It appears that the Regional Dissemination Centers provided a needed service 
G. 
prerequisite for  using an aerospace innovation in a commercial product. 
In many areas exclusive patent rights for  a specific period of time will be a 
H. Aerospace technology research w a s  found to be just one source of data among 
many, and the probability of the success in using this source alone was  low. Aero- 
space data must be used in combination with other technology source data (such as 
patent and professional society information) in  order  to obtain an  accurate definition 
of the technology to be utilized, and commercial industry state-of-the-art. Aero- 
space research data was  found to  be of greater value in  some industrial fields of 
endeavor such as coatings, non-destructive testing, etc., than in others such as 
adhesives for  wood, ABS plastics, etc. 
I. It was  found that American Machine & Foundry Company, as was  typical of the 
organizations of this s ize ,  w a s  not organized to facilitate the channeling of new tech- 
nology (such as aerospace and others) to  the levels of need o r  .potential users of the 
information. A framework, o r  start towards a central research information service,  
was  found to exist in the R&D division. The services of this division should be ex- 
panded to include not only research on specific projects but a lso to provide an  in- 
formation and retrieval service on the common problems, o r  fields of technology 
interest  of the AMF family. This service should include non-aerospace source in- 
formation as well  as aerospace information. To avoid the quick death of just  another 
l ibrary service,  it should maintain personal contact with information users ,  perhaps 
through tours of business units such as accomplished in the STAMEN experiment. 
J. 
lack the knowledge o r  training on methods and results of l i terature searches,  best 
sources for information, etc. Training is recommended in this area to teach in- 
formation retrieval to undergraduates in college and to  professionals by seminars ,  
professional society-sponsored study lectures, o r  journal education. It was  also 
found that industry management w a s  not fully aware of the possibilities of benefits 
derivable from aerospace technology. 
Professional people engaged in commercial industry technology were found to 
K. The study suggests that small-sized industry (small business), because of 
economic consideration, should utilize information services such as that of the NASA 
sponsored Regional Dissemination Centers, and at t ract  employees with specific, 
advanced technology experience applicable to their  industry. 
L. The aerospace l i terature of STAR and IAA was  not indexed to facilitate in- 
formation ready retrieval and use by non-aerospace users .  A more efficient re- 
sponse and dissemination system to requests for reports cited in STAR w a s  also 
found necessary. The exigencies of American industrial business often requires 
immediate solutions to problems. 
4 
M. 
received by iadustriai users. More of these repairs ci r e  - I 
in the interest areas of importance to commercial industry. Additionai research, o r  
information, should be provided in  the special reports to give examples of the useful- 
ness  of the information to non-aerospace users. 
The TUP specizl reports were foulxi EO be exceiiwt 
N. It was  found that the tech briefs suffered in the hands of industry by the NIH 
factor - not invented here. It was also found that tech briefs circulated through work- 
ing levels of industry were put to excellent use when employed as a stimulation to 
creativity. 
0. 
can be successfully matched with possible aerospace solutions. 
It was found that industry must do a thorough job of defining its needs, so they 
' _  
P. 
was not familiar with the scope of the NASA Technology Utilization Program, its specizl 
reports, tech briefs, and its potential as a source i't.2- research data. 
Based on the sampling made, it appears that a majority of commercial industry 
€2. 
conclusive knowledge on actions and interactions of space tecb~o!cgy and indzstry 
needs; and in order to develop a recommended plan to facilitate and accelerate trans- 
fe r  enc e. 
Continuation of the STAMEN study is recommended, in order  to provide more 
I 
III. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 
A. DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT AND PROGRAM PLAN 
The initial step in the STAMEN study experiment was to first establish a defini- 
tion of the industrial population so  that its actions and reactions to the introduction of 
aerospace data can be observed and measured as in a test  bed. In order  to accomplish 
this, it was  necessary to define industry's present utilization of aerospace technology, 
what other technology is presently used, what are the technology needs, and what are 
the communication paths that technology must use in order  to achieve the desired goal 
of man's  use. This was accomplished by a questionnaire and interview visits .  
The second step in the experiment was to establish the current  A M F  technology 
needs that may be satisfied by aerospace research technology. Needs were selected 
so that experiments of a forced transfer could be made by use of various approaches. 
Approaches used singularly o r  in combination were: 
1. Satisfy known industry need for a product, product improvement, new 
manufacturing process , or material application. 
2. Provide a completed product or idea for industry to accept, to satisfy 
an unrealized need. 
3. Utilize Technical Briefs 
4. Utilize TUP Special Reports 
5 ,  
6. 
Utilize STAR and IAA Reports 
Utilize a NASA sponsored Regional Information Dissemination Service 
Experiments were also conducted so that various sized industrial units and 
industrial units of varying degrees of technology sophistication and need could. par-  
ticipate. 
Services of the NASAhcientific and Technical Information Facility were utilized 
to obtain applicable technology data. Literature search  included: 
1. NASA TUP Technical Briefs 
2. 
3. 
Technology Utilization Special Publications (NASA-SP-5000 Series) 
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR) and International 
Aerospace Abstracts (IAA). 
Each retrospective search w a s  conducted in the context of satisfying a specified 
industrial need as developed in an AMF business unit. The NASA li terature was  also 
reviewed to provide a completed product or idea that could be presented to a business 
unit and readily adapted and complement its existing product lines. The Technical 
information retrieved through data searches was analyzed for applicability to partic- 
ular  needs and to related industrial requirements, and also assessed as to probable 
general applicability. The l i terature search was confined to l i terature and data pub- 
lished since January, 1962. 
A rule was established not to seek nor receive priviledged information o r  ser- 
vice from NASA, to preserve the context of the experiment and to use only that which 
is available to industry in general. 
A STAMEN project team was established, having a combined capability in 
engineering, economic analysis and management sciences. The project was staffed 
from AMF's Field Operations & Engineering Division. The project manager reported 
organizationally to the general manager of FOED. Interdivisional liaison w a s  handled 
at this level, and a s  required at the next higher company echelon, the Advanced Pro- 
ducts Group. 
The team was responsible for performing all research,  evaluation of innovations 
and their  introduction into the tes t  bed. 
servations. Records were maintained on all technology li terature research,  together 
with resulting conclusions. 
STAMEN project were reported. 
They made a record of all progress and ob- 
Technology transfers that have occured pr ior  to the 
Matching of industrial needs with aerospace technology were made and initial 
preliminary transfers of technology attempted. 
B. TEST BED - AMF 
1. Background on AMF 
For  more than half a century, American Machine & Foundry Company has con- 
The his- 
centrated on bringing new concepts ,of equipment simplicity and performance reliability 
into the more  complex processes of automation for a variety of industries. 
tory of AMF is the history of continual technology change and development. 
American Machine & Foundry Company was formed in 1900 in Hanover, Penn- 
sylvania to manufacutre machinery for the cigarette industry. 
AMF continued to expand through research, development, and manufacturing of 
special purpose automatic machinery for the tobacco industry. 
cluded the first high-speed cigarette maker and a cigarette packer which helped to  
develop the five-billion dollar domestic cigarette industry. Today, nine out of ten 
major  domestic cigarette manufacutrers and almost ninety f i rms  all over the world 
use AMF automatic tobacco machinery and processing equipment. 
This machinery in- 
In 1925, AMF made its first move to diversify its product line by marketing a 
bread wrapping machine. This was the beginning of the second major a rea  of company 
activity. 
1936 saw the further diversification of A M F  into the apparel industry, and 1938 
marked the beginning of research that was t o  produce the A M F  Pinspotter which 
brought about an extensive boom in  bowling and changed the nature and economy of 
the bowling industry. Other developments that have helped to make AMF the world's 
7 
. .  
largest  manufacturer in the bowling field a r e  "Magic Triangle" and Underline Ball 
returns and Radaray Foul detectors. 
World W a r  I1 resulted in redirected company efforts toward the design and man- 
ufacture of defense products, including gun mounts and r ada r  systems. After the war ,  
the company continued its growth program by seeking out and acquiring sound and well 
managed companies whose pr0duct.s added breadth and diversity to the company's estab- 
lished line. 
One of the f i r s t  industrial f i rms  to enter  the field of atomic research  and develop- 
ment, AMF Atomics now leads in supplying complete nuclear research  reactor install- 
ations, and is also active in packaged power reactors  and remote-handling equipment 
for radioactive materials. 
During the ear ly  days of the missile gap crises, AMF-APG contributed to missi le  
launcher technology by design, fabrication and installation of launchers for Talos, Atlas 
and Titan I. APG today, among other projects, has developed a SMOG Burner for  
exhaust systems on automobile engines, and operates a Monorail at the New York 
World's Fair. 
The corporation w a s  organized into product groups for centralized control and 
flexibility along the diversified product lines. These product groups include recre-  
ational products, industrial products, advanced products, electrical products, and 
process  equipment. A complete listing of the groups and the business units comprising 
the groups i s  contained in Table I. Today, 30% of A M F ' s  business is in government 
products, with the remainder an equal mix of industrial and recreational products. 
Recent technology advances summarized from the AMF annual report  for 1964 
are: 
The Friction Welding Division delivered its first fully automated friction welder 
for welding bi-metals components. This system, developed by AMF, has numerous 
high speed production applications; machines are now being built for use  in the auto- 
motive, recreation and home appliance industries. 
In 1964, Tuboscope's new product, Linalog was  introduced. This i s  a n  elect- 
ronic device which surveys,  detects and records both the internal and external con- 
dition of pipe. It is propelled forward by the pressure  flow in the pipe. Capable of 
covering over 100 miles of pipeline a day, it constantly records its measurements 
and then makes i ts  exit at selected junction points. 
AMF Thermatool developed high-frequency contact resistance welding, adoyt- 
ing its process for several  new applications, including uses  in the automobile industry 
and manufacture of heavy s t ructural  pieces. 
8 
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In 1964, AMF Cuno was able to provide the growing yachting trade with what is 
now a complete line of evaporators and filters for the conversion of sal t  water to 
fresh water, removal of taste and ordor from tank water, and fuel filtering. 
Four Maxim Evaporators, each of 115,000 gallon daily capacity, were delivered 
for  use in the nation's largest  municipally-owned seawater distillation system. 
waste heat generated by the incineration of refuse, they will produce the f resh  water 
required to control the air pollution of the refuse burning operation at Hempstead, 
Long Island. 
Using 
The Voit Company w a s  originally a producer of retread rubber. This led to a 
new kind of rubber covering for athletic balls, and then to automatic production of 
other sporting goods as well. The 45 millionth A M F  Voit basketball came off the l i n e  
in 1964. It was the combination of these skills plus market insight and long develop- 
ment efforts that enabled Voit to bring out the Orbitread system, an automated and 
revolutionary concept for t i re  retreading. 
Ben Hogan Company continued its leadership in the manufacture of high quality 
golf equipment. 
toward grea te r  accuracy and distance. 
Its Sure-On and Power Thrust 111 irons represent another advance 
At AMF Western Tool, the new Homko line of power mowers for 1965 marks the 
first such use of stainless steel blades, and i ts  Flexor design protects the mower 
crankshaft from damage normally encountered by the blades striking a solid object. 
In 1965, the company expects to spend approximately $14,500,000 for research 
and development in i ts  Morehead Patterson Research and Development Laboratory 
and the engineering organizations that serve A M F  's products groups. 
It is believed that AMF business unit family represents an ideal test  bed to  
observe the introduction of aerospace technology, the nurturing of the new ideas, 
and development into a new product, process o r  service.  
The STAMEN study included all business units except Sales offices, the Inter- 
national Group and Overseas Operations. 
2. AMF Profile 
a. Questionnaire - In order to establish a frame of reference for  the 
tes t  bed, it was vital to the experiment to  define the extent of present American 
Machine & Foundry Company utilization of aerospace research in the develop- 
ment of consumer products and services. The questionnaire device was  em- 
ployed to obtain this record. The questionnaire sought to document AMF's 
present awareness of the NASA technology utilization program, the degree of 
u se  and format of aerospace data employed. and past transfers of aerospace 
knowledge: if any. 
needs of the Company, and the communication path technology data must take 
In addition, information was required on present technology 
9 
in order  to achieve fruition. 
opinions that may have been 
use, o r  availability. 
The STAMEN team w a s  also interested in any 
formulated on aerospace technology - its format, 
The questionnaire is included in this report as FIGURE 1. The questionnaire was  
submitted to the AMF business units, addressed to the general manager of each 
A M F  division or subsidiary. A total of 37 questionnaires w a s  sent to the business 
units, as indicated in TABLE I. The International Group, World Tobacco Group, 
Overseas Operations, and Sales and Service Offices were not included in the survey. 
b. Questionnaire Results - Replies were received on all questionnaires. 
Answers received are summarized in TABLE n. All  questionnaires received high- 
level consideration, and were signed by the general manager or engineering man- 
ager  of each business unit. The replies reflected the opinions of the business units 
pr ior  to the STAMEN team visits to dimuss NASA, the Technology Utilization 
Program, or the benefits to  technology in general from aerospace research. 
It was  found that the business units were  not fully aware of the Technology 
Utilization Program and of its possible benefits to  them. Business units of the 
Advanced Products Group and others that have accomplished work for  either DOD, 
AEC o r  NASA were familiar with the program, to some degree, but the business 
units specializing in the commercial areas  of industry such as tobacco, pin- 
spotters, or recreational products were not. 
After  orientation of TUP, most business units concluded that NASA tech- 
nology could be of possible benefit to them. All  expressed an eagerness to  
participate in the STAMEN experiment. 
Of particular interest  were the replies from the eleven business units that 
use NASA technology. Six data users expressed favorable comments on tech- 
nology data they have used, and were optimistic about future technology appli- 
cations (answers to question #5). It is significant that these six business units 
have larger engineering staffs than other AMF business units, and therefore 
would have available more  manpoyer to  perform li terature searches. 
Unfavorable comments expressed by users  were:  
- Need for  better indexing of subject matter so that it is oriented 
to industry use, rather than aerospace use. 
- Confusion by some divisions on methods for  obtaining documents. 
- Need for  improved availability of documents. 
The most frequent NASA data used were the TUP special reports and the 
tech briefs. One business unit, Potter & Brumfield, used the services of the 
10 
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Aerospace Research Applications Center (ARAC) of the  Indiana University. 
STAR has been utilized with mixed results. 
t ransfers  have resulted to date, but neither had there been a conscientious 
effort to obtain transfers. 
techniques for quality fabrication requirements. 
PERT, a management control technique developed on DOD projects. The Cuno 
Engineering Company has used the NASA tech briefs as idea generators. The 
br iefs  were circulated through the engineering and design groups, and kept on 
file for easy referral. 
exchange of knowledge has  been priceless. 
No significant tangible technology 
Three divisions have  used NASA quality soldering 
Three divisions have used 
Although no direct t ransfers  have been made, the 
The question w a s  asked as to whether aerospace engineering o r  research per- 
sonnel were now in the employ of the business unit, in order  to determine if  
t ransfers  on this basis,  directly through people, w e r e  accomplished. It was 
found that some business units do employ missile o r  aerospace people on com- 
mercial  products, but to date, the acceleration of technology transfer has  not 
measureably occurred. The STAMEN tenrn : 
direct  and efficient way of achieving transfer. 
believes this is the most 
Answers to questions nos. 9, 10, 11, 13 and 14 were used to determine 
the technology communication pattern in AMF. It was found that data can best  
b e  disseminated throughout the corporation by utilizing the communication links 
of the established company engineering l ibrar ies ,  and the R&D and Alexandria 
divisions. In general, the business units without l ibrar ies  have a limited engi- 
neering staff, and it is customary for these business units to obtain assistance 
from the R&D and Alexandria divis ions on product development and other 
complex technology problems. 
The best  methods for advertising or  communicating new technology ideas 
were found to be the professional societies, the trade journals and the 
periodicals. 
journals and professional society publications. Seventy p e r  cent sought tech- 
nology information from the professional societies. 
Ninety-two per  cent of the b is iness  units reviewed the trade 
3. A M F  Orientation Visits 
Select A M F  business units were visited to clarify questionnaire data, define tech- 
nology needs in specific te rms ,  to motivate the utilization of NASA technology and 
obtain personal observations and contacts with the business unit organizations, people. 
fabrication processes,  products and marketing techniques. Visits were made to A M F  
corporate  headquarters, including the Marketing and Long Range Planning offices. 
Vis i t s  were made to all  group executives, except to the International Group, whose 
work was not considered applicable to the STAMEN project. and to the Industrial Group 
because of tr ip schedule difficulties. 
TABLE I. 
general  manager, followed by conferences with the engineering and sales  managers, 
and an introduction to shop and research personnel, 
The business units visited a r e  indicated in 
In general, the visits were accomplished initially with the business unit 
V i s i t s  included a tour of the 
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fabrication and product development a reas  and inspection of business unit  products. 
Information was obtained to supplement that of the questionnaire, and aided in 
establishment of the reference point for the test bed. The visits served to advertise 
the Technology Utilization Program, by making the working levels of industry, the 
people with the needs and problems, aware of this source of technology information. 
This will facilitate transfer by natural process, since potential users  of the information 
a r e  now familiar with the service and motivated to seek technology assistance in that 
direction. 
APPENDIX I contains a summary of the highlights of the visits and the per-  
sonnel contacted. 
4. Conclusions on Test 3 e d  
A s  a result  of the questionnaire and orient 
American Machine & Foundry Company, as w a s  
f i rms ,  was not organized to facilitate the utiliLation of aerospace technology. 
reasons for t h i s  appear to be t ~ o f o k i  - first, th(1 method of obtaining aerospace data 
is different from existing methods for obtaining Ideas and information relative to 
industrial business technology advances. Secondly, aerospace innovations usually 
require adaptive research and development before they can be utilized as  end i tems in 
the industrial community. In general. the ohtaining of aerospace technology from 
NASA sources  requires the uscr  to have :it least a library function to file indexes and 
provide clerical  support i n  ordering documents. 
this kind of facility. 
t rade journals to spark their imqinat ion tor  ne^^ idear. 
units rely on a steady sLreuti1 01 iiidcpcfidt.nt iiivcntors. seeking to sell  their  ideas, for 
maintaining an advanciiig product linc. In c v e r y  ease.  we find that the innovation must 
have a champion - either the i s v p i - i t ~ r ,  the r n 2 n  who \?isualizes the application, o r  a 
group of persons charged, by  manag:c nicnt, \I ith the responsibility of establishing 
direction on the use of an innovation. 
visi ts ,  i t  was found that the 
m c d  typical of other industrial 
The 
h1any sm:i11 businesses do not have 
The technical pcrsonncl i n  thest. organiLations usually rely on 
In other cases ,  the business 
Many commercial businesses Jo not l ~ i v c b  the resources  nor the facilities to 
c a r r y  on a significant R&D effort in siipiJort of utilizing aerospace technology. 
AMF business units depart from the typical small  Commercial business in this respect 
because the corporation maintains :I centr:i1 R&D facility, the cost of which is shared 
by al l  business units.  
The 
Some business uni t s  such a s  tht. Alexandria division, R&D division, York divi- 
sion, and Tuboscope, actively pursued new information on a project basis  and made i t  
available to the users  in  their !)usicess u n i t s .  Other business units relied on an in- 
formal method of new technology ;iw:xrcness, such a s  individual review of information 
in t rade journals. 'rhus. the Clon of tic\$ information depended to a great  extent on the 
conscientiousness and interest of the individual. These individuals a r e  often burdened 
with more  than a full time job on tlic t la i ly  business of the concern. 
new technology secmc>ci to be slou ~ 
The education in 
7'1ie1-c~ is no central repository for information in  
' the broad a reas  of interest  that a r e  most important to the corporation; for example, 
new fabrication techniques. 
It was not completely confirmed a s  to Lvhether an industrial complex such a s  
A M F  should have a central  technology utilization o r  dissemination service,  or  de- 
centralize among various business units. The natural flow of advanced technology 
currently in the tes t  bed indicated that some economic combination of both methods was 
needed. If A M F  were to establish a central technology communications research and 
dissemination center,  it was felt that it could best  be established at  the R&D division. 
This service should include non-aerospace source information a s  well a s  aero- 
space information. To avoid the stagnancy of jus t  another 1ibr:try facility: i t  should 
maintain personal contact with users ,  perhaps through tours of business units such 
as  accomplished by STAMEN. The needs should continually he  revised and updated 
to reflect the changing needs of the corporation ~ i t h  time. 
The benefits of an information h n k  such :IS i;iLj is obvious. The technology for 
Case #9 i l lustrates that much development time acci funds could perhaps be wasted on 
a device already patented by others. The experimentation such a s  NASA sponsored on 
missile rocket cases  is a typical, good exalilple of the potenti:tl t reasure of technology 
that can decrease industry's commercial development costs by reading about other 
people's failures, rather than the investment to learn all  oirer again at great  expense, 
through t r ia l  and e r r o r  and thus eliminate :i repetition of f:iilures already recorded, 
In the new technology e r a  of today, and of the immediate futu;.e of space exploration, 
no industry can survive without repeated looks a t  how its product can be made better,  
o r  more  economical and what new and better products c:in l x  d~~:~e loped .  
TABLE III w a s  prepared as a summary o f  the i'intlinys o n  current A M F  business 
units' general  needs the business units believed mrYr !:e s:ttfGlied hy the use of NASA 
technology. It showed that many business u n i t s  ha\ c the :?me general needs and 
tends to support the idea of a need for n centr*:l inforrr?:i!ion dissemination service. 
attempt \vas made in the table to match these ::enern1 needs with the thirty-four (34) 
STAR abstract  categories. We have conchdid tlxit the match Gf the general needs and 
categories was not possible. A n  attcinpt to L I L ~ \  : \ M A  data by sdjscribing to all  of the 
documents in the broad STAR categories coul? tliscourxge and handicap a division with 
a limited engineering staff. Their only recour::e Lktould be to subscribe to the abstract  
report  (STAR), review the abstracts  under the general headings, and order  only the 
documents of interest. 
An 
The table a lso indicates industry must do a better job in defining i t s  technology 
needs, so a better.  specific match with tivailahle technology can be accomplished. 
Improvement in definition of needs is directly related to a t  least an awareness i n  
broad terminology of the major advances being accomplished in  basic research. 
directly re la tes  to one of today's great problems faccd b y  professional people in the 
technology fields, i, e. , obsolescence. 
person does not keep current in his field of enclen\.or, he will become obsolete i n  his 
knowledge within ten years .  
This 
It \.vas determined by others that i f  a professional 
Therefore, this is one of the great barr icrs  new technology utilization must 
surmount. It was found that the American Rilachine & Foundry Company does sponsor 
professional society membership, ad\.:inced study and acquisition of new textbooks, 
and other information to solve this problem. But thd degree of this type of technology 
upgrading varies amongst business uni t s .  
Based on a survey of A M F  business units, it was found that the minimum cycle 
for the development of a product of average complexity, such a s  a new welding machine 
o r  a food service car t ,  was one-and-one-half to two years.  
advance the present state-of-the-art o r  market may lake even longer. 
instances of five-year cycles for a new product introduction. 
data with a product development i s  s h o ~ ~ i  in FIGURE 11. 
Products that greatly 
There were 
The cycle of matching 
Product modification took less  t ime, dependent on the extent of the change. 
Manufacturing processes  o r  material  changes also were found to take less  time to 
introduce than a new product development. These changes were found to be greatly 
dependent on quality, cost and market position. 
The best  accelerator on adoption of ;i new technology change was competition 
of other companies. 
C. CANDIDATES FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND LITERATURE SEARCH 
1. Formulation of Cases 
A s  a result  of the questionnaire and business unit visi ts ,  a representative sampling 
The more significant o r  likely candidates of the technology needs of AMF were obtained. 
for transference were selected and prepared ;is cases:  i .  e. , candidates for matching 
with aerospace data,  with resultant technology transfer.  Thus, using the principle of 
"Necessity is the mother of invention, " we nttempted, in the test bed. to look to aero-  
space data for possible solutions to the problems. This was t rue i n  all cases ,  except 
Nos. 7 and 8, which were adaptive research transfer attempts. 
Forty-seven (47) cases  were prepared, and a r e  listed in TABLE IV. A summary 
of each case is published in APPENDIX 111. 
technology problems of the AMF business units. 
sentative sample of problems confronting industry a s  a whole. 
The cases  represent the current and rea l  
It is also believed they a r e  a repre-  
The cases  were rated by the STAMEN team in t e rms  of the probability of aero- 
space technology providing a solution to the problem. , i. e. , availability of applicable 
l i terature ,  and of the probability that new technology would be  adopted by the business 
unit; i. e. , the degree o r  urgency of nced, additional investment of money required. 
management interest, etc. 
A priority for l i terature search w a s  established, based on the above probabilities. 
Attempts were made to experiment with providing 1-cprescntative cases  of various types 
of needs, such a s  a new product, o r  a product modification and a fabrication process,  
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l o r  a material  application. 
The state-of-the-art category was used to c a ' e r  those a r e a s  where a business 
unit requested a broad range of information to be utilized in a future formulation of 
proposed products, manufacturing o r  material application changes. 
Because of the four-month duration of the study, efforts were concentrated on 
a search for matching aerospace data for those cases  that had both a high probability 
of adoption as well a s  a probability of information available. All combinations of one 
and two ratings were selected for immediate consideration. 
further l i terature search was  performed on the remaining cases.  
A s  t ime permitted, 
2. Literature Search 
Three methods of l i terature search were employed - computer, manual. and 
information center service. 
TABLE IV. Time did not permit an extensive search on twenty-one (21) of the cases. 
Of these, the l i terature was briefly surveyed to determine i f  aerospace data would be 
applicable. Results of the search have been briefly summarized i n  APPENDIX III. 
The type and depth of search w a s  a s  is indicated in 
a. Computer Search - The computer search w a s  performed by STID, 
using the computer services of the Scientific and Technical Information Facility, 
a t  Bethesda, Maryland. 
The search covered all of the data and abstracts provided by NASA and 
IAA since January 1962, except for classified and restr ic ted distribution in- 
formation. The computer search was performed on twelve (12) cases ,  and 
bibliographies were prepared, 
The STAMEN team reviewed the abstracts  and documents to further 
determine their applicability. 
applicable to the commercial  problem - C a s e  Nos. 1, 4 ,  19, 28 and 39. The 
search  revealed little applicable information for the remaining seven cases.  
Five of the searches revealed information 
b. Manual Search - The manual search was performed by the STAMEN 
The search was confined to the Scientific and Technical Aero- team members. 
space Reports (STAR), Tech Briefs Index, Tech. Utilization Special Reports 
(SP 5000 ser ies) ,  and International Aerospace Abstracts (published by the AIAA). 
The abstracts  and documents were analyzed for applicability. 
Twelve (12) manual searches were performed -Case Nos. 6 ,  9, 24, 25, 
30, 31, 32, 35, 40,  41,  44 and 47 .  In addition, eight (8) manual searches  were 
performed in conjunction with the computer search - Case Nos. 1, 4 ,  16, 17, 
26 ,  28, 29 and 39. 
In general, since the manual search was of a more  intellectual nature, 
bet ter  resul ts  were achieved than from the computer search. 
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c. Information Center Service - A s  a result of the manual search on 
Case #9, four documents were found that directly related to the tire ca rcas s  
inspection problem. These documents were evaluated. It was recommended that 
a further search in greater depth be conducted, since i t  appeared that non- 
destructive testing techniques used in rocket case inspections could he directly 
applicable. 
A retrospective literature search w a s  requested from the Aerospace 
Research Applications Center, Indiana University Foundation, with regard to 
tire carcass inspection and, in particular, the u s e  of rocket ca se  test techniques 
for  this application. 
ARAC provided additional documentation: 72  citations from STAR and IAA, 
together with other pertinent literature from non-aerospace sources (Society for  
Nondestructive Testing, Picker X-Ray Corp. : Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, 
Materials Laboratory: Plastics Technical Evaluation Center, Picatinny Arsenal: 
U .  S. Army Materials Research Agency: Lansley Research Center, KASA: and 
Ohio State University). 
The literature search revealed the aerospace esperience gained in rocket 
ca se  testing isvaluable, and could he utilized in a technology transfer for a 
consumer product. It \ v a s  also found helpful to realize the technology develop- 
ments occurring from other sources a s  well as NASA. 
information uncovered could have an important bearing on the decision for con- 
tinued product development. 
STAMEN team on the retrospective literature search for Case #9. 
In particular. the patent 
AI'PENDIX I\' i s  a report on an analysis by the 
d. Technical Utilization Special Heports and Technical Briefs - The tech- 
nical utilization specinl reports and tech briefs were reviewed from the aspect of 
c :1 nd i da t e s for tech no logy t ra  n s f e r , 
Case f7,  Life Raft. w a s  :in attempt a t  transference of tech brief #64-10001 
into LZ consumer product. 
Case 48, Retrometer, w a s  a n  attempt nt transference of a special report. 
SP-5005, to 3 product. 
3. Search Results and Transfer Attempts 
Based on the literature search. five cases w e r e  selected a s  good candidates for 
t ransfer  to satisfy n known industrial need. The documents obtained a s  a resul t  of the 
sea rch  have been submitted to the business units for their review and reactions. The 
cases were Nos. 1, 4. 9. 19 and 28. In addition, two cases,  Nos. 7 and 8. w e r e  con- 
sidered good candic1:ites for transfer. to provide a completed product to  satisfy an un- 
realized need, 
None of the searches \ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j  Lmsidered complete. It M':IS found thflt :I successful 
I 
retrospective literature search required at least three searches.  
was exploratoly - that i s ?  to provide ;i general impression of what l i terature w a s  
available on a subject. 
information on a subject: and the third search would provide specifics on sub-categories 
of information, and include research on alternate solutions. 
The f i rs t  search 
The second search was to provide zdditional o r  more complete 
The l i terature search accomplished in Phase I of the study was termed a s  ex- 
ploratory, with the exception of Case #9, in which a second search was also accom- 
plished. 
Search results to date for the good candidates for t ransfer  indicated the fol- 
lowing: 
In Case it l ,  it appeared that some of the :ierospace developments i n  material  
could be applicable. 
In Case #4, one document revealed a heat treatit-ig process  that may lead to the 
solution of heat treatment of steel shafts. 
In Case #9, i t  appeared that the nondestructive inspection techniques developed 
for  rocket motor cases  may be developed into a consumer u s e  of a t i re  carcass  in- 
spection device. 
In Case #18, i t  appeared that :ierospace solutions to self-sealing s t ructures  for 
meteoroid hazards and superpressure altitude balloons miiy apply to ;I consumer product 
such as a sports  ball. 
In Case #28, aerospace developments of coatings 3 2  ~ ~ G \ ~ i C ! ~  ,  solution to an 
industrial pipe coating problem. 
Eight (8) cases  were found to have good av:!i:abillty f’ ncroc ?act c,,?ta. hut 
industry either must define a more specific need, o r  else <tjr\Je> thcl liic.:.nture on i ts  
own. These were Case Nos. 21, 2 2 ,  2 7 .  30. 3 2 ,  37 .  38 ;i?C 39. ?‘ne cllatn was suh- 
mitted to the business units for their reactions. :ind to forrnuiate ;I specific need. 
Eight (8) additional cascs  were found to be fair  cnnd-4 ites for con?inued t ransier  
efforts,  but not with the same degree of confidence a s  the L! ~1.c .  Depectlent upon the 
business units’ reactions to the preliminary data presentel: 
searches should be made to further define their possibiliry r: - ~ ~ ~ r i d i d a t e s  for transfer.  
These were Case Nos. 24,  25, 34. 3 5 .  40. 41.  44 and 47. 
QIlditional l i terature 
The remaining twenty-four (24) cases were not recommended as candidates for tech- 
nology t ransfer .  All efforts on these cases were discontinued. 
Aerospace research data has bcen trmwmittcd to A N I F  hcsiness units for 
eva1u:ition and opinion on the cast's rattd good candidates for technology t mnsfer  
(Case Nos. 1. 3 ,  9, 1:) :ind 2 8 ) :  c:lsc’s Ial)eled NASA state-of-:! :.-:trt (C:ISC Kos. 2 1 ,  
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22, 27, 30, 37, 38 and 39), and cases  rated as  fair candidates (Case Nos. 24, 25, 34. 
35, 40,  41,  44 and 47). In addition, Case Nos. 7 and 8 of adaptive research transfer 
were also submitted for evaluation. 
These searches with the exception of Case #9 were only exploratory in  nature. 
The second step will be to obtain the business units' reactions to the l i terature and to 
formulate additional l i terature searches so that t ransfer  attempts can be made. 
Case #7, tech brief #64-10001, "New Inflatable Life Raft is Non-Tippable, " was 
introduced to the W. J. Voit Rubber Corp. for consideration a s  a direct  product appli- 
cation of aerospace technology. 
product evaluation committee. 
regard to established cr i ter ia  for  new product acceptance and was found to be deficient 
in cri t ical  areas .  The cr i ter ia  for evaluation consisted of such i tems a s  gross  sales  
dollars for the first three years :  previous market experience: required sa les  outlets: 
and present condition of the market. A significant factor in the decision on this par- 
ticular innovation was that NASA does not offer  an exclusive license to protect the 
marketing investment necessary to promote such a new product. 
The innovation w a s  accepted for review by the Voit 
The innovation was evaluated by the committee with 
Case #8 is an attempt to transfer technology directly from a NASA technology 
utilization report, #SP-5005 - "The Retrometer - A Light-Beam Communications 
System, " This report  was introduced to the WEN-MAC Corp. for consideration as a 
potential toy product. The WEN -MAC Corp. management has expressed enthusiasm 
over the Retrometer as a toy. 
idea and made a decision to adopt the idea and to further explore and develop it as a 
toy product line. 
The new products committee reviewed the potential toy 
Case #9, T i re  Carcass  Inspection. An engineering study was made as a result  
of the retrospective l i terature search. 
APPENDIX IV. A presentation will be made to the business unit  for the continued 
development of the tire inspection device. It appeared feasible to develop a t i re  in-  
spection device based on NASA-sponsored research technology of nondestructive test  
techniques employed on rocket cases.  
the best  approach to the problem's solution has been patented. This obstacle will lie 
explored, dependent on the business unit's interest. 
A report on the study is published i n  
One ser ious impediment exists.  It appears 
4. Problems and Experiences of the Literature Search 
a. Literature Evaluation - The Technical Utilization Special Reports were 
found to be of a high quality of information presentation and can readily be put to 
use,  dependent upon industrial needs. 
with a particular regard to industrial needs such a s  indicated in TABLE.11. and 
NASA's state-of-the-art category. shown in TAB LE IV. 
More of these reports  were recommended, 
b. Technical Briefs - These were good, i f  industry happened to have 
specific problems that matched. Industry should he encouraged to use the br iefs .  
not only from t h i s  aspect, but a s  Cuno does, a s  an idea generator for the corn- 
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pany‘s own specific problems. There w a s  one ba r r i e r  uncovered and that was 
the NIH factor - not invented here  prejudice that may be a formidable bar r ie r  
€or the technical brief transfer to surmount. 
Space Technology Aerospace Iieports (STAR) - From the commercial 
standpoint, the indexing system of STAR was  difficult to use. The 
index and subject categories were excellent for the aerospace user .  but an in- 
dustry user  such as  that of the manufacturer of plastic toys wou‘ld ha\?e a dif- 
ficult experience in  obtaining information applicable to h i s  problcAms. 
often than not, he would be discouraged and look elsewhere for technology data. 
More 
Interim progress  reports  such a s  monthly and quarterly reports were of 
little value to the commercial industry. 
c Ius i ve. 
Results were often inclic:ited 3s incon- 
Reports such a s  bibliogrnphies on subjects were excellent and can be 
The STAR abstracts were often found to be misleading, readily put to use, 
since the review of the document did not fulfill the abstract’s information promise. 
d. International Aerospace Abstracts (published by ALAA) - I n  general, 
these reports were better than the STAR reports,  since they included published 
l i terature.  The l i terature was written for a broader audience (n larger  engi- 
neering o r  technology discipline experience), and the resul ts  published were 
more conclusive. 
Abstracts were found to be i n  better agreement with the documents. 
The same indexing problem, ns M.ith STAR, also existed here  for the 
indus t ria1 user.  
e. Security Problems - The wr i te rs  believe. although we cannot prove 
i t ,  that much basic research development information is contained i n  the l i tera- 
t u re  that was classified, o r  whose distribution was restricted.  And, therefore, 
unavailable to the STAMEN team and  business units. 
f. Document Availability- The time cycle of acquiring a document, once 
interest  was created through reading a n  abstract ,  !$‘;is fouxi to be another deter- 
rent to the utilization of space technology. 
I &oms  and/or copies irom the scientific and intorn?:itiw service often took 
I t  W ~ S  found that when copies were on rile a t  the document four weeks to obtain. 
repositories,  they w e r e  sent out immediately. 
should be complimented on their good sen- ice .  
f i les ,  they were mailed out the same day as the rc.iiu(>st. 
document w n s  uiiavailable, i t  took as long as four u ~ ~ k s  to ol~tnin the document. 
The AIAA also gave good service,  and responrtetl t o  ‘I’\S’S requests in a timely 
m:i nnc r . 
The \Vestern Op’r‘itions Office 
If t ! w  docuiiitiits were in  their 
I;ui3 here  too, if the 
Industrial concerns that had aerospace docurnente were. very cooperative 
in loaning them out, but an industry not engaged In government contract work 
may not be aware d the source of document availabiiity. 
Q* Industry Problem - Industry itself must do a better job of defining 
i ts  technology needs, so that the needs can be successfully matched with aero- 
space knowledge. 
It w a s  found that it w a s  difficult to research for a specific solution that a 
business unit already had in mind. It was better for  the researcher  to com- 
pletely understand the basic problem and come up with data on alternate 
solutions. 
The state-of-the-art type of research w a s  found to be of little value fo r  a 
forced transfer, but of benefit to the users on general background information, 
which could eventually lead to a transfer of technology by natural process. 
h. Research of Other Sources - It w a s  found that successful research 
of the problem required research of other sources in conjunction with aero-  
space,  in order  to put the technology in i ts  proper context, and for  a complete 
understanding of alternates and best solutions to the problems. 
Thus NASA was  one other source in conjunction with AEC, DOD, pro- 
fessional societies, the patent office, the Library of Congress, universities 
and research centers. This seemed to confirm the philosophy of the inform- 
ation service provided by CAST and ARAC, who utilize other sources besides 
aerospace technology in the research of a problem. 
i. Training of Personnel - Professional engineers, scientists and 
business managers were found to lack training o r  understanding of l i terature 
research problems and their results. 
j .  Patent Status - The patent status of technology transfer to  com- 
mercial  industry can be a bar r ie r  to transference. 
quired to introduce long-term product lines requires that industry be protected 
through exclusive patent rights. 
The large investment re- 
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Phase I of the STAMEN program concentrated on the definition of industrial 
needs and a review of aerospace literature, to determine if  a match with aerospace 
data was possible. Phase I1 should provide an observation of the tes t  bed to reactions 
of the preliminary data provided on the cases. Although some conclusions were 
reached during Phase I, Phase I1 wil l  provide a definition of specific problems en- 
countered in the actual transfer, and the observations wil l  provide suggested solutions 
to the problem of acceIerating transfer in terms of stimuli and barr iers .  
Pr imary objectives of Phase I1 should be to define the optimum organization, 
both in  industry and NASA, and the methodology which will act as a catalyst to the 
transference of aerospace technology to the industrial community. The economic 
considerations in  organizing a commercial business to utilize aerospace technology 
should also be explored. 
Additional research should be accomplished on the technology-need candidates 
for transfer (5 cases). Research support on aerospace technology should be provided 
to the point of design concept of a new product, introduction of a new manufacturing 
process ,  o r  the successful substitution of a better material. The other cases  (8 
cases)  now termed a s  fair candidates should be explored further, dependent on business 
unit interest  and demand. 
The "middle step" in technology transference - adaptive research  - should be 
explored from the viewpoint of where should NASA and commercial  industry meet in 
this controversial area;  e.g., how much should NASA support research  toward com- 
mercial  ends. 
In addition, more effort should be expended on technical briefs,  special reports,  
and other NASA reports,  to provide specialized industry uses. 
should be continued, to provide support and a record of occurrences. Similarly, the 
NASA state-of-the-art candidates for transfer can be experimented with, to provide new 
technology useful to industry in specific applications. The cases  labeled good NASA 
state-of-the-art availability of inform,ation should be used in this experiment (8 cases). 
The transfer of Case #8 
The solution to the problem of industrial identification of its needs in te rms  of 
specific technology must be further explored. Alternate approaches should be developed 
f o r  improving this difficult area. 
A f t e r  the matching of industrial needs with aerospace technology, the program 
established for the test  bed should be as follows: 
The project personnel should directly participate in the technology transfer. The 
team should observe the test  beds and record all b a r r i e r s  o r  stimuli to the innovation's 
development. Case histories should be prepared, recording progress  made. Research 
on specific technology cases  should be continued as backup to the business units tech- 
nology development. Development programs should be set up with the business units '  
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engineering personnel. A market survey and plan qtioa Id  be est;iLlis!ie.ci $4 i th  business 
unit marketing and sales people. R&13 and marlieting costs shou1d IJC es?imated. Help 
from corporate,  subsidinry :inti di\.ision rn:iiiagc~int~iIt should be so1ic.i i ~ d  to encourage 
and promote growth of the trnnsfei*rcd tecbhnology ideas, Conclusi+>iis hould he drawn 
from the test  bed in order to formulate the iiiethcl:lology ot succes - f 0 1  lechriology trans- 
f e r  in  an industrial complex. 
The team should continue in  the determination and defiaitioii n ~ i ’  t f ;e  communication 
links that NASA technology data must travel, in clrder to achieve in i t t on  a s  an innovation 
of commercial importance, without the enforced iransler envirorme nt siiniulated by the 
team, 
to (1)  be aware of the specific technology, ( 2 )  be interested in the t,ech:iology, (3) evalu-. 
a te  the technology, (4) try the technology by introducing ar, itinov:iiion of a new product, 
material  01- process,  and (5) :idopt the product, grocess  o r  m:ilerial :ipplication. 
Analysis included would be what agents oi- agencies ir, the compnny would have 
The iiidustrial problem of organization to facilitate com:n!inic-:ition uE new technology 
should a l so  be explored. 
can best  be achieved by a central utilization and dissemination for the corporation. 
technical utilization team would continue the observations, rewai  { * h y  and grovide a focal 
point for industrial questions and answers. 
Information obtained in Phase I of the i t u t ly  int1ic:tted that this 
The 
The other a rea  of exploration is the NASA data bank itself. L4 feasible method of 
indexing the information i s  urgently needed, so that i t  would lie ~ics!*e uscLi!>le by com- 
mercial  industry. The use of NASA tapes in indvstri;il I i b ~ i i ~ ~ i ~ ~ S  s h r x t i i  iw explored. An  
identificntior. of the scope of changes required shwid be pi~ep:~i-~v! ,  :cg:c.thcr with recom- 
mendations :is t.o how this can best be zichieved. 
The  cr i ter ia  of success for the experiment shou‘d  lie ?hc - t of aerospace 
V A L G I - ~  into a utility 
~ L C L  no1 OCCUJ-, should 
innclvcltioc by industrial units and their  successiki de\ t>lep:iic‘.iL i j  
€or man’s ever!: dny life. k rccord of how this O C ‘ C U I - ~ - W ~  cr  11 h:, 
be maint:iLner! so that methods can he analyzed to provide recorni- tt.ridrttions on the facility 
and accchieration of such transfers. The system iorniuI:itcd r~iiis: i\ ork I-#ot only in  
isolated cfist‘s hut must he appropriate for use throughoat Arnclr..iL. 1 0  ~ w l u s r r y .  
FIGURES 
FIGURE I 
Quest ionnn i re  For P r o  j cc t 
Space Technology A3pliecl TO Man's E?rthly Nccds 
Please use att:ichmcnts i f  :iddition:il space is  rcquirecl. 
1. 
3 
3. 
3, 
4. 
- 
3" 
I s  your division o r  subsidiary (in particular, its engineering, product development : r i d ,  01 '  
manufacturing process personnel) aware of t h e  NASA technology uti1 iza tion program :I nd 
the data that is available for application by industry to commcrci:il products '? 
yes n N o  
Does your di\.ision have rcady ;iccess to NASA technology data ? 
0 Y e s  0 No 
If so, in 
0 
0 
0 
0 
whae form ? 
Scientific and Technical Aerospace 
NASA Technical Reports 0 Profession:i 1 societies 
NASA Technical Notes 0 Trade or  Professional Journals 
NASA Technical Briefs 0 Trade hkigazines 
NASA Flash Sheets Other - Describe 
Reports (STAR) 0 Patent Listings 
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Lkscribc the technology u t i l i~cd ,  its tr:insl'er process and results. 
6. I n  your opinion, can ;ierospace tcchnology be utiliztd by your division ? 
0 Y e s  - H o w ?  
0 No-Why?  
1. Briefly describe the nature of the product line o r  service your division o r  subsidi:try 
provides to the industrial market. 
8 ,  List your present products and their important Icatures, o r  perlur!x~ance aspecls. ut? 
which competition in the market place is  based. 
Product Features (Perform:incc\, Life Expectmcy, [Jniyue Quality) 
.__-- 
- _____ - 
9. Mo\v docs youp division xcomplish research, dcvc~lopmeni, engineering or desigii 01 
new products, o r  upgrading of cxisting products or processes'.' 
0 
El Corporate R&D \fiat businrxss unit '> 
El 
In House staff, Type of personnel and h g i n  m:xny. 
QLitsicte consu1t:ints ~ Type> nnci irec;utbtlc\ used. 
X - P  
h J  (St!LC1' 
. '  
How niaiiy dcll~irs a r c  annually budgeted for resmrch  :ind product development or  
improvement at  your division o r  subsidiary '? 
Briefly describe the marketing techniques employed by your  division or  suhsidi:iry in 
m:wketing TL :IW product. 
Mrhat new protlucts o r  product modifications a r e  you dci,e!oping or considering for 
development ? (Briefly describe, ) 
The Allill: S'l'AMEN tezm will be searching various NASA centers :-tiid Tec'hiiic:i: !'!.j.: : 
zation Officcs for aerospace data :tpplic:ible to the varied needs of A M F .  
indlcnt.c :!?I:: ~ . ~ i : ~ d  CIT interest to which you wou!ci like 11s to pny p:lrticui:i:* xttciitiori '? 
P)c:i:+.,i: 
:.. 
What is your opinion of NASA's Technical l l t i l i  zation Prograni '? 
(Address: 
. ..... 
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T A B L E  I 
American Machine & Foundry Company 
E x c c u t i v o  Offices: AMF B u i l d i n g ,  261 M a d i s o n  Avenue, N e w  York  N Y .  1 0 0 1 6  
t 
AMF manufactures a diversif ied l ine of products fo r  
industry, government and the consumer. This d i rectory  
assembles i n  one convenient fo rm a brief descript ion Of a l l  
of AMF's sales and manufac tur ing  groups and divisions and 
presents a detai led l i s t ing  of the wide variety of products a n d  
services offered. 
The f irst section l ists alphabetical ly a l l  of the operating 
groups g iv ing a resume of their divisions and product l ines 
and thc location of sales offices and plants. To obta in  more 
product informarion or to  place an order, write o r  call t h e  
par t icu lar  general office or sales headquarters l is ted below. 
The second section l ists alphabetical ly al l  of the ind i -  
v idual  p roduc ts  and services offered by AME After the prod-  
uct  name is a key letter re fer r ing back to the operat ing group 
that  supplies the product. 
@ Q U E S T I O N A I R E  
A. ADVANCED PRODUCTS GROUP 
( h J l i j J  Il(,nt/yrtrrrwrs; 1 7 0 1  K Street. N.W.. Washington, D.C. 20006.202 / ME 8-6505 * * ?.ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 
1025 Nortn Royal Street, Alexandrid. Virginia 22314. 703/Klng 8.7221 
___ - _ _  _ _ _ _ ~ - ~ .  
2. AMF ATOMICS DIVISION 
Whiteford & Eden Roads, York. Pennsylvania 17402. 717/848.1177 
( N O W  PART OF YORK DIV.) 
3. BROOKLYN OPERATIONS DIVISION 
5502 Second Avenue, Brooklyn. New York 11220, 212/HYacinth 2-3500 
,\.\IF 'fool Dit i.$kru 5401 First Avenue, Brooklyn. New York 11220, ZIZ/HYacrnth 24225 
e 
* -PERATIONS ENGINEERIN~DIVISION 
921 Anacapd Street, 2 0 Box 1206, Santa Barbara, California 93102, 805/963-1551 
.- ~ -___ ____ _ _ _ _  - .. - 
5. HYDROSPACE DIVISION 
Broadway & Kennedy Road. P O  Box 187. Station F, Buffalo, New York 14212, 716/TX 3.7800 
e 
_. 
6. MONORAIL DlVlSlQN 
1701 K Street. N.W.. Washington, O.C. 20006, 202/ME 8-6505 
e 
N. Y. World's Fair Off i~c.  flbshhg, N. Y. 11380. 212/AR 1.4646. AR 1-4637 - 
7. WESTERN DIVKON * ~ 9 2 " ~ ~ ~ o a d . I . o ~  Angeles. Czlifornia 90016. 213/837.5301 ~ _ _ _ _ _ _  
8. YORl i  OiViSlON 
\Vhrtelord & Eden Roads, York. Pennsylvania 17402. 717/843 1177 
e 
- -. -I,- llll---.l^ - -.--"- 
4 e  B. BOWLING PRODUCTS GROUP 
-4- 
!;rmip I l ~ n r / r / r i ~ r r l ~ ~ r , ~  Jericho Turiipike. Vkstbury. L.I., N.Y. 1 1 5 9 1  516/ EDgcwood 3-6900 
2. PINSPOTTER DIVISION 
Martin Drive. Shelby, Ohio 44875, 419/744-2010 
Trinity Avenue, Lowville. New York 13367 Tel. 600 (no direct dialing) 
58 Commerce Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06904, 203/325-2677 
4. BOWLING PRODUCTS LABORATORY ( NOW PART OF R & D DIV ) 
~ 
I Production of I m ~ l i n ~  pru3. AMF-UNITE0 BLOCK DIVISION Main Street, Arcade, New York 14009, Tel 548 (no direct dialing) 
Research and deuelopmetit of bowling 
prodrrcts. 
1. AMF BEAIRD, INC. Subsidiary 
Genrral Ofice & Plant: P.O. Box 1115, Shreveport, Louisiana 71102, 318/8684441 0 
1. AMF INSTRUMENT DIVISION 
4304 Wheeler Avenue, P.O. Box 929, Alexandria, Virginia, 22304, 703/549-4911 
0 
0 2. LELAND AIRBORNE PRODUCTS DIVISION 
General Ofice G Plant: P.O. Box 128, Vandalia, Ohio 45377, 513/898.5881 
District Sales Ofices: 
15840 Ventura Boulevard, Encino, California, 213/783.2850 
P.O. Box 265, Toms River, New Jersey, 201/349.6755 
The James Findlay Company, 10237 Main Street, Bellevue, Washington, 206/GL 4.5200 
3. PARAGON ELECTRIC COMPANY Stibsidiory 
General Ofice G Plant: 1600 12th Street, Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241, 414/793.1161 
in Conada: 
0 
Phillips Electrical Company, Limited, 26 Hollinger Road, Toronto 16, Ontario 
Capital eyrripmenf for the oil, gas, chemi- 
cal, tranrportntion and dcfcnse indtrstrics. 
Rail car tanks,  “Maxim” Silcticrr,, LP-gas 
4. POTTER & BRUMFIELD DIVISION 
Cencml Ofhce & Plant: 1200 East Broadway, Princeton, Indiana 47570, 812/FUlton 5.5251 
0 
1. AMF INTERNATIONAL 
Export Division of American Machine G Foundry Company 
261 Madiron Avenue, New York, New York 10016, Cable: AMMAFOCO, New Yolk 
t*2. AMF INTERNATIONAL LIMITED 
Other Plank. 
Franklin, Kentucky, 502/586-4451 
Marion, Kentucky, 502/965.3194 
Guelph, Ontario. Canada, 519/822-0390 
--^ I 
Erport soles of all AblF ~~roiluc!s !i-::cqit 
tobacco machinery. see Wurhl Ihhcccu 
Cruup (E) .  
Howling eguipmrnt: clectronic tire !reail- 
Expanded scale voltmrters, frsqecncy 
m<,tcrx tachometers, tcattnieters. control 
onrl r c p l u t 0 l . s  for a l r r r ‘ l~ t  and 111 
emergency power equiiinicnt, silicon 
Electric Timing Dctiices: time controb. timr 
delatl relqs  arid s! /r ichrmoirs ~L>cl;-f!ll~e 
rnotors 
‘AMF ltalia S.p.A., Corso Matteotti 10, Milan, Italy, Cable AMMAFOCO, Milan 
*AMF-6. Itoh Bowling Company, Ltd.. Ozu Bldg., chome, Honcho, Nihonbashi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo. Japan, 
Via Toscana 1, Rome, Italy. Cable: AMMAFOCO, Rome 
Cable: AMFITOHBOWL. Tokvo 
I 
D. INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS GROUP 
Gruirp Herrdyuarters: 610 Benton-Kel ly Street, PO. Box 1115, Shreveport. Louisiana 71 102. 318 / 868-4441 
1juu:lu.g quipmrmt and sujiplies. 
Rorclr,,g r,l,,il,”ic,lf and sullplics, 
i systeois and contract item*. 
I FieLl inspectiorr scrciccs for oil feci  tci!m!m * 2. AMF TUBOSCOPE, INC. Subsidiary 
P.O. Box 808. Houston, Texas 77001, 713/Rlverside 8.1300 
a 
io;? simiAir and discimi!or 
a weldinfi. Coni,. ct ;;ir.tioti a 
r,rocc~s wnera- .* 
I -_w_uu 
E- INTERNATIONAL GROUP 
AMF Internat ional  L imited. 25 28 Old  Bur l ing ton  Street, London lN.l., England. Cable. P‘.l’vl\‘OCO rL*q:ion 
~~ ~ ~~ ~~ 
25-28 Old Burlington Street, London W.l.. England, Cable AMMAFOCO, London 
Branch Office Kungsholmsgatan 64, Stockholm K. Sweden, Cable: AMMAFOCO. Stockholm 
t*AMF Svenska A. E., Grama, Sweden, Cable: AMMAFOCO Granna 
*AMF Overseas Corporation S.A., 
65, Avenue de I’Etang. Geneva, 
Switzerland, Cable: AMMAFOCO. Geneva 
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'AMT DEUISCHLAND G m b H I  Ka'serslrasse 6. 
'AMF Deulschland G m b H , Mainxrweg. 
Frankfurt. Germany. Cahle. AMMAFOCO, Fianklurl 
Wieshadeii Erbeiiheim. Germany 
Cable. TECtISrAV, Wiesbadrn 
'AMF Technical SPrvicer Comoatiy 
AMF Building. Main.erwep. 
Wiesbadeii-Eibenheim. GPimany. 
Cable. TECHSERV, Wiesbaden _ ~ _ _ ~  ~ __ ~~ 
''3. AMF DEN BOER N.V., 
P.O. BOK 12. Dordrecht. Holland, Cable AMMAFOCO, Dordiechl 
+*4. A M f  ELECTRICA S.p.A. 
''5. INOUSTRIAS AMF S.A. 
' '6 .  AMF FRANCE SA.  
~ ~. ~. __ Via Privata del!a Torre 24, Milan. Italy. Cable AMMtLFCIRICA. Mprirr __________ ~ ~. ~ 
Abraham Gonralez # 3. Mexico 6 .  D T , Mexico. Cablr AMMPFOCO. Mexico 
__--__--_ --__ . ~ ~ 
21 Rue d'Anlin. Paris 1. France, Cnble AMMAFOCO. Paris 
Les Attaques. Par de Calair. France 
Cable AMCUNO, Calais 
!'AM[ France, S A  Chemin du Coiitre H a l a p  
I-.____ . . ~ . ~~. . ~ 
'7. AMF JAPAN LIMITED 
Azabu. P 0. Box 31. Tokyo, iapan. Cahle AMMAFOCO. Tokw __ ~ -~ 
+'8. AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY CO., (Av l  I 1 I ,  
P 0 BOK 222. Parramatla: N S W. Australia. Cab!? AMMAI OC'I ':) 4 , i 
'Sales tManulacliiring 
---_I- * F. PROCESS EQUIPMENT GROUP 
( h i i p  l l ~ ~ ~ r ~ / ~ ~ r ~ ~ r i l ~ ~ i ~ .  One Fawcelt Place. Greenwich Connertii irt Oh8:l I .  2 0 3 1  NOrrnsndy 1-7400 * 
0 
0 *  
0 
.*  
045 
0 *  
* 
0 
G. RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS GROUP 
(;iiiifp f l i d ~ ~ i i ~ i i l i ~ r ~  261 Madlsor. Avenue, New York. N Y 10016, 212 / h lUrray Hill 7-3100 
1. AMF WESTERN TOOL, INC. Su/,sir/irrr!/ 
Cuw,d ( J l l u e  cL- l ' l m f :  3811 McDonald Avenue. P 0 Pox 357. Uer Moines. Iowa 5C30? 
515/2bS 3461 
S d ~ d v 8 ~ t /  IEV Inc . 961 Cheslnul S F., GainPsville. Georgia, 404/534 5410 
~ ~... ~ _- ~~ ~_ 
2.AMF WHEEL GOODS DIVISION 
(.( w1~11 O/Itw P 0 [tor 344. Olney. ll l ir iois 62450. 61R/EXpress 3 2991 
I'lnril\ Junior To! Wheel Goods Plant, O l w y .  Illinois 
AMt Cycle Oivision. West b5lh and Pallersoit. Litt le Rock. A i I a n s . i s  S01/565 1541 
. ~. ~ ~- 
3. BEN HOGAN COMPANY Srr/,cirli,rri/ 
C : m w d  O f l ~ c  2912 We81 PaHord S I ,  F I  Worth. Texas 76110. R17/524 3216 
0 
.* 
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5. W. 1. VOIT RUBBER CORPORATION Subsidiary 
Crncrnl Ofice G Plont: 3801 South Harbor Blvd.. Santa Ana, California 92702, 
714/Klmberly 59392 
Other Plants: 2344 North Columbia Blvd.. Portland 17. Oregon, M3/285313 
Subsidiary: Whitely. Inc.. 29 Ersex Street, M a W .  New lersey 07607, 
201 /343-4762 * 6. WEN-MAC CORPORATION Suhsfriiory 
General Ofice G Plnnt: 11500 Tennessee Avenue, Lor Angeles 64, California 90064, 
213/GRanite 8-8213 
Other Plants: 11511 Tennessee Avenue, Los Angeles 64. California 
"Voit" nthletic bolb. undertooter and tur. 
face suiniming equipment, playground rup- 
plies, miscrllaneoirs golf accessories, woter 
skb and related cqiripmenf, infitable mat- 
fresses. surf riders. exercising rqiiipent, 
nthletic and siwri shoes. 
En inr Iwwcred model airplanes. race cars; 
raIF~rDniroleqiripmeirtfor tndelairptanes; 
giant conrtrirction tot a plirs other hobby 
and toy fiema. Low vdtage outdwr lighttng 
systemr. 
~ 
H. WORLD TOBACCO GROUP 
Croup Ileodguortera: 261 Madison Ave.. New York. N.Y. 10016, 2 1 2 / M U  7.3100 Telex: 224025 ,  
Cable: AMMAFOCO, New York 
1. U.S. OPERATIONS * AW T b c o  Machinery Division, 10 b u t h  Third Strset. Richmond 19. Virginia. 703/648.4721 
International Cigar Machinery Division, 5502 Second Avenue, Brooklyn 20, New York 
212/HY 2-3500,lWX-212 833 7004 
AMF Microflake Dirkion, P.O. Box 31. East Windsor Mill, Conn.. 203/BU 9.4363 
AMF Tobacco Engineering. 10 South Third Street, Richmond 19. Virginia, 703/648-4721 
2. OVERSEAS OPERATIONS 
AMF SASlB S.p.A. 
General Ofice rrnd Plnnt: 
87/89 Via Di Cortiialla, P.O. Box 311, Bologna, Italy 
Tel. 360.401. Telex-51.020. Cable: SASIB, Bolopna 
Robert Leg# Company 
Ccricral Oficr G Plnnt: 
49 Eagle Wharf Road, London N . 1 .  England 
Tel.: Clerkenwell 791 1.6, Cable: LEGG ENGINEERS. London 
0. K. Hamblin 6 Co. 
General Oflicc G Ploiif: 
RadcliWe.onTrent. Nottingham. England 
Tel.: RAdcliffe.on.Trent 2021, Telex 37588. Cable HAMBLIN. Notlingham 
AMF Machinen C.m.b.M. 
Crnrml Oflicr G Plirnt: 
Burgerspitalgaire 28, Vienna VI. Austria 
Tel.: 57 5483. Cable: AMMAFOCO. Wien 
AMF do BRASIL 
General Olfce G Plnnt: 
P.O. Box 2930. Sao Paulo, Brazil 
14.: 37-6469. Telex-3510102. Cable. AMAFOCO. Sar Paulo 
3. SALES AND SERVICE OFFICES 
"AMF oirtoinntic cigarette making. filter 
tipping, pnckoging niochiner!y and tobocco 
leaf hnridlirig cyiripment 
"AMF-ICM" cigar making. pnckin cello 
phoning machinery and narocbtefe~iiip: 
ment. 
"Microflake" tolJncco prodirctr. 
Proprirtory rrscorrli ofid development. en- 
giiieei in$ of tohacm machinery and eqnip- 
nient for World Tolmcco Cram. 
" A M F  automatic cignrettc making, flier 
tipliing. imcbiging machinery and tobocco 
lrwf hnndlin eqiriprnent; cigar-making ma- 
chincry; rnfcmy signnling, mcitching, and 
tickrting equiliment; caniracf maniifactur- 
irig of inrcliaiiical-electronic eqcripnient. 
Tnlmcro leaf handling eqiripmetit; auto- 
motic tiiocliinrry for tolmcco leaf processing. 
Tobacco leaf hnndling eqiiilimeni 
Cellolihana urnpiling. cartoniiig, and par- 
celing morhinery for the tobacco indimtry; 
contrnct nioniifactitring of mrchonicnl 
rqiiipnient. 
"AMF orrtomotic rigeretie making. filter 
tippfng. twrlmglng niochinery. tobcca Imf 
hnndling eqitipnient; otitomattc bottle- 
filling eqi~ipsrcnt, contraci mnnrrfncturing 
of mrchnnical rquipnient. 
Senora Ollice Germ~n). krnlhnli and Eastern Africa 
A M f  Building. Geneva 2, Switzerland AMF Building. 25-28 Old Burlington Street 
Tel: 44 00 00, TELEX: 22416, London W.l., England, 
Cable AMMAFOCO. Geneva Tel: Relent 3931.8813 Carcavelos. Poitu~al 
Spain. Portugal 1nd W a t i n  Afriu 
AMF Tobacco Machinery Company 
Rua Lourenco Marques 36, 
Western Ewepi ma Nulh A~IICI 
AMF lobacco Machinery Company 
AMF Building Geneva 2. Switierland 
Iel 44 00 00 Cable AMMAFOCO. Geneva 
AMf Maschinen G m b H 
Burgerrpitalgarse 28 Vienna VI  Austria 
T t l  57 5483. Cable AMMAFOCO. Wien 
Latm Aaerlu Wwlhera 
American Machine L Foundry Company 
261 Madison AVMue. New York 16. N Y 
Tal 212/MU 7 3100 TWX 212 867 4825 
Cable AMMAFOCO. New York 
Litm AIIIGrKI klthrrn 
Eastern E m p i  
Cable: iMMAFOC0, London, Telex: 24396 
British Irks 
Robert Legg Cawany 
49 Eagle Wharf Road, London N.l., England 
Tel: Clerkenwell 78114 
Cable. LEGG ENGINEERS. London 
0. K. Hamblin 6 CO. 
Radcliffea-Trent, Nottingham, England 
Tel. Radcliffe.on.Trent 2021 
Cable HAMBLIN, Notlingham, Telex: 37588 
Anstrali and hr E I S I  
AMF Tobacco Machinery Campany 
Ne: East hrth Africa wnl Eastern Europe 
AMF SASIB, 87/89 Via di Corticella 
P.O. Box 311. Bologna. Italy, Tel: 360 401 
Cable. SASIB. Bologna Telex: 51 020 
MiYle East 
AMF Tobacco Machinery CMnpany 
Spor Caddesi No. 92/3. Besiktas. 
Istanbul, Turkey 
Cable AMMAFOCO. Istanbul 
Microflake an# Cig* Machinery 
(Outside U. S. and Canada) 
AMF Tobacco Machinery m a n y  
Muhlebachstrasse 11. 
AMF do Brasil. S.A 
P.O. Box 2930, Sao Paulo, Brazil 
Tel: 37-01.71, Cable. AMAFOCO. Sao Paulo 
32-34 Bridge Street. Sydney,. 
N S . W ,  Australia 
Tel: 27 72 66. Cable AMMAFOCO. Sydney 
Zurich 8008, Switzerland 
Tel. (051) 47 91 91/ 4! 91 92 
Cable: AMMAFOCO. Zurich, Telex: 54275 
1. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION 
(hwrol  OfFrr G I,ahomtori,,s. 689 Hope Street, Springdale. Connect icut  06879. 2 0 3  / 3 2 5 . 2 2 1  1 * hlontrfortruing l:nit,v: 203 /GI-7400 AMFare Systems Department. One Fawcett Place. Greenwich, Coniirclicut 06831, 
Aulomdtic Equipment Department. 689 Hope Street. Springdale, Connecticut 06879. 
203/3252211 
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Product Index o f v A M E R I C A N  MACHINE & FOUNDRY COMPANY 
KEY PRODUCT KEY PRODUCT KEY PRODUCT 
A Charaers. Storage Battery C Aircraft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .F  Atomic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .F  
Beverage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  F 
Chemical Processing . .  F 
Compressed Gas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  F 
Cryogenic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  F 
Fuel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  F 
Gas.  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . F  
Home Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  F 
Hydraulic System . . . . . . .  F 
Industrial . . . . . . . .  F 
Liquid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  F 
Lubrication System . . . . . . . . .  F 
Paint . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . F  
Petroleum Product . . . . . . . .  F 
Reactor. Nuclear . . . . . . .  F 
Taste &Odor Removal . . 
Water-Home. Commercial & Industrial F 
Fire Control Equipment . . . . .  
Fittings: Flanged. Cast Steel, Alloy StGI 
Fittings. Mud Line . . . . . .  D 
Frequency Meters . .  .c
Friction Welding . . . . . . . . . . . .  D 
Machinery . . . . . . . . . . .  D
Contract Welding . . . . . . . . .  D 
Food Dehydration System . . . . . . . . . .  I 
Chuck  A 
Automatic Opening A 
Hand Oaerated A Aerospace Systems & Equipment A 
Aircraft Guns. Feeders & Related 
Components A 
Air Terminal Systems & Equipment A 
H&$eed A 
Quick Change A 
Semi automatic A 
Cigar Machinery Alternators 
Analyzers, Power 
AntvSubmanne Warlare Eauioment 5 Cigarillo ellophane M chines Wrappers ' 
Five Pack Cartoning Machines H Archiktural  & Engineering &NK= A 
Athletic M I S  
Basketballs G 
Fresh Work Machines H 
Soft Work Machines H 
Stripping and Booking Machines H 
Stumoen Machines 
Footballs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  G 
Inflatable Play Balls . . . . . .  .G
Soccer Balls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .G Toscani Machines H 
Cigar Machine Attachments H 
Automatic Roll Binder Feeds H 
Reinforcing Strip Feeds H 
Cigarette Lighters Automotive F 
Cigarette Machinery H 
Electronc Control Equ pment H 
Filter Tip Makers 
Softballs G 
Tetherballs G 
Volleyballs G 
Water Polo Balls G 
Athlehc Equipment E. G 
Baseball Bases 
Basketball Goals & Nets G 
Batting Tees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  G 
& Supplies) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .E 
Bowling (See Bowling Lane Equipment 
Deck Tennis Rinns. .'. , . , , , , . .G 
Makers H 
Packers (Hard and Soft Packs) H 
Clubs. Golf G 
Coatinn Service. Plastic D 
Exercisers (See Eiercising Equipment) G 
Football Kicking Tees 
Golf (See Golf Equipment) G 
Golf Ball Marking Devices G 
Golf Practice Puttmg Cups G 
Horseshoes. Rubber G 
Softball Bases G 
Striking Bags and Platforms G 
Swivels G 
Tetherball Poles G 
Water Stmrts [See Swimmina 
Collar< hill D 
"ColorGuard" Water Sportswear G 
Compressors. Gas (Packaged) D 
Containers. Pressure D 
G 
Gas, Processing Equipment D 
Gasoline Plants, Packaged D 
Gears. Gear assemblies and 
Continuous Bread Making Process F 
Contract Engineering & Manufactunng A 
Contract Machining & Manufacturing D transmlss,,,ns A 
Defrost Golf Equipment G 
Electrical A BaEs G Electro mechanical 
Controls A* Generators, AC & DC C 
Baiis G 
Carts-Gas Powered G 
Clubs-Woods, irons. Putters G 
Gloves G 
Golf Shoe Rubbers G 
Equipment) G 
Equipment & Systems A 
"AMFare ' Svstem I 
Automatic Handling & Processing 
Automatic Restaurant Eqwpment 
Time C 
D 
Control Meters 
Couolinns. Sucker Rod and PumD 
Converters, Electronic Power C 
Cryogenic Filters F 
Cryogenics. Vessels, Process equipment. 
Filling Statmns 
Grips G 
Practice Balls G 
Practice Puttmg Cups G 
Umbrellas G 
Wood Club Head Covers G 
Ground Support Systems & Equipment A 
Ground Power Equipment C 
F 
H 
Automatu Transfir Machines I 
Automotive Exhaust Burners A 
Autos, Juvenile G 
Decorative Stltching Machines 
Desalters, Home Water 
Design & Development Sewlces 
Digestors. Pulp & Paper Mills 
Dispensers. Beverage 
Disoensers Self-Levelinn Automatic 
Bakery Machinery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .F 
Making Process . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .F  
"AMFLOW' Continuous Bread 
I 
A 
D 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F. I 
F 
F 
D 
D 
D 
D 
Bowl Unloaders F 
Bread Slicers &Wrappers F 
Code Daters F 
Handling Equipment A 
Cargo 
Missile A 
Nuclear A 
Hardened Shelters A 
Heating and Welding Equipment D 
High frequency D 
induction 
Household Appliance Timers C 
Houses. Tool D 
Hydraulic Filter Media F 
Hydraulic Power-Packs and Systems A 
Hydraulic Actuating and Locking Devues A 
Bear LOC' Locking Actuator A 
Hydmstatu Testing D 
Dishes & Glassware 
Mobile Dish Dispenser Systems 
Tray Dispensers 
Work Positioners. Industrial 
Distillers. Water 
Commercial 
Home 
Industrial 
Marine 
Dividers and Rounders 
Dough Mixers, Horizontal 
Drill Collars 
Drill Collar Inspection Service 
Drill Pipe Inspection Service 
Drill Pipe Protectors, Rubber 
Dnll Press Tapping Attachments 
E 
Dividers & Rounders F 
Dough Mixers. Horizontal F 
End Labelers 
Mixers. Vertical F 
Packers F 
Pan Feeders. Automatic F 
Pretzel Tying Machines F 
Proofers 
Roll Make Up Equipment F 
Sealing Machines F 
Balls (See Athletic Balls) G 
Beverage Dispenser Filters F 
Eeverage mspensers F 
Bicycles G 
Billiards. Equipment & Supplies E 
Blenders. Disc 
A I 
Inspection Services 
Automated Production Line 
Tubular Goods 
Field Inspection of Tubular 
In Place Pipeline 
Instruments 
Inverters. Power 
Ion Exchange Membranes 
Blowers, Snow 
Bod Unlnaders 
Bowler's Accessories 
Bowling Ball Bags 
Bowling Balls 
Bowling Shoe Bags 
Bowlmg Shoes 
Bowling Lanes 
Eowling Lane Equipment & Supplies 
Ball Returns 
Bowling Ball Drilling Machines 
Bowling Balls 
Bowling Pins 
Lane Finishes & Finishers 
\ochers (Steel) 
Seating (Bowling Settees) 
Setters, Ten Pin 
Shoe Storage Racks 
Bowling Rnspotters, Automatic 
Bread Slicers 
Bread Wrapping Machinery 
Button Stitching Machines 
Pindicator Signaling units 
G 
E 
E 
B 
E 
B 
E 
, E  
E 
B 
E 
B 
E 
B 
E 
E 
E 
E 
D 
D 
D 
. D  
D. A 
I 
Goods Edge Conditioning Equipment D 
High Frequency Contact Resistance D 
Edne-Trimmers. Lawn 
ElGtrical Test Sets C 
Electro Mechanical Equpment A 
Electronic-Equipment (Special for aircraft, 
rniccilr and mrnrnercial> 
J 
Joints. Tool 
Juvenile Autos 
Juvenile Tractors 
_. _ _  _. 
Emergency Power Equipmeni C 
Engineering Field Service (Installation 
and activation) A D 
G 
G 
Engineering Studies A 
Engines, Miniature for Toys G 
Enwmnrnantal Testine A 
Evaporators Industrd, municipal. 
commercial. home and marine F 
Exercising Equipment G 
Chest Pulls G 
Hand Grips G 
Isometric Devices G 
Skip Ropes G 
Wall Pulls G 
K 
Kellys-Hexagon. Square 
L 
E 
F 
F 
F 
. . . .  D 
1 c 
Cable Sheathing Eqtdpment. 
Cake Mixers. Vertcal. Continuous 
Camelback. Patching Matersal 
Cargo Handling Equipment & Systems 
Cartridges, Filter 
Carts. Fmd Service 
Casrng Protectors. Rubber 
Catheads. Automatar and Friction 
Metallic Welded 
Laboratory Filters F 
Life Support Systems A F G 
F Field Inspection Services. Oil Field 
G Tubular Goods D Liquefied Petroleum (LP) Gas Filling 
A Filling Stations Steel. Packaged Stations D 
F LP Gas, Cryogenics D Liquefied Petroleum (LP) Gas Systems D 
F Filter Material. Chemically Inert F Home 
F Industrial D 
F Logastuc support Systems 
D Filter Media 
D Filters. Fluid A 
Lighting Systems, Outdoors. Low Voltage 
Liners. Pump and Slush Pump 
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PRODUCT KEY 
M 
PRODUCT KEY PRODUCT KEY 
Ship Propulsion . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A 
Testing . . . . . . .  .e Special Purpose . . . .  .A 
Filtering D 
Gas Storage (LP Gas) D 
Pressure Bulk Storage D 
Railroad Car D 
Skid Mounted D 
Steel D 
Storage D 
Vacuum D 
Welded Steel D 
Underwater Diving G 
Tank Coating Serv~es D 
Tapping Attachments. Drill mess A 
Test Equipment C 
Continuity C 
Electrical Test Sets C 
Specialized Electrical C 
Tillers, Rotary G 
Garden Power G 
Timers. Electnc C 
Tire Repair Materials G 
Tobacco Machinery H 
Seoarators H 
Machine Parts A 
Machining. Contract D 
Manmulaton Mastw-Slave A 
Training A 
C, G 
C AC & DC Voltane 
Regulators 
Membranes. ion Exchange I 
MEWS C. H 
Elictronic - G 
Underwater Dlving G 
Electricallv Operated C 
G 
G 
Magnetic Amplifier 
Semi Conductor 
Relays C 
Aircraft (small), Control C 
Frequency C H 
C 
Standard Devtation 
volt 
"Microflake" Food Dehydration ROCCIS I 
"Micmflake" Tobacco Products 
Cigar Binder H 
Cigar Head Reinforcing Tape H 
Cigar Wrapper H 
Cigarette Filler H 
Misslle Gmund S u ~ w r t  EauiDment A 
Emergency Lighting C 
Hermetically Sealed C 
Industrial Control and Power C 
Low Voltaae C 
Magnetic Tape C 
Mechanical Latching C Blast.Resistant 'Shelters A 
Filters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Fueling & Servicing Equipment 
Handling & Transportation Equl 
Launchers & Controls 
Missile Ranee Instrumentation 
F 
A 
ipment A 
A 
Mercury Wetted C 
Plate Circuit C 
Midget Type C 
Motor Starting C 
Stemmers n 
Plug in Type C 
Polarized C 
Sensitive Type C 
Threshers 
Tipping & Blending Conveyors 
Cigar Binder 
Tobacco Roducts. "Mkmflake" 
H 
H 
H 
Cigar Head Reinforcing Tape 
H 
H 
Cigar Wrapper H 
Tobacco, Vacuum Moirtsning Units D 
TwI Houses and Joints D 
Torpedoes A 
Toscani Cigar Machine8 H 
Toys. Educational G 
Motorized Boats G 
Motorized Construction G 
Toys. Engine.Powered G 
AlrDlaneS G 
Cigarette Filler H 
A 
F 
F 
G 
G 
Equipn;ent . . . . . . .  
Dough, Horizontal . . . .  
Model Aitplanes . . . . . . . . .  
Engine Powered . . . . . . . . .  
Mononil Tnnsportation Sptems 
Moton. Electric . . . . . . . . . . .  
Aircraft (AC & DC) . . . . . . . .  
Synchronous, Clock-Type . . 
 om, pawn Lawn . . . . . . . . .  
Rotary & Reel . . . . . . . . . . .  
Walking & Riding Types . . . .  
Mlxen. Cake. Vertical . . . .  
Mud Llne Flttings . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Mumen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Exhaust & Intake . . . . . . . . .  
Telephone C 
Timing. Time Delay, Etc C 
Vibration and Shock Resistant C A 
C 
C 
C 
G 
G 
G 
D 
D 
D 
Renewal Services D 
Valves 
Christmas Trees 
Wellheads 
"AMFare" System 
Research & Development Studies 
Restaurant Equipment. Automatic 
Retread Rubber 
R.F. Communicatmn Switch Systems 
Roll Make-Up Equipment 
Rubber Casing Protectors Boats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  G 
Race Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  G 
N Tractors. Juvenile G Transfer Devices, Automatic I 
Transistors. Silicon Power C 
Transoartation Sntems A 
S Nondestructive Testing S m k e s  D 
Nuclear Equipment 6 Systems A. F 
Control Systems 
Filters F 
Fuel Elements A 
Fuel Processing Equipment A 
Gama Irradiators A 
Manipulators A 
Reactors A 
Refueling Systems A 
Remote Handling Equipment A 
Waste Concentration Systems A 
Nuclear Research Studies A 
Nuclear Technical Services A 
Self-Leveling Automatic Dispensers F 
F 
E 
China and Glass Ware with Warmer 
Dairy Products and Juices with Cooler 
Transports D 
Chemical D 
Cryogenics D 
LP Gas D 
Over The Road Pressure D 
Semi Trailers D 
Treadmaker. Tire. Electmnk G 
Tubing Packers D 
Turbine. Gas. R ime mover applicatlons D 
Tray r 
Work Positloners for industry F 
Semi-Trailers (pressure, chemical. etc.) D 
SeNomechanism systems A 
Shws B. G 
Bowling 
Athletic and Sport G 
Silencers D 
x u  Exhaust and Intake Gas and Diesel Engine 
Marine 
Spark Arrestor. heat recovery units D Umbrellas, Golf G 
Waste heat units D Underseas Weapons 6. Equipment A 
Simulators and trainers 
Slicers (bread. roll, etc ) F 
Siipstltching Machines for Neckties F 
Slush Pump Pistons o v  
Rod and Liners 
0 
Oceanographic Instrumentation A 
Oil Field Drilling Equipment D 
Oil Field Tubular Goods lnspcctlon 
Servkes D 
G Outdoor Lighting Systems, Low Voltage 
Outdoor Play Equipment G 
Dvenhots D 
Valves and Seats D 
"Smog Burner" Exhaust Control Device A 
Snow Blowers and Plows G 
Sonar Devices A 
Space Environment Equipment A 
Special Purpose Vehtclei A 
Steel Fabricating & Machining D 
Stitching Machines F 
Button F 
Decorative F 
Slipstitching for Neckties F 
Storage Battery Chargesfor Silver-Zinc 
& No-Cad Batteries C 
Studies. Research Enginrnng A 
Sucker.Rod Couplings D 
Swimmine EauiDment. Surface 6 
Valves A. D. F. G 
A,r 
Beverage. Mixing & Measuring F 
Blast Closure A 
Diving Tank G 
Pump & Slush Pump D 
Valves & Seats D 
Valve repair and renewal D 
Velocipedes G 
Vending Machine Filters F 
Vessels, Pressure 6 Vacuum D 
Vises A 
Bench A 
Drill Press A 
P 
Packaged Gas Compressors D 
Packers-Oil. Gas D 
Pan Faeden. Automatic F 
"Pan-0-Mat" Machines F 
Parasols, Golf G 
Pinswttsn.  "AMF' Automatk B 
Plpeilne inrmdion. In-Place Lines D 
Rstons, Pump, Etc. D 
Plastic Coating Devices D 
Metal Products D 
Railroad Tank Cars D 
Truck Transwrt Tanks D 
Jig A 
Voltmeters. Precision C 
Metal Band Saw A 
C Voltage Regulators, AC & DC Underwater G 
Diving Lungs (Regulators) G 
Diving Tanks G 
Diving Valves G 
Ear Plugs G 
Tubular Goods D 
Vessels 
Fiaygmund Equipment. Outdoor 
Plows. Snow and Rotary 
Racision Dotkal Tracken 
W Fins G 
Inflatable Mattresses G 
Inflatable Vinyl Products G 
Inflating Pumps G 
Knives G 
Spear Guns G 
Surf Riders G 
Swimming & Diving Masks G 
Water Skis & Accessories G 
Wet Suits G 
Switches. Lighted lndtcating C 
Switches. Time Delay C 
Systems Management A 
Water F'urification Systems, Land.Based 
& Marine F. I 
Home Water Filters 
Sea Water & Brackish Water F 
Water Skis &Accessories G 
Water Treatment F, I 
Filter Media F 
Filters F 
Ion Exchange Membranes I 
Maxim ' Evaporators F 
Pollution Control Devices A 
Remlums. %ustom 
Prekel Tying Machines 
Production Line Inspection of 
Tubular Goods 
Roofen. Intamadhte 
R 
Radar Equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A 
Antennas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . A  
Pedestals, Drives. Mounts & Feeds . A 
Shipboard. Mobile & Fixed Base 
Equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A 
Altplane) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  G 
Receivers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .G 
Radlo Contml Equlpment (Model 
Wattmeters 
Weapon System8 6 Components 
Weldlng. Contract Friction 
Weldini Machinew 
Automatic Pipeline 
Contract Resistance 
High Frequency 
Friction 
Wet Suits. hv lng  and Skllng 
Work Positionen. Industrial. 
C 
A 
D 
A. D 
D 
D 
D 
G 
F 
F 
T 
Tachometers C 
Tanks D. G 
Air Receiver D 
Transmitters G 
Radio Contmlled Model Alrplanes G 
Range Instrumentation Systems A 
Reactors. Nuclear A 
Aluminum D 
Ammonia (Anhydrous) D 
Ammonia Applicator D 
Ammonia Bulk Storage D 
D 
Cryogenics D 
Digestors (Pulp El Paper Mill) 
Self.Lavellng 
Wrapping Machinery. Bread 
Power A 
Research A 
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Quest ion 
I .  Is > O U I '  division o r  substdiar j  (in particular , 
11.- <~ng i i i cc r i  11:. p~.tx luct  dcvclopmenl and/or 
i i i . i ~ ~ u I d c t i i r i ~ i g  I r u c c ~ s s  persoiiiic,l) aware of the 
S.'.S.\ tcchirulog\ ut i lmit ioi i  program and the 
~ I : I ~ : I  th:it is nvailalile frri .  :ipplicatioii by industry 
~ I J  cummercial products'? 
1 .  
S A S A  tcchnolog! data? 
Docs ) o u r  division have ready access to 
3 .  
tu nii tke 11 inore useable or readily available 
to your division'? 
I ,  . \%'ha! is j ,XI.  qiinion of NASA Technical 
['tihaition I'rogmni? 
I .  I)oes your division o r  subsidiary have in 
11s emliloy rcsc;ircti, engineering or process 
personnel with :I prior hickground in missile/ 
de rospace technology ? 
lion ?:in SASA tcchinology dati be improved 
1 7  
5 .  l lns y o u r  d i v i s i o ~ i  utilized NASA Technology 
in: dcvcluping :I conimrrcial product, developing 
o r  applying a specinl manufacturing process, 
de\,eloping or :ippi>iiig a material, o r  solving 
other prolilenis such  as improved quality 
control, nianagcmcnt rcliorting techniques, 
engineering problem solutions, etc. 
ti. I n  ~ u u r  opinion, c:in aerospnce technology 
iie utiliLed by )our divibion '?  
lti. The AbII.' S'l'.lhIE?. .I'c.iin \ \ i l l  be searching 
various VASA centers itnil Techiiical Utilization 
CXficcs for aerospace d a h  ;ipplicable to the 
v a r i e d  needs of A M F .  I'lrase Indicate any 
Iicld of intcrest to nhich you would like u s  
to  11s) ~iai-ticul:ir iittciitiiin. 
7 .  
1tnc 01- service hour clivisioii or subsidiary 
provides to the industri:il market. 
8. List > o u r  present products and their 
iin~ioi-t:int features, o r  performance aspects, 
011 \\hich competition i n  the market place is 
based. 
Br ic l l j  describe the n:iture of the product 
9. €to\\ does your divtston accompltsh research, 
develol>nient, engineering or design of new 
products, o r  upgrading of existing products 
or processes ? 
10. I s  t h c r r  :I research or  engineering library 
:it ~ u i i r  division's Iireinises'? 
.- 
Thirt) percent (c,levtm Business Units) reported that the) hnd read) a c c c s ~  :in(! I L 
ceived N.4S.A lcdinolng\ data. 
Six users  01 Scit.ntlfic :tn:i Technical Aerospace Reports (SlA!?) 
Ten users of NASA 1'cch1iica1 Reports 
Seven users of NASA Technical Notes 
Nine users ot SAS.4 Technical Briefs 
Three users of N.J.S.4 l.'lash sheets (prior to 'Tech Iiriefs) 
One Business Unit. Potter 6: Brumfield uses the Service 01 . A 1 X C 7 ,  I x l i . ~ i i : t  I L I I ! C ' <  
Ih t a  used was reported a s  lollows. 
Of the eleven KASA techix~log) data users six expresst4 i:i\~oxll>l< 
others expressed dilficultv in locating information pt,culiar Io th i .  
recommendation suLh as  ~ m p r o v e d  indexing and l)il>liogra[hics: \\ hi l i  I 
ani1 better avnil:ibilit> of pulilications; some indtcatecl that : i i kJ i t io i i , I l  
at local 1ibr:iricii i ~ i '  i inivc s shoiilrl be established. 
__ - . . .. . 
in-house staff. 
I.'orty nine ~ x r c c n t  (eighteen Iiusincss u n i t s )  : i~~conipl ishecl  i n  lpi?: 1 1  
Four business u n i t s  cmplny outside consultants 011 reculnr I> 
engineering, design o r  othc-r trclinii,al pcoplc- un bubiiic'sa it! 
to v:iry frum 2 to 200 .  
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11. How does your division kiwp up-to-date in 
nclvanced technolog) in its I i r l d  of interest? 
12. How many dollars a r e  annually budgeted 
lor research and product development or improve- 
ment a t  your division or subsidiary? 
13. 
b r  developed o r  impmved? 
14. 
employed by your division or subsidiary in 
marketing a neu product. 
How do you determine wshat products should 
BrieIly describe the marketing techniques 
15. What new products or product modifications 
a r e  you developing or considering for developing? 
Summary of AhlF Business Unit Replies 
Fifty [our prrcent (2u) by Industry seminars 
Seventy eight percent (29) ti? Study of competitor products 
Seventy percent ( 2 G )  11) Prorrssional society memherships 
Ninety two percent (34) by Trade journals and ma6mzines 
Sixty two percent ( 2 3 )  by in-house I<&D 
~ ~~~~ 
Only two business units (manufacturing divisions) reported that the)  did not h : l w  
a budget for product development or improvement. A total of fourteen million 
dollars was indicated. But dollar figure has no significant meaning. since some 
business units included in their figure, manufacturing engineering or  other 
necessary cost to keep present lines going or included sales  and marketing costs 
of a new product. 
Various answers were given but in general the following practice was reported 
1. market survey is made based on field representatives, sales force and 
customer requests; 
2 .  technical feasibility study i s  accomplished; 
3 .  cost analyses and share of market study accomplished: 
4. prototypes are huilt and tested; 
5.  market analyses are reconfirmed. 
Most products are developed through long range planning with corporate management 
approval. Industrial products a r e  introduced a t  trade shows. Recreational and 
toy products a r e  introduced a t  toy shows and industry fairs ,  and a r e  submitted for 
limited trial marketing to determine consumer opinion and interest. 
All business units were prcsvnti> considering new products or  product modification. 
Some of these were presented as cases and a r e  listed in Table IV. 
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, 
AMF PROFILE OF INTERESTS I N  SPACE TECHNOLOGY - TABLE 111 
AMF Business Unit 
I A .  Advanced Products Group 
1. Alexandria Division 
I 
2 .  Brooklyn Operations Division 
3 .  Field Operations & Engineering 
Division 
4. Hydrospace Division 
5. Western Division 
6. York Division (including 
former  Atomics Division) 
B. Bowling Products Group 
1. Bowling Division-Shelby 
2.  Bowling Division-Chicago 
3 .  Bowling Division-Lowville 
C. Electrical Products Group 
1. A M F  Instrument Division 
2 .  Leland Airborne Products 
Division 
3 .  Paragon Electric Comlnny 
(Subsidiary) 
urrent-Commercial Technology Need 
hat May he Satisfied by NASA Data 
. Management Control techniques 
. Oceanographic instrumentation 
. Fabrication techniques 
. Materials research on coatings 
. Welding 
. Joining of metals 
. Improved machining techniques 
. Welding, automatic 
. Soldering and electrical connections 
. High temperature, low-cost, 
mater ia ls  and coatings 
:. Heat t ransfer  of combustion 
:. Fluid flow 
. Metal removing and joining 
techniques 
_. Control systems 
!. Materials 
I. Fabrication wood, plastics, metals 
1. Protection of wood surfaces 
1. Coatings for wood 
1. Adhesives for wood and plastics 
1. Packaging techniques of electronic 
components 
2 .  Integrated circui ts  
3 .  Component reliability 
1 .  Ball bearings under extreme 
environment 
2 .  Lubricants under extreme 
environment 
3 .  Brushless DC motors 
1. Plastics technology 
2. I.ubricants 
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3 .  Insulating materials 
STAR Subject Categories 
1. General, computers 
1. Geophysics: Instrumentation and photography: 
physics, general: Electronic equipment: Nuclear 
engineering: communications: auxiliary svstcms 
3. Machine elements and processes 
4 .  Materials ,  non-metallic: chemistry 
1 .  Machine elements and processes:  metals, metallic 
2 .  Metals, metallic: Metals. non-metallic: 
Machine elements and processes 
3. Machine elements and processes 
1. Machine elements and processes:  Materials, 
metallic: Electronics: Instrumcntation and 
photography: Physics ,  general: Structural 
mechanics: Auxiliary systems 
1. Electronic equipment 
1 .  Materials, metallic: Materials. non-metallic: 
machine elements and processes 
2 .  Thermodynamics and combustion 
3. Fluid mechanics: Physics, general: Aerodynamic> 
1. Machine elements and processes:  l la ter ia l f  , 
metallic; Materials, non-metallic 
2 .  Materials, metallic: Materials. non-metallic 
1. Electronics equipment: Electronics 
2 .  Materials, metallic: Materials, non-mctnllir 
3.  Machine elements and processes:  Rlalerials. 
metallic: Materials, non-metallic 
1 .  Materials, non-metallic: Chemistrq 
1. Materials, non-metallic: Chemistrg 
2 .  Materials, non-metallic: Machine elements 
and processes:  chemistry 
1 .  Electronic equipment: Materials, melallic. 
Materials, non-metallic: Instrumenk?tiol; 2 1 ~ ~ 1  
photography 
2.  Electronic equipment: Electronics: Ph! h w 6  
solid s ta te  
3 .  Electronic equipment: Electronics: blachinc 
elements and processes 
1. Machine elements and processes:  Rlatrrials. 
metallic: Materials. non-metallic: Strurtura\ 
mechanics 
2.  Chemistry: Materials, metallic: Rlaterials. 
non-metallic: Machine elements and P I ' O C C ' F C ~ ' I  
3 .  Electronics: Electronics cquipmcnt: 
Auxiliary systems 
1. Materials, non-metallic 
2 .  Materials. non-metallic: Chemistry: 3laciiin.. 
elements and processes 
3 .  Materials. non-metallic: Thcrniodynanlics '1' i i  
combustion 
.. 
AMF Business Unit 
C .  P:lectrical Products Group (contd') 
4 .  Potter & Brumfield Division 
Current-Commercial Technology Need 
Thav May he Satislied by NASA Data STAR Subject Categories 
1. Solid state relays 
2. Logic modules 
1. Physics, solid state: Klectronic equipmenl 
Electronics; Auxiliary systems 
2 .  Electronics; Electronic equipment. 
Auxiliary systems 
D. Industrial Products Group 
1 .  AMF Beaird, Inc. 
(Subsidiary) 
1. Propellants: Physics, general: 
Thermodynamics and combustion 
1. Cryogenics 
1. Inspection techniques 2 .  AMF Tuboscope, Inc. 
(Subsidiary) 
1. Machine elements and processes: 1nstrumcnt:itiw 
and photography: Structural mechanics 
2. Materials, non-metallic: Chemistry 
1. Matefals, metallic: Machine elements and 
processes 
2. Materials, metallic: Machine elements and 
processes 
1. Machine elements and processes: 
Materials, metallic 
2. New plastic materials 
~ ~ ~~ ~ 
3. 4MF American Iron, Inc. 
(Subsidiary) 
1.  Friction welding of drilling tool 
joints 
Metallizing the bore of oil well 
liners 
2. 
1 .  Welding 4. AMF Friction Welding 
Division 
5. AMF 'Thermatool, Inc 
(Subsidiary) 
1. High speed welding 1. Machine elements and processes: 
Materials, metallic 
E .  Process Equipment Group 
1. Bakery Dix-ision 1.  High temperature bearings 1.  Machine elements and processes: 
Materials, metallic: Materials, non-mctall ic 
Structural mechanics 
2. Materials , non-metall ic : Chemistry : 
Materials, metallic: Machine elements and 
processes 
3 .  Chemistry: Materials, non-metallic 
Fluid mechanics 
4. Bioscience: Biotechnology 
2.  High temperature lubricants 
3. Dough Rheology 
4. Microbiology as  related to breads, 
doughs and yeast 
5. Microwave effects on yeasts 
and food products 
5. Space radiation: Bioscience: Chemistrv 
2 .  Cuno Engineering Corp. 
a. Tech Space Division 
1. Filtration media 1. Materials, non-metallic: Chemistry 
Auxiliary systems: Materials. metallic 
Biotechnology 
2.  Bioscience: Biotechnology: Chemistry: Gewr: i I  
3.  Bioscience: Biotechnology: Chemistry: (;cn<,i , I /  
2. Water reuse 
3. Stream polution 
b. Maxim Division 1. Titanium plating 
2. Two phase flow 
3. Refrigerant compressors 
4. Coatings for erosion and corrosion 
1. Machine elements and processes: 
Materials, metallic 
2. Thermodynamics; Fluid Dynamics: 
Aerodynamics 
3 .  Machine elements and processes: 
Auxiliary systems 
4. Materials, non-metallic: Machine e lemen ts  
and processes; Chemistry 
1. Thermodynamics: Electronic cquipnienl: 
Fluid mechanics; Machine elements and 
processes 
2. Thermodynamics: Machine elements and 
processes; Auxiliary systems; Physics. C.cnrr.rl 
1 .  Electrical heat transfer 
2. Refrigeration systems 
3. Food Service Division 
1. Machine elements and processes 4 .  Stitching hlachinery Division 1. Machine design applications 
F. Recreational Products Group 
1. AMF Western Tool, Inc. 
(Suhsidiary) 
1 .  Fabrication of metal (steel, 
aluminum, and magnesium) 
1. Machine elements and processes: 
Materials. metallic 
t 
AMF Business Unit 
Current-Conimercial Technology Neud 
‘That May be Satisfied Iiy S.1S.A 1)ata 
1. AMF Wheel Goods Division 1. Materials application, (aluminum, 
mamesium and plastics) 
b. Cigar Division 
c.  AMF hlicroflake Division 
d. Leaf Processing Division 
3. Ben llogan Company 
(subsidiary) 
1. Reliability data on solid state 
switching circuits and mechanical 
componcwts 
1. Drying and preserving techniques 
2 .  Materials to withstand corrosive 
and abrasive environments 
1. Air conveying systems 
2 .  Filtration of sand and dust from a i r  
1. Adhesives 
2 .  Heat treating of stcels 
3. Wood prescrvatixcs 
I I .  Research and Development Division 
1. AMFare Systems Department 
2. Automatic Equipment Department 
4.  Tire Equipment Division 
1. 
., 
1. Inspection techniqucs lor plastics 
2 .  Silicon control rectifier 
5. \\ . J .  \‘olt Rubber Corp. 
(Subsidiary) 
6. WEN-MAC Corp. 
(Subsidiary) 
1 .  Materials and processes 
Fabrication of metals +--- Materials and processes 
2 .  Precision honing and grinding 
3. Applications for battery powered 
devices 
4. New techniques for  plastics 
fabrication 
G. World Tobacco Group 
1. U.S. Operations 
a. AMF Cigarette Division 
~ 
1. Ceramics and method of application 
2.  Plating processes to alleviate friction 
problems 
3. Transducers and instrumentation for 
a i r  flow tests 
High temperature resistant alloys 
Corrosion in water environments 
Transfer functions (torque out/variabli 
frequency in) of induction motors 
Servocontrolled transfer manipulator 
device(e.g., very long life potentio- 
meters) 
High response electric servodrives 
in the 1-5 HP range 
Special position transducers 
Integrated circuits 
Packaging techniques for  electrical 
circuits 
Check digest systems for assuring 
correct data entries 
S T A R  Subject Catcgori(.s 
Materials, metallic: Structural i i i e ~ ~ l l : i n i < ~ s :  
Materials, non-metallic 
Materials, non-metallic, Materials. mvtnllic. 
Chemistry; Machine elements and ~iroet.hst..‘ 
hlatrrials, metnllir: Machine elc,nmltS and 
processes 
M:itc.rials, non-metal I ic : Chcmistri  
Matcrials, non-mctnllic: Machinc, e lements  
and proccsses ; I’liysics, gencral, 
Instrumentation 
Electronic equipment: EIc~ct i~~i i i ie~  : 
Machine elements and processes 
Machine elements and processes : Materials, 
non -me tall ic 
Machine elements and processes; 
Materials, metallic 
Machine elements and processes: 
Materials, metallic: Materials, non-mctallrc 
Machine elements and processes 
Electronic equipment 
Machine elements and processes: 
Materials, non-metall ic 
Materials. non-metnllic; Machine elemeiits 
aiid processes; Physics. plasma 
Materials. metallic; Materials, non-metnllic 
metallic: Machine elements and processcs 
Electronic equipment: Instrumcntal inn: 
Aercdvnamics 
Electronic equipment; Electronics : 
Machine elements and processes: l ’ h v s i c ~ ,  
solid state: Mathematics 
Chemistry : Bioscience 
Materials, metallic; Materials, 
non-metallic 
~ ~~ ~~~ ~~ 
hlachine elements and processes:  
Fluid mechanics 
Machine elements and proccsses: 
Materials, non-metallic 
Materials, metallic 
Chemistry; Physics, general 
Electronic equipment: Electronics: 
Auxiliary systems 
Electronic equipment; Electronics: 
Auxiliary systems 
Electronic equipment; Auxiliary systems 
Electronic equipment 
Electronic equipment; Electronics: 
Physics, Solid State 
Electronic equipment: Instrumentation and 
photography 
Electronic equipment: Computers: 
Mathematics 
Current-Commercial Technology Need 
That hlay be Batisfled by NASA Dsta 
10. h~a~metostriction - effects or their 
use as device actuators 
Optimal control of polar coordinate 
positioning systems 
11. 
12. Stability - Liapunov functions and 
their calculation 
Use of ultrasonics i i i  medhuring 
s t ress  in metals 
13. 
14. Techniques of non-destructively 
assessing residual fatigue life in 
metals and other materials 
15. Reinforced plastics technology 
16. Multi-project scheduling techniques 
17. 
(filament winding) 
Techniques CE simulation used for 
guiding and supplementing R & D 
effort 
STAR Subject Categories 
IO. Physics, general; Physics, solid statr:  
Machine elements and processes : lnst m men La l i o n  
11. Instrumentation: Electronics: Electronic 
equipment: Machine elements and processes: 
Mathematics 
12. Fluid mechanics: Aerodynamics: 
13. Machine elcments and processes: lnstru- 
mentation and photography: Structural 
mechanics ; Physics, general 
and photography: Physics, general; Structural 
mechanics 
15. Material, non-metalic; Machine elements and 
Mathematics; Physics, general 
14. Machine elements and processes: Instrumentalimi 
processes: Structural mechanics 
16. General: Computers 
17. Computers; Mathematics; General 
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:ASES FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER - TABLE IV 
Case t 
1 .  
2.  
3.  
4 .  
5. 
6. 
I. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
1 1 .  
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21 .  
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28.  
29. 
3 0 .  
Title 
Oven Belt Material 
Corrosion of Aluminum 
Aluminum Extrusion 
Heat Treating of Steel Shafts 
S. C. R. Circuitry 
Adhesive - Nylon to Wood 
Liferaft (New product) 
Retrometer (New product) 
Tire Carcass Inspection 
Colorability of ABS Plastics 
Injection Screw Molder Purge 
for  Plastics 
Fabrication of Molds for  
Plastics 
Motion Sickness 
Weighing/Measuring Device 
Decorative Finish of ABS 
Plastic Products 
Model Airplane Engine 
Noise 
Remote Control Unit 
Golf Club Fabrication 
Inflated Sports Ball 
Fabrication 
Synthetic Rubber & PVC 
Molding 
Filtration 
Water Reuse 
Two Phase Flow 
Titanium Plating (Piping) 
Compact Refrigeration 
Compressor 
Heating in Cylindrical 
Shells 
Electron Beam Welding 
Pipe Coatings 
Die Casting 
Dough Rheology 
- 
tate 
of 
4rt - 
X 
X 
X 
- 
Type of Need 
ilaterial 
or 
'rocess 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
- 
roduct 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Probabili t) 
)f Adoption* 
2 
1 
2 
2 
4 
2 
4 
3 
2 
4 
3 
8 
4 
3 
1 
2 
'2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
'robability of 
Information 
Available" 
11 
n 
III 
n 
n 
rn 
I 
I 
11 
IV 
IV 
IV 
11 
TI1 
IV 
n 
n 
n1 
n 
n1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
n 
111 
I 
I 
111 
n1 
Jniversal 
Industry 
)ked 
No  
Yes 
Yes 
N O  
Ies 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
)Bs 
YCS 
N O  
Yes 
Yes 
No 
NO 
N O  
No 
E O  
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
1-es 
Yes 
Yee 
Yes 
Type ol Search 
2omputer: Manual - 
1964 STAR 
Zomputer 
:omputer 
Jomputer: Rtanual - 
L964 STAR 
survey 
Llanud 
Tech. Brief 
Tech. Report 
Manual - 1964 STAN: 
Regional Dissemi~xitioi; 
lervice 
Preliminarj surve', 
Preliminary survcs) 
I 
Preliminary s i i r v t ' \  
Xone 
None 
Preliminary sun e! 
Computer: ?laniial - 
1964 STAR 
Computer: %lanun1 - 
1964 STAR 
None 
Computer 
None 
None 
Kone 
None 
Manual - 1963. I ! h 4  
1963 STAR 
Manual - 1964 S I  \ I ;  
Manual - 1964. 191ii 
STAR 
Preliminarj, s u i - v e ~  
Computer. hlanu;il ~ 
1964, 19R.5 ST.\!{ 
Computer: r\lnnu;ii - 
1963. 1964, 1965 b1 :\I< 
Manual - 1964 Sl'A I1 
*Rated 1 thru 4 ;  1 being highest probability 
"Rated I thru IV; I being highest probabilit!, 
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I 'roduct 
i 
Probability 
of Adoption* 
Case I 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
'41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
Title 
Wood Sealant 
Liapunov Function 
Sliding Seal for Steam 
Belt Material 
Protective Coatings for 
Steel 
Fatigue Testing 
Bearings for Adverse 
Environments 
Lubricants for Adverse 
Envi ronments 
Brushless DC Motors 
Short Circuit Welding 
Infrared Puddle Tracking 
Low Carbon Steel Weld 
Backup Material 
Tachometer Generator 
Adhesive for Aluminum 
Torsional Load Affects 
on Tubing 
Tracking of Weld Seam 
DC Amplifiers 
Type of Need I 
State 
of 
Art 
daterial 
or 
3rocess 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
I 
Probability of 
Information 
Available** 
11 
I 
N 
n 
I1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
TI1 
I n  
n 
I 
n 
n 1  
1 
Universal 
Industry 
Need 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Type of Search 
Manual 
Manual - 1964, 
1965 STAR 
Preliminary survey 
In conjunction with 
Case fi3.5 
Manual - 1964 STAR 
None 
Preliminary survey 
Preliminary survey 
Computer: Manual - 
1964 STAR 
Manual - 1964 STAR 
Manual - 1964 STAR 
None 
Computer 
Manual - 1964 STAR 
Preliminary survey 
None 
Manual - 1964 STAH 
*Rated 1 thru 4; 1 being highest probability 
**Rated I thru IV; I being highest probability 
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APPENDIX I 
HIGHLIGHTS O F  VISITS TO A M F  BUSINESS UNITS 
AND PERSONS CONTACTED 
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A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
ADVANCED PRODUCTS GROUP, Washington, D. C. (12 January 1965) - H. W. Burdett. Jr., Director of Iong Range Planning. 
expressed group. a s  well as  corporatc, support in making thc STAMEN program forced transference experiment a success. 
ALEXANDRIA DIVISION, Alexandria, Virginia (12 January 1965) - Dr. D. C. Miller. Director, RED Lpb. and General Manager; and 
Dr. C. L. Morrison. Technical Director and Assistant General Manager, described technology transfers accomplished at Alexandria, 
one of which was a radiation meter calibration unit previously designed for the Navy, and now successfully redeveloped a s  a low cost 
instrument for municipal civil defense. This is evidence of transfer accomplished by a division of technology used for a government 
customer and transferred to the civilian consumer. 
AMFARE TEST SITE, Levittown, Long Island, New York (3 February 1965) - D. Dluney. Test Site Manager. Technology problems 
uncovered as a result of development tests on the new product AMFare, automatic restaurant system, currently in progress were 
discussed. 
BAKERY MACHINERY DIVISION, Richmond, Virginia (2 February 1965) - M. R. Euverard, Asslstant to General Manager; andM. E. 
Phillips, Jr. , Engineering Manager. Mr .  Euverard described the division's interest in technology as beiw that technology that 
relates to machinery. Food preservation, added taste, etc. . are important only in this Ught. 
Long range R&D for the division is accomplished by corporate RPD. Short range RDD or product improvement is accomplished by 
in-house functions. Opinion was also expressed here that the corporate R&D function can only go to a certain point. After this 
point, the particular division must take over the product and develop it into a salable product. 
A prime interest to the STAMEN team is the lead time that is required for a product to become a market reality from the time of 
concept. For any area of development, this depends a lot on the size. complexity, the market and the type of product being marketed. 
A number of examples were cited. The AMFlow continuous mixer was developed in Springdale for two years prior to coming to the 
Bakery Division to be developed for the market. From this point, it tnok two additional years  before the first prototypes were put into 
bakeries. A bread s l icer  development took as long a s  seven years. The long lead t h e  was primarily due to the fact that the testa of 
the prototype unit and the first preproduction units in bakeries were not representative of the conditions that would be met in the 
complete market. A s  a result, a redevelopment phase was required. 
following schedule can generally be considered a s  typical: 
Fer the general run of moderately complex machinery, the 
From concept to prototype will generally take one year. Following the prototype, a field evaluation would be made 
which would take from two to six months. Preproduction would take another two to six months; giving a minimum 
lead time of a t  least two years. 
In talking with the people at the Bakery Division, the STAMEN team was given a new insight on the subject of high reliability. The 
opinion has generally been voiced that the reliability of missiles and of the aircraft industry is of much more importance than com- 
mercial or industrial applications. However, in the bakery industry. the reliability required is every bit a s  high a s  in the missile 
industry. For example, if one machine breaks down in a bakery, the whole bakery is shut dom, which means a loss in revenue. 
Therefore, the baker is interested in 100% reliability. We also saw this high reliability requirement in other commercial appli- 
cations, e. g. , AMFare. 
Construction of bakery equipment is necessarily of materials that will not contamlaate the human consumable products. Therefore, 
a good portion of the material used is stainless steel. During recent years, considerable advancement has been made in the coating 
of various materials. The bakery machinery division would be interested in long life, non-toxic, protective coatings for plain carbon 
steel. 
BOWLING PRODUCTS GROUP, Westbury, Long Island, New York (3 February 1965) - T. A. Meade. Vice President, Sales. The 
STAMEN team had an enthusiastic reception. Some technology needs of the group were discussed. 
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS, New York, New York (15 January 1965) - J. W. Russell. Corporate Planning Staff. Corporate 
planning functions were discussed along with several technology problem areas. Corporate planning support was given to the project. 
CUNO ENGINEERING CORPORATION, Meriden, Connecticut (4 March 1965) - Clarence Sicard. Vice President. Engineering. This 
was the only AMF business unit that the STAMEN team found to be currently making use of the NASA Tech Briefs in an efficient and 
effective manner. The publications a re  distributed among the engineering and design personnel. and a r e  then filed in a permanent 
folder. Selected, special publicationa a r e  also received and distributed among the engineering personnel. This data is used to 
stimulate ideas along related lines. It is also used for the solution of immediate needs, a s  in the case of a check valve adaptation 
and some sealing adaptations. These adaptations take the form of direct adoption of the whole idea submitted in the tech briefs, o r  
by adoption of a par t  of the idea presented in the tech briefs. 
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS GROUP, Washington. D. C. (1 February 1965) - J. P. D'Arezzo. Vice President and Group Executive. 
Mr. D'Arezzo was a strong proponent for dissemination of information within AMF. In line with this philosophy. be has set up a 
number of committees within his group; such as  a purchasing committee, an engineering committee, a manufacturing committee, etc. 
These committees a r e  made up of the department managers of the various opera- units within the g m u p .  The prime function of 
these committees is to h a r e  information, transfer technology, and provide for a closer working relatiocuhip and better communi- 
cation between the various business units. He provided examples of benefits that have a c c d  from thb committee organization. 
One of these business units was forming round wire into a aquare shape for  use in a particular product. Another business unit, in 
another par t  of the country, was buying a square, cross-section wire directly. By aharing source notes, tbc business unit that was 
forming round wire  was able to make a considerable saving by purchasing the hardware. COMiderable sa- have been realized 
in other purchasing areas  in which sources, prices and availability have been compared between business units. 
Mr. D'Arezzo expressed little faith in the poSsibility of a direct transfer of a product from space technology publlcations, such a s  
the flash sheets or the NASA tech briefs. A s  backup to this theory, he cited that our own RLD cUvislm generally cannot give a 
working division a direct transfer of a product. It does provide the base from which a working divblon can build on, but R&D can 
take a project only so far; a t  that time, it must be put into a working division to make It a salable product. 
Several technology problem areas  were identified for STAMEN search. 
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FIELD OPERATIONS & ENGINEERING DIVISION, Santa Barbara,  California (8 January 1965) - Marvin Rimland, General Manager. 
Utilization of tech br iefs  by the new products committee was discussed. In the past ,  tech br iefs  were obtained by the new products 
committee and reviewed for potential new product ideas. Mr. Rimland gave h is  support to the project  by coordination with corporate 
management when i t  was required, and his  senior management guidance to  the study. 
FOOD SERVICE DIVISION, Greenwich, Connecticut (3 March 1965) - H. F. Penfold, General Manager. New products were discussed 
a s  well as the division's needs for  future products and product modifications. Mr. Penfold was interested in obtaining exclusive 
patent rights. 
BEN HOGAN COMPANY, Fort  Worth, Texas (5 February 1965) - Louis Moretti,  Director of Manufacturing; and Jack  Blades, Vice 
President, Sales. Proposed technology changes in manufacturing techniques were discussed. The R&D division i s  utilized for  many 
research needs. Keen interest  was expressed in the TUP program. 
MAXIM DIVISION O F  CUNO ENGINEERING CORPORATION, Meriden, Connecticut (4 March 1965) - William R. Williamson, General 
Manager. Basic research and development projects on the conversion of sa l t  water to fresh water were discussed. Technology needs 
of hardware and mater ia ls  to accomplish desalinization of water were discussed. 
RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS GROUP, New York, New York (3 February 1965) - R. L. Sargent, Vice President and Group Executive. 
Technology needs of the group were discussed. 
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY, bpringdale, Connecticut (15 January 1965) - N. D. Crane, Vice President and 
Deputy Director, R&D; and Dr. Greg L. Laserson, Manager, Mechanical Development Lab. Information was obtained on current  
technology problems. 
STITCHING MACHINERY DIVISION, Greenwich, Connecticut (3  March 1965) - V. M. Ivansheck, General  Manager; and Charles 
Saunders, Chief Engineer. Technology problems on future product developments were discussed. 
THERMATOOL, INC., New Rochelle, New York (3 March 1965) - A.  W. M. Carmichael, Sales Manager. 
controls for process  equipment machinery, and other technology areas were discussed. 
TIRE EQUIPMENT DIVISION, banta Ana, California (28 January 1965) - Clayton DuBosque, J r . ,  Vice President and General Manager: 
and Jack  Allen, Electrical Engineer. Genuine interest  in utilizing TUP information was evidenced. 
and product modification were suggested. 
TOBACCO MACHINERY DIVISION, Richmond, Virginia (2 February 1965) - W. A. Brackman, Corporate Vice President and Divisional 
Manager. 
That is, that "our work and our technology needs a r e  relatively unsophisticated, and thus not able to utilize NASA technology. " How- 
ever ,  during the course of the discussion, points were brought out which indicated the possible usage of aerospace technical data. 
The pr imary  use would be a library source and a means of keepingup with the state-of-the-art in mater ia ls ,  processes,  etc. 
Possibly, the direct  application of space technology would not be possible. 
in a r e a s  such a s  materials and processes would represent  an increase in the knowledge of this par t icular  division, as  a result of 
space technology. 
TUBOSCOPE, INC., Houston, Texas (4 February 1965) - E. G. Holm, Vice President; C. N. Posey, President: F. M. Wood. 
Manager, Inspection Research; R. A. Lahr ,  Manager, General Sales: B. J. Ramey, Manager, Coating Research & Engineering: 
E. A. Placke, Chief Mechanical Engineer, Inspection Division: and B. P. Goodman, Coating Research & Engineering. The 
Tuboscope division appeared to be most knowledgeable in the availability of data, the sources of data ,  and the means for obtaining 
data from the various agencies and services. However, i t  is important to note that they thought they would get all data from any one 
of the sources .  For  example, if they made a request from DoD or DDC, they thought they would obtain a l l  NASA, AEC. OTS data, 
etc. In the past ,  their requests  for  data have been limited to DDC. 
In addition to having the most knowledge about the availability of technical data, Tuboscope is also organized in such a way that they 
can make maximum use of technology sources, such as NASA. They have a library of a significant number of volumes, a librarian 
who conducts searches of a limited nature, and a R&D engineering organization which is separate  from the r e s t  of the organization. 
This type of organization has  been shown to be very effective in obtaining and utilizing data f rom l ibrary type sources .  
W. J. VOIT RUBBER CORPORATION, Santa Ana, California (28 January 1965) - Bruce Henderson, Vice President and Manager of 
R&D: Mark Abbott, Supervisor of Sales; Harry Gould, Plant Engineer; and David Caplan, Senior Project  Engineer. Requirements 
for  new fabrication processes,  mater ia ls  application, and new products were discussed. 
Inflatable Life Raft is Non-Tippable, " was introduced for  a new product evaluation. 
WEN-MAC CORPORATION and WESTERN DIVISION, Los Angeles, California (27 January 1965) - Harold Lipchik, General hlanager 
Of Wen-Mac Corporation, and Vice President and General Manager of Western Division. 
existence of the Technology Utilization Program. He proposed a few ideas on data dissemination to make i t  more accessible to 
smal l  industry. Included in those suggestions were: 
1. 
Desire for new mater ia ls .  
A requirement for a new product 
The STAMEN team found that the general attitude prevailed a t  this division that we found at  some of the other divisions. 
However, the subtle t ransfer  and increase in knowledge 
NASA Tech Brief N64-10001, "New 
Mr. Lipchik was well aware of the 
Information should be available in printed form a t  all major industrial areas ,  perhaps in conjunction with college and university 
l ibrar ies .  
Information should be available without charge, a t  least initially. Once small  industry has  been introduced to, and finds the avail- 
able information usable, most will be willing to pay for  it. 
Information centers  should follow-up with users  to determine i f  a bet ter  method of distribution could be effected. 
Collcges :inti Cniversities should be encouraged to include a short  course in how to use  a library to encourage the use of 
information, in addition to that contained in textbooks. 
I f  a chargc  must be made for information, it should be a s  minimal 3s possible: otherwise, small  business will not be able to 
:Iflord it,  :ind big I)usin(ass nil1 look to their own R&D effort. 
2. 
3. 
-1. 
5. 
'l'cchnr)lugy problems in :ircqs of plastic niateri;ils and their fabrication were discussed, as well as heat of combustion theory for 
:ipplic:tlim to  S.\IOc; Hurrnvr 1)csign. A technology utilization report. NASA SP-5005, was introduced as a possible toy product. 
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APPENDIX I1 
SUMMARY OF VISITS TO INFORMATION CENTERS 
V i s i t s  were made to technology information centers,  in order  to obtain background 
information on methods used in past transfers,  mechanics of preparation of T U P  special 
reports  and tech briefs,  and to define aerospace documents and their  availability. Ideas 
on methods of transference were also exchanged. 
Highlights of the visits and the persons contacted are summarized in this appendix. 
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A. AEROSPACE RESEARCH APPLICATIONS CENTER (ARAC). University of Indiana, Bloomington, Indiana (19 January 1965) 
- h. H. L. Timms, Director of Operations, ARAC; and D. W. Cravens, Assistant Director of Operations. ARAC. The University 
of Indiana, through a contract with NASA, has established an information center called the Aerospace Research Applications Center 
(ARAC). This center serves the industrial community, on a paid subscription basis. with literature search services. The search 
aervtces can take the form of retrospective searches or selective dissemination search services. Under some circumstances, a 
person-to-person contact between NASA scientists and industrial scientists can be arranged. 
ARAC has been in operation for two years. It is presently supported one-half by NASA funds and one-half by industry subscription, 
and plans to be self-supporting on industry subscriptions by the sixth year  of operation. 
Two types of services a re  supplied by ARAC - retrospective searches, both machine and manual, and interest profile data supplied 
on a regularly scheduled basis, consisting of abstracts on subjects of indicated interest by the member companies. 
ARAC has grown from 23 membership subscriptions in the first year to 38 in the second year. 
The normal timing for information is two weeks, however, answer8 can be obtained on an emergency basis  in 48 hours. 
Data is available from NASA, AEC, DoD, MEDLAR, World Translations, and OTS. Actual documents can be obtalped either in print 
form or microfiche. 
A special service that is supplied by ARAC is to arrange personal contact with industry personnel and NASA personnel who a r e  most 
knowledgeable in a particular field. 
Graduate students provide the "man relationship" of the search activity. Each of these graduate students is assigned to one or more 
of the member companies to assist them in a personal way, both in the preparation of the companies' interest profiles and preparing 
retrospective search requests 
AEROSPACE RESEARCH APPLICATIONS CENTER, University of Indiana. Spring Meeting (8 and 9 April 1965). The program con- 
ducted by ARAC was excellent in all respects. All of the speakers were knowledgeable in  the embryonic field of planning nnd organie- 
ing for innovation, yet none was so naive to state that he had the panacea for solving the problems associated with the challenge.' 
Many ideas and thought-provoking theories were introduced by the panel members and audience participants. The STAMEN team con- 
cluded that that which works well within the environment of one corporate structure may not necessarily work well for the next 
company. Each company is a separate entity, with a unique image or personality. Members of industry must experiment and adjust 
their organizations to  meet the dynamic condltions which exist in  the business environment. 
AMES RESEARCH CENTER, Mountain View, California (18 February 1965) - G. Edwards, Technology Utilization Officer, NASA 
Ames; and Horace Emerson. Staff, Technology Utilization Officer, NASA Ames. The primary function of the Techdcal Utilization 
Office a t  the NASA centers is to act a s  liaison between the personnel of the centers and the Technical Utilization Office a t  NASA head- 
quarters. 
The personnel that make up the Technical Utilization Office at Ames consisted of three technical men (aeronautical engineers) and 
one secretary. In addition to this full time staff. there are  some 65 technology utilization representatives within the organization. 
These representatives a re  appointed in each department, group and area of the center. In addition to their normal duties and functions, 
they encourage the group members to prepare technical discussions and write-ups on projects and innovations that they feel would be 
of benefit to the industrial community. 
The TU0 a t  the center is responsible for the preparation of the Flash Sheets from which the tech briefs a r e  prepared at NASA head- 
quarters. They are  responsible for gathering data on the state-of-the-art data to be used in published state-of-the-art studic-s. They 
also prepare backup packages for the tech briefs. 
Mr. Edwards emphasized the fact that each NASA center operates its TU0 somewhat differently. He explained that there was very 
little contact between the TU0 at the center and the industrial community around the center. The TU0 has a full time ]ob revicwing, 
preparing new write-ups and studies within the NASA center itself, and does not attempt any contact with the industrlal community. 
The TU0 also tries to avoid discussion of problems between industrial personnel and NASA center scientists. 
that a flood of requirements for this kind of service would prevent the center from doing ita normally assigned work. 
In Mr. Edwards opinion, one of the most important and most time-consuming efforts is the preparation and filing of backup packages 
for the tech briefs. Each tech brief provides a location from which additional information can be obtained by interested persons. 
These locations a r e  generally the centers that prepared the Flash SheetB. In O r d e r  to service requests for information concerning 
the tech briefs, extensive additional information must be on hand. Ames receives an average of 50 to  60 inquiries on tech briefs 
each month. To date, Ames has received 575 total requests for additional data. 
During a general discussion about the NASA services at the centers and a t  headquarters, Mr. Edwards volunteered the information 
that he does not believe the computer services supplied by STlD are  of much value to the scientists a t  the center. In fact, he did not 
believe that thesc services a re  used to any extent by the centers. H i s  belief is that the scientist in each particular area of interest 
keeps up with the state-of-the-art in trade journals. publications, translations, and state-of-the-art which is normally obtainable in 
published form. 
One of the first tech briefs prepared by AMES was the "Ames Piezoelectric Transducer. " This transducer was developed for the 
purpose of recording impacts of meteorites on space vehicles. The instrument was found to be so sensitive that the heartbeat of 
embroys could be recorded. Sufficient interest was generated within NASA to attempt an accelerated transference to the industrial 
community. The time from the initial write-up to the first transfer Of the instrument was one year. The technology, and specifically 
the device. was transferred to the Federal Drug Administration for use in recording the heartbeat in embryo chickens which were 
used for the study on effects of drugs. 
CENTER FOR APPLICATION OF SCIENCES AHD TECHNOLOGY (CAST), Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan (22 January 
1965) - Dr. Randall M. Whaley. Vice President for Graduate studies and Research; Bruce W, Pinc, Mrector, CAST; and C. Song. 
Wayne State Unii-ersity operalrs a regional dissemination center for NASA data called the Center for  Application of Sclences and 
Technology :CAST). It is concerned with providing the industrial community with two types of services; i. e. , providing n library 
search function in which they will supply retrospective searches on any subject required by their members, and supplyiw 9 con- 
sulting sr-rvice which they ral l  np1,lications engineering. Any member company that requires aseistance, either in the search, 
underst:lnding of data, or spplication of t1at:i received from NASA technology, can request the services of an applications engineer 
from it'aync Stat(, Universitv. Thr applimtions engineer is usually a member of the faculty a t  the University. A t  the present time, 
tiw scrviccs :in Irei, to the comrxsnies within the area. 
B. 
He also indicated 
c. 
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The meeting attended by the STAMES tcam was the annual review of CAST'S progress. Following Mr. Pinc's presentation, a panel 
discussion was presented. Unfortunately, in the 
eyes of the STAMEN team a t  least, all of thc companies represented were large: companies which could not make use of the 
applications engineers. 
Chrysler Coip., etc. It was interesting to note that the General Motors representative was a librarian who, in addition to being a 
librarian, was a graduate engineer with an advanced degree. 
State was  to act as  an extension of the already available library and information sources. 
which GM used CAST, and suggested that the services they were performing were very useful to GM. His general attitude was 
echoed by the other corporations. 
The Wyandotte Paint Products representative had a concrete, specific example of the transference of technology from aerospace 
industry to commercial industry. 
The growth of the CAST organization so far  as the member companies a r e  concerned has been very good and is an indication that the 
services rendered a r e  useful, and a r e  used by the member companies. 
stick by which one could measure the effectiveness of the program, much more so than actually being able to point to specific trans- 
ferences. 
DESVER RESEARCH INSTITUTE, University of Denver, Denver, Colorado (20 January 1965) -John G. Welles. Head, Industrial 
Economics (DRI). A general discussion was held in which Mr. Welles expressed some of his ideas and made suggestions for our 
particular program. 
Mr. Welles felt that, with the shortness of time of the AMF STAMEN program, the most productive area for study would probably 
be in processes. He also suggested that two charts be prepared - (1) a profile of the AMF needs such as cutting, welding, painting, 
etc. , and ( 2 )  a profile of NASA information availahility. A cross  plot of the two graphs would show the most likely subjects and 
information. 
M r .  Welles suggested that we contact Mr. H. H. Green for information concerning company organization for technology transfer 
among divisions of the General Electric Company. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, Corporate Headquarters, New York. New York (2 March 1965) - H. H. Green, Patent Office. 
The program established by GE is concerned only with "in-house" innovation, Lransference and utilization. A corporate level organi- 
zation has been established, called Patent Marketing. The organization is headed by Mr. John Sullivan and is currently composed 
of two technical persons of a projected six-man team. The team is to operate in much the same manner as the STAMEN traveling 
team. They will travel among the various GE groups looking for problem areas, innovations, recent patent8 and opportunities to 
YdSS along technology developed by other groups. The team will work with ideas that are ,  so to say, "hot off the press. " Experience 
has shown that old ideas do not have the glamour and interest required to pay off. The team will be continuously circulating among 
the various organizations of the corporation, and will take a physical par t  in the transference and utilization p m e s s .  Mr. Green 
dooms all "paper shuffle" attempts a t  transference to failure - this includes a centralized library service. He believes that person- 
to-person contact is the key to successful transference. 
In order  that the team may be effective, it has been endowed with the authority to sell or license innovations outside the GE family, 
if the particular "in-house" group does not act on the innovation in a specified time. 
STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE, Palto Alto, California (19 February 1965) - Dr. F. F. Muraca, Director of Chemical Division: 
E. Riggs Monfort, Client Services Coordinator; and J. A. Butler, Long Range Planning. In addition to his duties a s  Director of the 
Chemical Division of SRI, Dr. Muraca i s  responsible for the review of all NASA Flash Sheets that a r e  sent to Stanford RI. H i s  office 
receives the Flash Sheets from the NASA headquarters in Washington. He makes a quick summary review and decides which group 
in SRI would be most knowledgeable to review the Flash Sheets, and initiates the review. 
prepared with recommendations to NASA on whether the Flash Sheet should be made into a Tech Brief, or whether i t  should be dropped. 
Dr. Muraca seemed to feel that the NASA Technology Utilization Program of Tech Briefs can be overdone. H e  believes that the trans- 
fer  of technology as  a natural process, is going to take place regardless of the pushing by a specific group. He expressed the opinion 
that the main form of the transfer of technology information was by person-to-person, by the review of technical literature, integration 
of diverse technology fields, and NASA Tech Briefs; in short, all technical publications. 
The panel was composed of member industry companies and faculty members. 
Typical companies on lhe panel were Burroughs Corp. , Wyandotte Paint Products. General Motors Corp. , 
tle felt the most useful purpose of a service such a s  that at Wayne 
He stated that this was the capacity in 
Wyandotte had developed a high temperature paint directly from one of the NASA briefs. 
Mr.  Pinc pointed out that this was probably the best yard- 
D. 
E. 
F. 
A f t e r  the review, a summary sheet is 
The STAMEN team was also informed that SRI can provide the Same general service of data searches that a r e  supplied by ARAC and 
CAST. 
G. WESTERN OPERATIONS OFFICE/NASA, Santa Monica, California (19 January 1965) - Dr. R. Brenneman. Technology Utilization 
Officer. Dr. Brenneman indicated that i t  has been his observation that industry must make an effort to give more attention to that 
information which is available, in order  to achieve transference, He cited a recent conference to which he had invited representatives 
of all major manufacturers and aerospace firms in the greater Los Angeles area; a meeting that was ultimately attended only by 
representatives of the aerospace industries. 
facturers do not feel they have the people, time, money, or internal communication necessary to review TUP publications, and that 
TUP should attempt to classify the technical briefs and tailor them to particular firm interests. 
TUP personnel should go so fa r  a s  to suggest how, where and why their particular firm should use each NASA development; a 
function that the two-man Western Operations TUP staff cannot and should not accomplish. 
The AMF approach to the TUP problem, i. e. , concentrating on looking at  ourselves for answers to the technology utilization bottleneck 
problem. rather than only at  the NASA procedures, was apparently warmly accepted by Dr. Brenneman. 
He indicated that the general impression he drew from that meeting was that the manu- 
Some manufacturers thought that 
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APPENDIX I11 
CASE DESCRIPTIONS AND LITERATURE SEARCH 
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I 
Case I1 - OVEN BELT MATERIAL 
I. Description of Problem 
Hamburger patties a r e  broiled in an oven and a r e  conveyed through the Oven on a continuour belt. 
a natural gas furnace, plus evaporating and cracking fats from meat. Belt material is Hastalloy X. 
Corrosion is a major problem when flame impinges on belt. Belt life is short, with failure usually occurring at the welded joint. 
The oven atmosphere is similar to 
Belt speed is slx feet per minute. 
11. Information Requested 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
Corrosion of high temperature alloys in oxidizing atmospheres; in a reducing atmosP$ere. 
Effect of cracked fats (carbohydrates) on metals at high temperature. 
Techniques and methods for joining continuous metal belts: welding. cold weld, etc. 
Materials for use in the environment described. 
Thermal effects on metals when subjected to cycling temperature. 
III. Summary of Literature Search 
A. The literature review of the bibliography provided by STID revealed four documents that were of general intereot In providing a 
solution to Case X1. 
The manual review was confined to the 1964 issues of STAR. One document was fowd that may be helpful In understand& the 
problem of Case Y1. 
B. 
The documents were submitted to the business unit for further evaluatlon. 
IV. Conclusion 
It was determined that this case was a good candidate for technology transfer. A contlnued literature march I s  recommended. Aero- 
space research technology of new, high-temperature alloys, and new techniqces In joining metab. mcly provide a Mhth to thin 
commercial problem. 
Case #2 - CORROSION OF ALUMINUM 
I. Description of Problem 
An evaporator condenser exhibits excessive corrosion of an aluminum part  when treating alkaline water, PLvsUcs have been tried and 
found unsatisfactory because of taste imparted to the water. Glass is objectlonable because of fragility. Cost is an important factor. 
11. Information Requested 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
Characteristics of plastics at moderate to high temperatures - with emphasis on out-gassing. 
Corrosion of aluminum in an alkaline environment. 
Interaction between aluminum and zinc in an alkallne environment. 
Coatings for aluminum including anodize and irridite. 
Coatings for plastics to prevent out-gassing. 
In. Summary of Literature Search 
The literature search provided no applicable data on the effects of a i i i i ine water with aluminum, or methods Of preventhg corroaion 
of aluminum in this environment. 
IV. Conclusion 
It has been concluded that Case X3 is not a good candidate for technology transfer. No attempts at transference wlll be made. Aero- 
space research technology does not seem to have been applied to the alkaline environment problem of aluminum. 
Cage #3 - ALUMINUM EXTRUSION 
I. Description of Problem 
It is desired to maintain the roundness tolerance of an aluminum extrusion Lo within 0.076k. total indicator readirg. Utilizing 
existing extrusion techniques, tolerances in the order of 0.250-in. a r e  obtainable. 
with wall thickness of 1/16 of an inch. 
The extrusion is 6-1/2411. diameter cylinda 
li. Information Requested 
A. 
B. 
Factors influencing roundness in thin wall, large c ross  section extrusions. 
Techniques and methods of maintaining roundness of alumhum extrusions. 
III. Summary of Literature Search 
Only two documents were found that may relate to the solution of this case. One document was written in French, and an attempt to 
obtain a translation of the document was initiated. 
general, the bibliography literature was not applicable to the problem of improved dimension control for complex shaped aluminum. 
extrusions, but instead discussed other metallurgical characteristics such a s  strength, corrosion and high temperature. 
The other document was of possible interest for the solutlon of the problem. In 
IV. Conclusion 
Case #3 was not a good candidate for  technology transfer. 
been made by aerospace technology. 
No advances in dimensional control of aluminum extrusion appear to have 
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Case 14 - HEAT TREATING OF STEEL SHAFTS 
I. Description of Problem 
An attempt is being made to heat treat thin wall tubular steel shafts. In the course of heat treatment, conalderable warpage and/or 
fracturing occurs. A process must be devised which will produce a heat treatment that will give a hardness of Rockwell C-48 without 
undue warping. 
11. Information Requested 
All available literature and data relative to heat treatment of thin wall tubular sections. The c ross  seCtIon need not be circular. 
IlI. Summary of Literature Search 
A. One document from the computer search was found to be of interest and was submitted to the AMF bunlaem unit for  further 
evaluatlon. Another document, though not directly applicable, led to the review of a process in oWr Iltcature. which may 
provide a solution to the problem. This document also provided the name of an  expert In the fleld. who was contacted for addi- 
tional information. 
The manual search was confined to the 1964 issues of STAR. The search revealed no related informatlon to Case X4. B. 
IV. Conclusion 
Case 14 was found to be a good candidate for technology transfer. Aerospace technology on heat treatment of steels may be helpful in 
the solution of this problem. The research and development project is presently undergolng management revlew. When the project 
is resumed. the approaches outlined in the literature search documents will  be attempted. 
Case X5 - SILICONE CONTROL RECTIFIER CIRCUITRY 
I. 
11. 
IlI. 
IV. 
Description of Problem 
A silicone controlled rectifier circuit is needed for sustained full load operation of a 1/3 horsepower, 115 volt, shunt wound, direct 
current motor over a range of a few hundred to 1800 revolutions per minute. Primary considerations include simplicity and economy. 
Stability and reliability a r e  important but of secondary consideration. 
Information Requested 
A. 
B. 
C. 
Summary of Literature Search 
A preliminary literature survey was performed and it was determined that there was limited information relating to the problem. 
Conclusion 
This case was determined to have limited data available. Therefore, due to the short AMF contract time, and research load at 
NASA/STID, no further effort was expended. 
General consideration regarding silicone-controlled rectifier selection. 
Design information regarding fractional horsepower speed control circuitry. 
SCR circuit for a 1/3 hp, 115 V DC shunt motor. 
Case X6 - ADHESIVE NYLON TO WOOD 
I. 
11. 
III. 
IV. 
Description of Problem 
Present method of bonding nylon jacket to wood on bowling pin often yields poor quality results. 
3M No. EC 1039 adhesive which is solvent-activated. The nylon jacket is coated with adhesive approximately one week ahead of time 
and allowed to dry. The problem 
is that the use of an adhesive of too high viscosity, hydraulic pressure would split wood; cannot squeeze adhesive out a s  solid residue 
formed is objectionable. 
Information Requested 
Adhesives and processes for bonding nylon to wood. 
Summary of Literature Search 
A manual search for  Case X6 was made in conjunction with the manual search for Case W44. 
Conclusion 
Case X6 was considered a poor candidate for  technology transfer. The possibility does exist, however, that a i r  frame technology, 
Prior to  the establishment of NASA, may have solved this wood adhesive problem. 
Present product set-up is to use a 
The adhesive is spread on the wood pin and the jacket is assembled to  pin within two minutes time. 
No related information was found. 
Case X7 - LIFE RAFT (New Product) 
I. 
11. 
III. 
Description of Problem 
Develop a marketable product of an inflatable life raft which is non-tippable. Use  NASA tech brief N64-10001. 
Information Requested 
Attempt a technology transfer of this product idea into W. J. Voit Rubber Corporation. 
Summary of Literature Search 
A manual search was made of tech briefs, and this innovation was selected a s  a candidate for a direct product application of aero- 
space technology. 
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Case #7 - LIFE RAFT (cont'd.) 
IV. Conclusion 
The new product idea was evaluated by Voit Rubber Corp. ' s  product evaluation committee. The committee decided not to develop or  
market the product. The innovation was evaluated by the committee with regard to established cr i te r ia  for new product acceptance 
and was found to  be deficient in cr i t ical  a reas .  
f i r s t  three years :  previous market experience; required sa les  outlets: and present condition of the market. A significant factor in the 
decision on this particular innovation was that NASA does not offer an exclusive license to protect the marketing investment necessary 
to  promote such a new product. 
The c r i te r ia  for evaluation consisted of such i tems as g r o s s  sales  dol lars  for the 
Case #8 - RETROMETER 
I. 
11. 
111. 
IV 
Description of Problem 
Develop a marketable toy product using Technology Utilization Report, NASA SP-5005 - The Retrometer: A Light-Beam Communi- 
cations System. 
Information Requested 
Attempt a technology t ransfer  of this product idea into WEN-MAC Corp. 
quested from NASA/Code AGP on 15 February 1565. 
Summary of Literature Search 
A manual review was made of the TUP special reports  and th i s  innovation was selected as  a candidate for a new product transference. 
Conclusion 
The WEN-MAC Corp. 's new product committee has decided to explore possible toy products suggested by the Technology Utilization 
Report. 
Additional information with regard  to this innovation was re -  
Case X9 - TIRE CARCASS INSPECTION 
I. Description of Problem, 
A nondestructive means of detecting t i re  carcass  ply separation is needed. 
reinforcing material. Separation of those layers  may cause catastrophic t i re  failure, but cannot generally be detected by visual 
inspection. Elastomers used in t i res  include natural rubber .  styrene-butadien (SBR), polybutadiene (PBR). polyisoprene (PIR). 
ethylene-propylene (EPR), ethylene propylene terpolymer (EPT). and isobutylene-isoprene copolymer (butyl). 
include nylon, rayon, and cotton. 
the carcass .  
mater ia ls ,  and that those advanced techniques may b e  applicable to t i r e  carcass  inspection. 
Ti res  a r e  constructed of alternate layers  of elastomer and 
Reinforcing mater ia ls  
Styrene-butadiene-vinyl-pyridine is often used to  bind nylon t i re  cord to the elastomer portions of 
It is anticipated that non-destructive inspection techniques have been developed by NASA for elastomer Laminate 
Ii. Information Requested 
A. Elastomer laminate inspection techniques. 
B. Advantages and limitations of the following inspection techniques. especially as they may apply to  the inspection of elastomer 
laminates: 
1. Sonic 
2. Radio frequency (RF) 
3. Soft X-ray 
4. Infrared 
In. Summary of Literature Search 
A. The manual review was confined to the 1964 issues of STAR. 
inspection problem. These documents were evaluated. I t  was recommended that a fur ther  search ,  in grea te r  depth. be conductcd 
s ince it appears that nondestructive testing techniques used in rocket case inspections may be directly applicable. 
Regional Information Center search.  
Center ,  Indiana University Foundation in regard to t i re  carcass  inspection, and in particular the use of rocket case tes t  techniques 
f o r  this application. 
Additional documentation of STAR and IAA was received (72 citations), together with other pertinent l i terature  from non-acrospncr 
Sources (Society for Nondestructive Testing, Picker X-Ray Corp. ; Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Materials Laboratory: 
Plast ics  Technical Evaluation Center, Picatinny Arsenal; U. S. Army Materials Research Agency; Langley Research Center, 
NASA; and Ohio State University). 
The l i terature  search  revcalcd that the aerospace experience gaincd in rocket case  testing is invaluable and could be utilized in a 
technology t ransfer  of a consumer product. It was also found helpful to realize the technology developments occurring from other 
sources  a s  well as  NASA: in par t icular ,  the patent information could have an important bearing on the product development. 
Four documents were found that directly related to the t i re  cnrc:iss 
B. A retrospective literature search  was requested from the Aerospace Research Applications 
F o r  bibliography of documents from non-aerospace sources ,  re fe r  to Par t  C of the bibliography. 
IV. Conclusion 
Case #'J continues to be n good candidate for trnnstcr. 
product based 011 the current  literature. 
A report will be presented to the AMF business unit on the feasibility of the 
This report i s  published in APPENDIX IV. 
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Case #IO - COLORABILITY OF ABS PLASTICS 
1. Description of Problem 
-. 
It is desired to provide an improved method of coloring and color matching opaque ABS (acrylonitrile, butadiene, and styrene) plastic 
pellets. 
procured in standard and custom colors. 
powdered natural resins. 
It i s  desired to provide repeatability of color value between successive batches of plastics. Presently. ABS plastics can be 
Another method i s  to pigment But this means a large inventory of different color plastics. 
This method requires the use of elaborate mixing equipment and presents  problems in matching colors  of 
11. 
III. 
11’. 
successive batches. 
Information Requested 
A. 
B. 
Dyes that may be used to  color ABS plastic pellets. 
Methods and equipment for mixing dry-color into unpigmented resins or pellets that ensure repeatability of the mixture (con- 
trolled mixing devices). 
Summary of Literature Search 
A preliminary survey of STAR l i terature  was made. 
f rom aerospace data. 
Conclusion 
It was decided that this case  was a poor candidate for t ransfer ,  due to apparent lack of aerospace technology in this area. 
It was determined that there  was limited information relating to this problem 
Case #ll  - INJECTION SCREW MOLDER PURGE FOR PLASTICS 
1. 
11. 
In. 
I\‘. 
Description of Problem 
It is desired to find an improved method for  purging injection screw’ molders. ABS plastic (acrylonitrile, butadiene and styrene) in 
pellet form is heated to plasticity and forced under pressure by a screw passage into a mold. 
to  another, the injector is purged by using the new plastic. 
materials. 
Information Requested 
A. 
B. 
Summary of Literature Search 
A preliminary survey of STAR l i terature  was made. 
problem from aerospace research.  
Conclusion 
It was decided that this case was a poor candidate for t ransfer ,  due to apparent lack of aerospace technology developed in this a rea .  
Upon changeover from one Color plastic 
Purge time required is lengthy and resul ts  in considerable waste of plastic 
Materials for purging injectors used with ABS resin. 
Methods for purging thermoplastic molding injectors. 
It was determined that there was limited available information relaIing to this 
Case #12 - FABRICATION OF MOLDS FOR PLASTICS 
I. 
11. 
111. 
1 v. 
Description of Problem 
It i s  desired to providc a more efficient and economical means of fabricating injection molds for  use with ABS plastics. 
a r c  presently machined from steel  blanks by use of B duplicating machine that follows a model profile. 
considerable hand polishing i s  required. 
Information Requested 
A. 
B. 
Summary of Literature Search 
A preliminary review of STAR l i terature  was made. 
aerospace data. 
Conclusion 
It was decided that this case was a poor candidate for  t ransfer .  due to apparent lack of aerospace technology developed in this area.  
Injection molds 
Machining time is lengthy :Ind 
Methods of fabricating injection molds for ABS plastics. 
Materials for fabrication of injection molds for ABS plastics. 
It was determined that there was limited information related to this problem from 
Case 413 - MOTION SICKNESS 
1. Description of Problem 
The operator  of a line(wire) controlled model airplane or c a r  must revolve about h i s  vertical axis. often causing the hobbyist to 
experience mild motion sickness. 
11. Information Rcqucsted 
Any data that \vi11 assis t  in the sclcction of : I  sate, inespensive. motion sickness preventive medication that may be marketcSd in  con- 
junction with control-line opc-rated toys. 
111. Summary of Literature Search 
So se:irch \ \ as  ni:idc duc to Imv probability of adoption and short contract time. 
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Case 114 - WEIGHING/MEASURING DEVICE 
' I. Description of Problem 
Small plastic par ts  a r e  stored i n  bulk lots. 
means of a ratio-bar mechanism and three weighing pans. The present system will determine the quantity Of one gram items in a two- 
pound batch, with an accuracy on the order of one pe r  cent. Often, the available quantity of parts to fill an order io found to be marginal, 
necessitating a short production run to assure component availability; then the original quantity is found to be sufficient. A more 
accurate means of determining the quantity of small par ts  in a bulk lot would result in considerable production savings. 
A comparator scale is utilized to determine the approximate number of parts in a lot by 
11. Information Requested 
Information regarding the design or selection of accurate weighing devices suitable for, or adaptable 0. the counting of small components 
in bulk quantities. 
III. Summary of Literature Search 
No search was made due to short contract time and Low probability of adoption and literature available. 
Case Y15 - DECORATIVE FINISHING OF ABS PLASTIC PRODUCTS 
I. Description of Problem 
Spray coatings, decals and vacuum metalizing a re  used for decorative finishing of ABS (acrylonitrile, butadiene and styrene) plastic 
products. Methods and materials were established a number of years ago. It is desired to utilize new technology to advance the 
state-of-the-art of commercial ABS plastic decorative finishing, with particular regard to mass-production economics. 
11. Information Requested 
NASA state-of-the-art information on coatings, including methods of application, for ABS phs t ic  decor8tive Chi.-. 
III. Summary of Uterature Search 
A preliminary review of STAR was made. It was determined that there was Umited infornution av8ihbie from ae roynce  drtp which 
related to this problem. 
IV. Conclusion 
It was decided that this case was not a good candidate for transfer due to apparent lack of aaroepace tecbnolw in this area. 
C a r  #16 - MODEL AIRPLANE ENGINE NOISE SUPPRESSION 
1. 
U. 
III. 
IV. 
Description of Problem 
The noise produced by an operating model airplane engine is such that many metropolitan areas  have passed ordin8nces prabibiting or 
restricting operation. The engines generally operate in a range of twelve to eighteen thousand revolutions per mirute, generating a 
sound pulse two to three hundred times per second, and harmonics of appreciable magnitude throughout most of the audible spectrum. 
A small, economical, lightweight muffler device is needed. 
Information Requested 
Information is desired regarding the design of noise-control units, together with information concernbg small, unique nolee-control 
devices and sound-insulating materials that may have been developed for application to internal combustion or pneumatically-operated 
devices. 
Summary of Literature Search 
The manual search was confined to STAR, 1964. 
solution of Case t16. 
Conclusion 
Since this case was a specific noise-suppression problem, it was difficult to find directly related aerospace technology. This case was 
a poor candidate for aerospace technology transfer: further efforts at transference will he discontinued. 
Both searches, computer and manual, disclosed no related information for the 
Case C17 - REMOTE CONTROL UNIT 
I. Description of Problem 
It is desired to utilize the unique components, circuits, and construction techniques developed for aerospace and bio-medical telemetry 
to develop a low-cost wireless remote control device suitable for application to model airplanes. c a r s  and boats. Compact lightwelgllt 
receivers and low total cost a r e  prime considerations. A line of sight control range of a few hundred feet is adequate. 
11. Information Requested 
A. Descriptions of unique (i. e. , other than radio-frequency) telemetry techniques that may be suited for short range. low power 
control applications. 
Descriptions of unique and/or advanced radio-frequency telemetry techniques and devices that may be sulted for LOW power, short 
range control applications. 
Details regarding components, circuits, and construction techniques of low power transmitters and receivers. 
B. 
C. 
III. Summary of Literature Search 
The manual search was confined to STAR, 1964. The computer search disclosed no documents applicable to this case. Most of the 
domments from the computer bibliography referred to manipulators rather than a remote control system for model airplanes. The 
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I . Case X1.7 - REM0T.E CONTROL UNIT (cont’d.) 
manual search uncovered one document that may be of interest a s  a new product idea, unrelated to Case X17. 
. IV. Conclusion 
Not a good candidate for t ransfer ;  applicable aerospace technology appears too sophisticated and costly to adapt for  simple, commercial 
application. 
~ 
Case X18 - GOLF CLUB FABRICATION I 
I I. Description of Problem 
The production of golf clubs has  been historically accomplished by machining a forged blank to the head configuration, and attaching 
that unit30 a step-tapered, chromium-plated s teel  shaft with a steel pin. It is desired to produce a high quality golf club, utilizing 
more  advanced technology; i. e . ,  by the use of precision casting or  powdered metal molding techniques, adhesives, and advanced 
metal forming methods. 
I 
I 
11. Information Requested 
A. 
B. 
C. 
Methods of casting o r  otherwise forming precision high-strength, small ,  metallic structures. 
I Forming methods for manufacturing small ,  d iameter ,  tapered, metallic tubing. 
i 
~ 
~ 111. Summary of Literature Search 
Types, advantages and limitations of various adhesives that may be suitable for joining metals. 
~ 
This case  was determined to have little o r  no chance of being adopted by the business unit, andtohave limited data availability. There- 
fore, due to the short AMF contract time, and research load a t  NASA/STID, no effort was expended in a l i terature  search for  this case. 
Case X19 - INFLATED SPORTS BALLS 
I I. Description of Problem 
Inflated balls a r e  molded of polyvinyl chloride (PVC). Lightweight balls, such as  volley and four-square, a r e  molded i n  one operation, 
while basketballs are produced by wrapping an inflated-molded PVC bladder with monofilament nylon and dip coating the assembly with 
PVC. 
A. 
Three distinct problems affecting inflated ball production have been identified. 
Inflated balls a r e  subject to pinhole puncture. Attempts to patch o r  sea l  a puncture invariably resul t  in an unbalanced or non- 
spherical  ball. Resilience and balance have been found to be adversely affected by the inclusion of common puncture sealing 
compounds. A puncture sealing material is needed that will not cold flow, so a s  to affect balance, nor significantly a l ter  the  
res i l ience of PVC balls. 
Automated techniques have been developed for a l l  phases of volley ball manufacture, except the painting of simulated seam lines 
along molded indentions. A hand held tool is presently utilized to apply the one-quarter inch wide s t r ipes .  A method is needed 
to accurately and automatically locate the simulated seam indentations so a s  to guide an automatic striping tool. 
and geometry of the indentations vary, dependent upon brand name and/or contract specifications. 
It is desired to substitute monofilament vinyl for the nylon reinforcing used in fabricating basketballs. 
vinyl, with a diameter of 0.015 to 0. 020-inches, has not been found. 
B. 
The location 
C. A source of monofilament 
11. information Rcquested 
A. 
B. 
c. 
Materials for, and/or methods of, puncture-proofing or puncture-sealing thin section polyvinyl. 
Methods for locating and tracking shallow depressions (polyvinyl). 
A Source for monofilament vinyl with a diameter of 0.015 to 0.080-inches. 
111. Summary of Literature Search 
The l i terature  search provided five documents that a r e  of interest in providing a solution to Case X19. 
mitted to the AMF business unit f o r  evaluation for  technology transfer. 
document of interest. 
These documents will be sub- 
In addition, a mechanical search uncovered an additional 
I\’. Conclusion 
This  case  is a good candidate for  transfer. Aerospace techniques on self-sealing s t ructures  for  meteoroid hazards and super-pressure 
balloons may be applicable to the problem of puncture-proofing sports  balls. 
Case #20 - SYNTHETIC RUBBER AND PVC MOLDING 
I. Synthetic rubber and PVC compound a r e  molded in iron castings which a r e  alternately heated and cooled with treated water circulated 
a t  20O0F and 50°F. Two distinct problem areas  have been defined. 
A. Despite intensive water treatment, calcium deposits occur which degrade heat t ransfer  and impede water flow. A means of 
preventing o r  limiting calcium deposits in the mold water jacket is needed, together with information regarding methods Of 
removing existing deposits. 
PVC and synthetic rubber compound a r e  prevented from adhering to the chromed surfaces  of iron molds by frequent applications 
of Kel F. 
B. 
A more permanent parting agent is desired. Teflon was tried without success. 
11. Information Requested 
A. 
€3. 
Chemical additives, processes ,  o r  coatings that will prevent or limit calcium deposits in a hot water circulating system. 
Chemicals and/or processes that will rernovt’ calcium deposits. 
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Case #20 - SYNTHETIC RUBBER AND PVC MOLDING (cont'd. ) 
C. A coating or surfacing material that will prevent PVC and synthetic rubber material from adhering to metallic surfaces. 
IIL Summary of Literature Search 
No search was ma& due to low probability of information available and short contract time. 
Case Y21 - FILTRATION 
I. Description of Problem 
A NASA State-of-the-art survey was requested on filtration of fluids. 
11. Summary of Literature Search 
No search efforts were expended due to short contract time and lack of definition of speclfic problems requiring a technology solution. 
Case 622 : WATER RE-USE 
I. Description of Problem 
A NASA state-of-the-art survey was requested on water re-use technology. 
11. Summary of Literature Search 
No search efforts were expended due to short contract time and lack of definition of specific problems requiring a technology solution. 
Case W23 - TWO-PHASE FLOW 
I. Description of Problem 
Methods of prediction and calculations of the effects of two-phase flow was requested. 
11. Summary of Literature Search 
No search efforts were expended due to short contract time and lack of definition of specific problems requiring a technology solution. 
Case #24 - TITANIUM PIATING (PIPING) 
I. Description of Problem 
This case is concerned with the process of coating ferrous metals with titanium. The process could be one of plating. clading or 
plasma spraying. 
II. Information Requested 
Do any of the above processes exist for titanium? If so, what are they, and who is doing i t ?  
for titanium ? etc. 
A r e  any or all of the processes feasible 
In. Summary of Literature Search 
The manual search covered a review of STAR for 1963. 1964 and 1965. The search provided two documents that related to the tech- 
nology required for this case. The documents were submitted to the AMF business unit for further evaluation. 
TV. Conclusion 
This case is a fair candidate for technology transfer. Aerospace advancements in plating and titanium technology may provide a 
solution to this problem. 
Case W25 - COMPACT REFRIGERATION COMPRESSOR 
I. 
11. 
III. 
IV. 
Description of Problem 
A search is being made for a refrigerant compressor which has about a 3 : l  compression ratio, and a continuous operating Life of at 
least 8,000 hours. The compressor is to be used in a '7-1/2 ton (10 hp) refrigeration system. The refrigerant now used is freon; 
however, this should not be a limiting factor. It is desirable to utilize a centrifugal type compressor to avoid some of the lubrication 
evaporation problems experienced in reciprocating machines. Reliability and long life a re  prime requirements. 
Information Requested 
What types of compressors in this size and application range are being used in the space prcgram today? who a r e  the suppliers? 
SUmmary of Literature Search 
The manual search was confined to STAR for 1963, 1964 and 1965, and IAA, 1965. 
in providing a solution to the problem. 
Conclusion 
This case is a fair candidate for  transfer. 
accessories, may provide the solution to this case. 
Four documents were found to be of general interest 
Compnct refrigeration or air  conditioning packages for space ships. o r  launch equipment 
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Case Y26 - HEATING IN CYLINDRICALSHELIS 
I. Description of Problem 
A method of heating is required for  polymer and ceramic objects contained in a thin wall, stainless steel cylildrlcsl chamba.  
objects a re  to be maintained at  an approximate temperature of 150°F. 
cylinder is in the vertical position, with a height of 28 inches, and a dinmeter from 6-to-12-1/2 Inches. Ths Inner ahell w r h e  mlut 
present a clear cylindrical storage space. The heater must we a 110 (or 220) volt AC power ~lllc8. A low c w t  m u .  probct loa unit 
is required. 
One approach to the problem i. to provide a uniform, grid type heath# element with a photic cweripl .  Tbe beater grid would be 
emplaced on the outside of the chamber. In this approach. the heating element must not be .flecbd by cleallia(l deteqent .  or 
abrasives. and should be crpPble of bei~g submerged in w8ter for C u .  M r d .  C l S C t r k d  batar8 haw p m l n u b  beem 
employed, but heat developed is IocaUzed. due to poor con&OUoa of heat In the stalnbu &el a l l .  Thl. method 1. a b  0bJeCUaUbb. 
due to the effects of detergent#, and i ts  Inability to withstand water Immersion. It L. undermtood that NASA has ampbyed grid type 
(graphite) heaters on oil tank6 for experimental aircraft. Another w - h  la to prwlde M amU?dy new rnstbod d baUly the abwt... 
mch as Wlth conductive coatillgs. lnfrared or  other advanced technology that may have been dewel& by NABA. 
The 
The chamber is open to room environment ( 5 6  to 90°F). The 
IL Infornlation Requested 
A. 
B. 
C. 
Corutruction and performance of grid type electrical heater.. 
List of suppliers who may have developed grid typ electrical heater. for NASA. 
Information on heating methods and equipment applicable to objects atored in thio wall cylinders. 
IIL Summary of Literature Search 
A. 
B. 
The literature related to more complex technology than that requlred for the solution to Cam m6. 
The computer search revealed no applicable information to Case Y26. 
The manual search included STAR for 1964 and lS65. One document was found to be d I r r t s d .  
IV. Conclusion 
This case was determined to be a poor candidate for techwloey t r a d e r .  Aerospace b e W l ~  m a n  too maphhticated or  costly 
for a solution to this simple, commercial problem. 
Case #27 - ELECTRON BEAM WELDING 
I. Description of Problem 
A NASA state-of-the-art literature search was requested on Electron Beam Welding. 
IL Information Requested 
Information i. desired with regard to the extent of its w e  in indU8try. techniques. .pphaUm, .ad Wdlrbk equ(pmmt. 
In. Summary of Literature Search 
A preliminary survey was made of STAR, and It was determined that there was good WdhbllitY of Infornutton p e m  to this Came. 
IV. Conclusion 
This case, If specifically defined by the business unlt, could be a good Om? for tM.ferawe. 
C a n  Y28 - PIPE COATINGS 
L 
IL 
In. 
PI. 
Description of Problem 
It is desired to provide a coating to the inside of f e r r w  pipes. The coaling La required to prorkk prd.ctlon q-t acid., hydro- 
carbon solvents and salt water. The coating must be capable of withstaadl~g tempcnLu?e~ d -OF. The C08Ung .batld be c-le 
of being applied to clean metal surfaces. in an impermeable film of a th lckne~r  of 5 4 0 4 0  SIllb. -r c a w  L. a h  required 
which is Impermeable to hydrogen sulfite (HzS) at temperatures of 45OoF. 
Information Requested 
Coating for f e r n u s  pipe that provides protectlon in the environments stated. 
Summary of Literature Search 
A. SIX documents from the computer search were found to be of interwt and were UbmIUed Lo tbe A Y F  bwlnem \mit for further 
evaluation. 
Five documents from the manual search were found to be of interest md were .ubmitled Lo tbe AYP kulneu unIt for further 
evaluation. 
B. 
Conclusion 
Results to date indicate this case i. a good candidate for technol~gy tranefer. Aerowmoe remmmh advanceme& in cm-8 may 
provide a solution to this problem. 
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I 
Case 129 - DIE CASTING 
I. 
11. 
In. 
IV. 
Description of Problem 
It is desired to provide an aluminum or  zinc die casting, suitable for die casting around solid inserts of a tubular aluminum framework. 
Methods should be suitable for production use. 
hformation Requested 
Die casting processes and methods. 
Summary of Literature Search 
A. 
B. 
Conclusion 
This oase i s  a poor candidate for technology transfer. 
The computer search did not disclose any data applicable to this subject. 
The manual search was confined to 1964 issues of STAR. No information applicable to  Case f 2 9  waa found. 
Case X30 - DOUGH RHEOLDGY 
I. 
11. 
IU. 
Description of Problem 
A NASA state-of-the-art search, including studies within NASA, is requested relative to the rheology of dough, and the microwave 
effects on yeast and food products. Of particular interest a r e  the chemical changes wrought by microwaves. 
Summary of Literature Search 
The manual search included only the 1964 issues of STAR. There was a good quantity of information available in the NASA reports 
which related to this case. Since this case is a survey of the state-of-the-art, the documents were  submitted to the AMF business 
unit for further evaluation. 
Conclusion 
This case is a good candidate for transfer. However, the case must be more specifically defined by the business unit before a 
literature search in any depth can be continued. 
Case f 3 1  - WOOD SEALANT 
I. 
11. 
111. 
IV. 
Description of Prublem 
A hard wood product is manufactured to precise dimensions. 
The present sealant is inadequate. 
wood block, will prevent changes in geometry dimensions. Since this is a consumer item, the appearance of the sealant should be 
attractive. 
Information Requested 
Available information on wood sealants and preservatives. 
Summary of Literature Search 
A manual search was conducted using STAR 1964 and 1965, and IAA 1965 issues. 
Conclusion 
This case is a poor candidate for technology transfer. No further attempt at transfer is recommended. 
While in storage, the wood expands and contracts due to humidity changes. 
It is desired to provide a better sealant and wood filler which, when applied to the surface of the 
No documents relating to this case were found. 
Case f32 - LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS 
I. 
U. 
n1. 
IV. 
Description of Problem 
Information is desired regarding the utilization and restriction of Liapunov functions, and their calculations. 
hformation Requested 
NASA state-of-the-art information regarding Liapunov functions and their calculations. 
Summary of Literature Search 
The manual search was confined to the 1964 and 1965 issues of STAR. 
reports relating to this case. 
business unit for further evaluation. 
Conclusion 
This case was a good representative for  transfer that occurs in basic theory and knowledge, but no measureable. direct, tangible 
transfer will be possible. 
There was a good quantity of information available in the NASA 
Since this case pertains to mathematical equation solving, the documents were submitted to the AMF 
No further attempt at forced transference was recommended. 
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Case #33 - SLIDING SEAL FOR STEAM 
I. Description of Problem 
It is desired to find a method of sealing steam leakage around a moving belt. 
a re  425 feet long, 60 inches wide, and 40 thousandths of an inch thick. Steam escapes around the sides of the moving belt from a 
steel pan container underneath the belt. Belt speed is 200 feet per  minute and is in operation 24 hours a day. 
non-toxic and withstand the effects of water and alcohol. 
Belt material is stainless steel. The belt dimensions 
Material used must be 
It w i l l  be subject to temperature changes from 2120F to 800F in 3 seconds. 
11. Information Requested 
Sealing devices and materials applicable to the described problem. 
III. Summary of Literature Search 
An evaluation of the ratings originally assigned to this case resulted in a reassignment of ratings to a lower possibility d transfer 
and availability of information. It was determined that, in literature searches, it was  difficult to find an exact, specific solution to a 
problem a s  requested here. The solution, if found, would be purely coincidental. Accordingly, after a preliminary survey of STAR, 
the search and technology transference efforts were discontinued. 
IV. Conclusion 
This case is a poor candidate for transfer. Fhrther efforts a t  transference were discontinued. 
Case #34 - BELT MATERIAL 
I. Description of Problem 
It is desired to find a better material for a moving belt used in process machinery. The present belt is of stainless steel and has  a 
short service life. The belt dimensions a r e  425 feet long, 60 inches wide, and 40 thousandths of an inch thick. The belt must lie 
perfectly flat. The belt operates as a pump for a molasses-like product, and must withstand the corrosive effects of water and alcohol. 
The belt speed is 200 feet per  minute and is in operation 24 hours a day. It is subjected to a knife blade cutting action load of 50 Ibs. 
pressure. The belt is subjected to temperature changes from 212W to 800F i n  3 seconds. Material used must be non-toxic. One 
approach to the problem F8 to use a ceramic material on a carbon steel base. Another approach is to substitute titanium for  the 
stainless steel belt. 
IL Information Requested 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
Stainless steel applicable to environment described. 
Ceramic materials applicable to the environment described. 
Titanium sheet metal availability and its performance characteristics, particularly d t h  regard to non-toxic capability. 
Any materials or coatings that can be applied to the problem stated. 
III. Summary of Literature Search 
No  attempt was made to search the literature for an approach which advocated a substitution of titanium for stainless steel. Rather, 
this problem was combined with Case X35, due to the similarities in end usage, and a search for coatings was conducted. 
IV. Conclusion 
This case is a fa i r  candidate for transfer. Further efforts of literature search and attempt a t  transference should be continued. 
Case #35 - PROTECTIVE COATINGS FOR STEEL 
I. Description of Problem 
Construction of bakery equipment is necessari!y 3f materials that will not contaminate the human consumption products. 
good portion of the material used is stainless steel. 
Therefore, a 
11. Information Requested 
AMF is interested in long life, non-toxic protective coatings for plain carbon steel, to be used in the dough storage equipment of 
the bakery industry. 
III. Summary of Literature Search 
The manual search was confined to STAR, 1964. Four documents were of interest for a possible solution of Case #34, or Case #35, 
and were submitted to the AMF business units for evaluation. 
N. Conclusion 
Case #35 is a Pair candidate for technology transfer; further literature search should be continued. 
Case #36 - FATIGUE TESTING 
I. Description of Problem 
It is desired to develop a technique of non-destructively assessing the residual fatigue life in metals and other material. 
IL Information Requested 
NASA state-of-the-art information regarding nondestructive techniques of assessing the residual fatigue life in metals and/or non-metals. 
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Case 836 - FATIGUE TESTING (cont'd) 
I 
111. Summary of Literature Search 
No search was made because of lack of specific information on what problems this case was to solve, and short  contract time. 
11'. Conclusion 
This case is a good representative of transfer that occurs in basic theory and knowledge, but no measureable, direct, tangible 
transfer is possible. Accordingly, no further attempt at transference is recommended. 
Case $37 - BEARINGS FOR ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTS 
1. Description of Problem 
Small rotary devices a r e  operated in an a i r  atmosphere of varying temperature and pressure. 
+400°F (200°K to 475OK), while pressures vary from atmospheric to loT6 mm Hg (10-6Torr). 
performance of various rotary bearing configuration and materials under those environmental conditions. 
Temperatures range from - l O O ° F  to 
Information is desired regarding the 
11. Information Requested 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
Rotary bearing configurations suitable for operation in the above-cited environments. 
Bearing materials suitable for operation in the above-cited environments. 
Test reports citing experience with various bearing configurations and materials in the above-cited environments. 
Design study reports citing experience with various bearing configurations and materials in the above-cited environments. 
111. Summary of Literature Search 
A preliminary survey revealed good availability of aerospace literature which was applicable. 
IV. Conclusion 
Continue efforts when specific problems a r e  provided. 
Case 638 - LUBRICANTS FOR ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTS 
I. Description of Problem 
Small rotary hearings of various configurations and materials are operated in an a i r  atmosphere of cyciic temperature and pressure. 
Temperatures range from - l O O ° F  to +400°F (200°K to 475%), while pressures range from atmospheric to Torr). 
Information is desired regarding bearing lubricants suitable for those environmental conditions. 
mm Hg 
11. Information Requested 
NASA state-of-the-art, test reports and design study reports citing experience with various lubricants in the above-cited environments. 
111. Summary of Literature Search 
A preliminary survey revealed good availability of aerospace literature which was applicable. 
I". Conclusion 
Continue efforts when specific problems a r e  defined. 
Case X39 - BRUSHLESS D C MOTORS 
I. 
II. 
111. 
IV. 
Description of Problem 
It is desired to incorporate the latest NASA state-of-theart techniques into the development of a brushless direct currentmotor. Such 
a motor consists of an alternating current induction motor and an integral direct current to alternating current inverter. 
development problems have been identified, but it i s  anticipated that considerable, independent engineering and development activity 
can be bypassed by utilizing the most current available information regarding brushless D C motor design and construction. 
Information Requested 
A. 
B. 
c. 
Summary of Literature Search 
A. 
B. 
Conclusion 
This case  is a good candidate for  technology transfer. 
of the literature. 
No specific 
Design of direct current brushless motors. 
Design of induction motors for inverter operation. 
Design of inverter for operating induction motors. 
Five documents from the computer search were found to be applicable to this case. 
The manual search was confined to the 1964 issues of STAR; one document was found to be applicable. 
Efforts should be continued, dependent upon the AMF business unit's evaluation 
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Case t 4 0  - SHORT CIRCUITING WELDING 
I. Description of Problem 
It is desired to incorporate NASA's state-of-the-art information into the development of an automatic short  circuiting type welding 
machine. Of particular interest a re  the factors affecting the welding of low carbon steel via the shorted a r c  welding technique, 
11. Information Requested 
A. 
B. 
Any available information regarding experience with shorted-arc or short-circuiting-transfer welding. 
Any available information regarding experience with automated electric welding of low carbon steel. 
111. Summary of Literature Search 
The manual search was confined to the 1964 issues of STAR. Only one document was found that was applicable to this case; this 
document was submitted to the AMF business unit for further evaluation. 
IV. Conclusion 
Continue efforts when specific problems requiring solution6 a r e  defined. 
Case X41-  INFRARED PUDDLE TRACKING 
I. Description of Problem 
It is desired to further automate a semi-automatic short-circuiting welding machine. 
current, filler wire feed, and shielding gas flow) a r e  now programmed into the machine; however, precise positioning of the filler 
wire in the molten puddle remains a manual function. An automatic means of precisely locating the relative positions of the molten 
puddle and filler wire is needed. It is anticipated that a small  infrared heat sensor would accomplish the desired function. 
The majority of all weld variables (i. e. , welding 
11. Information Requested 
A. 
B. 
C. 
The application of infrared sensors to automated welding machines, if suc!! has been accomplished by NASA. 
Characteristics of infrared sensing devices. 
Sources of infrared sensing devices. 
111. Summary of Literature Search 
The manual search was confined to STAR, 1964. One document was found to be applicable to this case, and it was submitted to the 
AMF business unit for further evaluation. 
IV. Conclusion 
This case is a fair candidate for transfer. Literature search efforts should be continued, after business unit's evaluation. 
Case #42 - LOW CARBON STEEL WELD BACKUP MATERIAL 
I. Description of Problem 
Short-circuiting welding (short arc) is utilized to join the butted ends of cylindrical low carbon steel sections. A hydraulically expanded 
segmented copper backup ring is employed to position thc surface to he welded, prevent unmelted filler wire from projecting into the 
sections, and to limit the flow of molten material a t  the inner face of the weld. An anti-spatter material - known in the trade as ''Glop" 
- is brush applied to the copper segments prior to each weld operation in an effort to prevent erosion and subsequent copper inclusion 
in the weld. 
applying a more effective and more permanent anti-splatter material to the existing backup ring, or (3) eliminating the backup ring. 
It is desired to improve weld quality by (1) employing an aiternate backup ring material and/or configuration, o r  (2) 
11. Information Requested 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
Materials utilized for fabricating weld backup fixtures. 
Configurations of weld backup fixtures. 
Coatings for weld backup fixtures. 
Techniques of eliminating the need for a weld backup fixture. 
IJI. Summary of Literature Search 
This case was determined to have little or no chance of being adopted by the business unit, or to have limited data availability. There- 
fore, due to the short AMF contract time no effort was expended in a literature search. 
Case X43 - TACHOMtTER GENERATOR 
I. Definition of Problem 
It is desired to monitor, within 10%. the speed of a shaft turning from one to forty RPM, with a tachometer generator that provides a 
D C voltage proportional to shaft speed. The tachometer generator need not monitor, but must not be destroyed by, a reverse  shaft 
rotation of 1750 RPM. Economy, low maintenance, and a n  ability to withstand high humidity and dustry environments a r e  qualifying 
restrictions. No commercial unit has been found that meets all requirements. 
11. Information Requested 
Identity of a vendor or manufacturer, or a design concept, that can supply a tachometer generator meeting the above-cited 
requirements. 
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Case #43 - TACHOMETER GENERATOR (cont'd. ) 
111. Summary of Literature Search 
No information was found relating to the tachometer generator problem. Tte bibliography literature related to other control problems. 
IV. Conclusion 
This case is not a good candidate for  technology transfer. No further efforts will be made toward transfer. 
1 Case #44 - ADHESIVE FOR ALUMINUM 
I. i 
11. I 
I 
111. 
IV. 
Description of Problem 
It is desired to use an adhesive to assemble the various tubular aluminum and zinc die cast  components of a structure. 
adhesive would cure at room temperature, not be degradaded by brief exposure to 165OF, have a room temperature shear  strength 
greater than 2000 psi, and require a minimum of surface preparation. 
Information Requested 
Characteristics of the various adhesives suitable for bonding aluminum to aluminum and aluminum to zinc. 
Summary of Literature Search 
The manual search was confined to the 1964 issues of STAR. Six documents were found applicable to this case; they were submitted 
to the AMF biisiness units for further evaluation. 
Conclusion 
This case is a fair candidate for transfer. Continue search effort after business unit's evaluation of literature submitted. 
The desired 
Case #45 - TORSIONAL LOAD EFFECTS ON TUBING JOINTS 
1. 
11. 
111. 
IV. 
Definition of Problem 
Torsionally loaded aluminum tubing is bonded with an adhesive to aluminum and zinc die castings. It is desircd to increase the 
torsional load capability of the bonded joints. 
hformation Requested 
A. 
B. 
Factors affecting the torsional strength of adhesive bonded aluminum tubing to aluminrim, and aluminum tubing to zinc connections. 
Optimized joint configurations for maximum torsional load capability in an adhesive-bonded aluminum tubing to aluminum, or 
aluminum tubing to zinc connections. 
Summary of Literature Search 
A preliminary survey of STAR was made. 
Conclusion 
This case was found to be a poor candidate for transfer; efforts were discontined due to short contract time. 
Case X46 - TRACKING OF WELD SEAM 
I. Description of Problem 
The automated welding of butted low carbon steel cylindrical sections presently requires considerable preliminary effort to obtain a 
straight, constant gap, weld seam. A means of tracking the weld seam, together with a means for detecting small variations in the 
seam width, would permit compensatory welder functions to be automaticaily performed; thus eliminating the necessity for a precise. 
consistent seam configuration. 
II. Information Requested 
A. 
B. 
Methods of locating and/or tracking gaps or seams between steel sections. 
Methods of detecting the gap width between steel sections. 
III. Summary of Literature Search 
This case was determined to have little or no chance of being adopted by the business unit, or to have limited data availability. 
fore, due to the short AMF contract time no effort was expended in a l i t e rahre  search. 
There- 
Case #47 - D C AMPLIFIERS 
I. Description of Problem 
Small direct current (D C) amplifiers a r e  procured and utilized as  a portion of an instrumentation assembly. 
the size of the assembly as  well a s  increase the performance and reliability requirements of the amplifier. 
It is desired to reduce 
11. Information Requested 
General information relative to the state-of-the-art development of miniaturized and integrated circuit direct current amplifiers. , 
i. e. , size, performance, reliability, and specialized characteristics. 
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. Case #41 - D C A M P U I S  
111. Summary of Literature Search 
The manual search was confined to the 1964 issues of STAR. Two documents were found that may relate to this case,  and they were 
submitted to the AMF business unit for further evaluation. 
IV. Conclusion 
Thls case was found to be only a fair candidate for transfer. 
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APPENDIX IV 
REPORT ON THE RETROSPECTIVE LITERATURE EVALUATION 
CASE #9 
by Jack C. Goodman 
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NON- DESTRUCTIVE TIRE INSPECTION TECHNIQUES 
Purpose 
To ascertain,  the feasibility of non-destructive testing of tire carcasses  pr ior  
to recapping, using semi-skilled personnel, through a cursory review of technical 
l i terature on non-destructive testing. 
e stab lishment s . 
Proposed market to be the tire recapping 
Summary 
A review of technical l i terature on non-destructive testing has  shown two methods 
have been used to test tires. The two methods used either X-ray or  ultrasonic tech- 
niques, and were primarily quality control type tes t s  on new tires.  Past  development 
of non-destructive test equipment has  produced laboratory type devices requiring 
skilled, and in some cases  licensed, operators. For the market under study, the re- 
capping industry, no evidence of penetration or  equipment directed a t  this market was 
found. The bibliography of l i terature used is published in APPENDIX V. 
During the course of this review, three techniques were viewed a s  possible for 
a tire inspection system - X-r?y, infrared, and ultrasonics. Of the three,  ultra- 
sonics seems the more  feasible from the standpoint of economy, safety, ease of 
operation and reduction of data, and the high probability of detecting the type of faults 
found in tires. X-ray techniques were ruled out because of the high initial capital in- 
vestment, safety hazards,  high operating cost, and its ability to detect only certain 
faults commonly found in t ires.  Infrared techniques a r e  unacceptable due to the dif- 
filculty in reducing data and the possibility of the need to condition the t i re  carc:iss 
pr ior  to inspection. 
A proposed program for development of an ultrasonic t i r e  inspection device is 
outlined and directed toward the t i re  recapping market,  with projected future markets  
of tire manufacturers for quality control tests, and the armed forces for receiving in- 
spec t ion s. 
* * * * *  
T i r e  Inspection Techniques 
A. X-RAY METHOD 
T i r e  inspection using X-ray fluoroscopy methods is used primarily a s  :I quality 
control tool in manufacturing. However, past experience has  shown that test  resul ts  
reveal only voids and inclusions, but no unhonds o r  ply separation data. Equipment con- 
sists of an X-ray generator,  image intensifier, optical system? film, shielding, and t i re  
handling devices. If direct  viewing is desired, additional optics a r e  required, and a 
viewing screen. Ti res  must be unmounted, so that the X-ray tube can be  placed between 
the t i re  and the image intensifier. 
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~ The fact that X-rays cannot detect unbonds o r  ply separation, unless a void 
exists, makes this technique totally unacceptable for the proposed application, since 
these faults a r e  the more  common ones found in used tire carcasses .  Other dis- 
advantages of this method, compared to either ultrasonic or  infrared methods, a r e  the 
high equipment cost ,  skilled operator requirements, safety hazards requiring elaborate 
shielding, and the required tire handling equipment and controls. Also, the test re -  
sults a t  the conclusion are not complete enough to a s su re  that the tire is suitable for 
recapping. 
B. INFRARED METHODS 
I 
, 
Review of non-destructive testing documentation posed the possibility of using 
infrared detection after localized heat soaking the test sample. This provides another 
method of inspecting tire carcasses .  Equipment requirements would be  a heat source 
to heat soak a local a r ea  of the sample, apparatus to continuously rotate the sample, 
and an infrared detector to measure the radiation of the sample. Output of the detector 
would be recorded for analysis of the t i re 's  condition. 
This technique has shown promise for relatively smooth surfaced samples of 
uniform thickness and made of various materials; but for t i r e  carcasses ,  it woud seem 
necessary to completely remove the tread to approach the uniform surface and thickness 
requirements. Otherwise, a random radiation would result  from tread pattern. An- 
other disadvantage for the intended application would be the extreme complexity neces- 
s a ry  in the design of discrimination circuits to provide automatic, GOOD/BAD, indication 
of the sample's  condition. Without such circuits, highly trained operators would be re- 
quired to analyze the test data. It should be noted, however, that the initial capital in- 
vestment for  equipment using infrared methods would probably be  the least expensive of 
all non-destructive test methods. It should also b e  noted that no evidence was found 
which indicated this method had ever been investigated for use in tire inspection systems. 
C. ULTRASONIC METHODS 
By the process  of elimination, this leaves what appears to be the most feasible 
technique for non-destructive testing of tires, without removal of t i r e s  from wheels o r  
wheels from the vehicle-ultrasonics. Before a particular method of ultrasonic testing 
is proposed, an analysis in  abstract  will be presented to i l lustrate various ultrasonic 
techniques. 
One of the basic attributes of ultrasonic testing, using a coupling media - i. e. , 
water, between the transmitter and the sample under test, is the velocity of propagation 
of ultrasonic energy in water is very close to that in  rubber,  approximately 59,000 
inches/sec. Only about 3% of the transmitted energy is reflected at the water-rubber 
interface, or  about . 3  db energy loss. 
Ultrasonic testing falls  into two techniques - a) acoustic shadow method, and 
b) pulse-echo method. 
to provide acceptable data of the sample under test, and either a visual display 
Either of these approaches must use a "C" scan arrangement 
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o r  recorded data can be used to present the test results.  
intended, recorded data and discrimination circuits to provide ACCEPT/REJECT 
visual outputs is the most acceptable presentation. 
requirement for  skilled operators. 
However, for the application 
This i s  assumed to aleviate the 
For  illustrative purposes, let u s  assume a fixed plane for the ultrasonic trans- 
ducer operating in a "C" scan configuration, and then proceed to demonstrate the two 
methods of testing-acoustic shadow and pulse-echo. 
configuration, two transducers a r e  used - one for  transmitting the ultrasonic energy 
through the test  sample, and the other to receive the ultrasonic energy which passes  through 
the test  sample. 
approximately 97% of the energy transmitted is received, i f  the sample is l O O q  sound. 
However, i f  the transmitted signal experiences an abrupt change i n  acoustic impedance, 
as would be the case for an a rea  of unbond, ply separation, inclusions, etc. , a large 
portion of the transmitted energy about the fault a r ea  will be reflected. Therefore. the 
received energy i n  the region of the fault will be greatly reduced, thus producing an 
acoustic shadow of the fault at  the receiver transducer. If the received energy is re- 
corded, a record of the physical size and shape of the fault is produced. The depth of 
the fault i n  the test  sample cannot he ascertained using this technique. Disadvantages 
of the acoustic shadow test  method is the requirement of two transducers,  and for t i re  
inspection, this method requires the tire be removed from the wheel. Thus requiring 
the use of tire handling apparatus to hold and rotate the tes t  sample. 
however, from the electronics point of view, i s  simpler since only one signal is involved 
pe r  transducer and gives grea te r  penetration because related energy travels through the 
media only once, and transducer alignment h a s  less  effect on transmitted signals than 
on reflected signals. 
I 
Testing in the acoustic shadow 
Since the acoustic impedance of rubber and water a r e  v e r y  nearly equal. 
I 
This method, 
The general test  configuration using pulse-echo techniques of ultrasonic testing 
incorporates one transducer in a "C" scan operating mode. t i re  stays on the wheel, an 
external rotational fixture to rotate the t ire on i ts  axis a s  the transducer scans the 
periphery. Test  data would be recorded as in the acoustic shadow method. In this mode 
of operation, periodic pulses of ultrasonic energy would be transmitted through the 
coupling media, water,  through the t i re  carcass  to the rubber air interface on the inside 
of the tire. A t  the rubber-air interface. the ultrasonic energy experiences a drastic 
change in acoustic impedance and the greater par t  of the energy will be reflected and 
received at the transmitting transducer. 
s e t s  up two base lines i n  time, i. e. , To when the transmitted pulse i s  sent out, and Tn 
when the reflected energy from the air rubber interface i s  received. The time of fault 
reflections received, measured from To. corresponds to depth of the fault, when properly 
scaled. A s  in  the acoustic shadow method, "C" scan operation of the pulse-echo trans- 
ducer and recorder  will provide a profile as well a s  depth of the fault. Any t i re  inspection 
system using pulse echo principles will probably require three transducers,  one for the 
t read a r e a ,  and one fo r  each sidewall area,  i f  the t i r e  is to remain in place on the vehicle. 
The essentials of a system of this sor t  will be proposed as a feasible system, for  
operation by unskilled operators i n  recapping establishments, to ascertain the condi- 
tion of t i r e  carcasses  pr ior  to recapping. 
For the case of a sound t i re  under tes t ,  this 
Proposed System fo r  Ultrasonic Inspection of T i res  
I Before embarking on a proposed system of non-destructive testing of t i res  using 
pulse-echo techniques of ultrasonics, it must first be noted that under this report ,  no I 
development work has taken place and no originality is intended. 
expressed has  been derived from a pure literature search  and documentation of work 
performed by others. Also, the essentials of the proposed system is based on an 
existing patent with appropriate modifications. 
any device, a s  covered by the patent, is presently in  use. 
tion to tire inspection. 
The knowledge i 
i 
No evidence could be  found to show that 
Considerable documentation 
I was reviewed and pertinent reports read for educational background and possible adapta- 
This proposed development program is based on the inspection of a single t i re  a t  
one time, while the t i re  and wheel remain on the vehicle. 
projected where all  four tires on an automobile can be inspected simultaneocsly. 
ever ,  it is more logical to develop a single prototype of sufficient accuracy and high 
probability of fault location, and acceptable to the market pr ior  to exploring the many 
operational configurations, 
is indeed within the present state-of-the-art, and in fact currently used to a limited 
degree,  but purely a s  a laboratory type tool. Further development and/or refinements 
a r e  required for marketing for use by unskilled personnel. 
An extension can easily be 
How- l 
From documented evidence, the feasibility of such a system I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
The three transducers would be mounted about the per imeter  of the t i re ,  and scan 
the tread a rea ,  inside sidewall, and the outside wall a s  the t i re  is rotated about its axis. 
All three transducers a s  well as the tire rotating actuator will be submerged in a con- 
tainer which holds the coupling media, water. 
will be mounted on an outside wall of the container. Transducer and motor cables will 
connect in a control console, which contains motor controls, transmit/receivc electronics, 
discriminator electronics, recording equipment and displays and indicators. Once the 
t i r e  is placed in the container, the operator maintains complete control of the inspection 
f rom the control console. 
The motor, which dr ives  the actuator 
Since three transducers appear to be essential, the next consideration is how to 
handle the transmission and receiving operations. One approach, though by no means 
economical, would be to pulse all three transducers simultaneously and use three re-  
ceivers  and a three channel recorder  to record each transducer independently, proving 
complete tes t  data i n  one revolution of the tire. This approach can emily be seen to at 
least  complicate the electronics by a factor of three,  but at the same time, it provides 
the most rapid means of testing? i. e .  , one t i re  revolution. 
A more  reasonable approach i n  view of economy and simplicity would be to develop 
This a single channel throughout with automatic switching among the three transducers. 
would provide a complete test  i n  three revolutions of the t ire.  
the test can be made to halt upon reception of the f i rs t  fault. 
could include a programmed discriminator to select fault s ize  and discriminate against 
the programmed level, stopping the test  only when faults exceed the selected level. 
Recorded data will follow the "C" scan transducer cycle to provide a record of t i re  
conditions. 
If GO/NO-GO logic is used. 
Still another refinement 
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The test  procedure would be s imilar  to the following: 
- Elevate vehicle and position the tank and transducer assembly under the 
tire to be tested 
- Lower vehicle so  a s  to make contact with the rotary actuator 
- Start  actuator motor and adjust tire rotational speed 
- Start  electronics and allow time to temperature stabilize 
- Actuate start switch 
- Verify recorder  paper drive started 
- Observe GOOD/FAU LT indicator light 
- Observe transducer indicator light (this identifies which transducer is 
scanning) 
- At conclusion of t e s t ,  t i re  rotation will stop and an  indicator light will 
signify end of test 
- Proceed to next t i re  by raising vehicle and moving equipment. Repeat 
the above procedure. 
Conclusion 
Ultrasonics have been proven a s  a means of non-destructive testing of various 
mater ia ls  and components, one of which is automobile t i res .  
and technically feasible to develop a t i re  inspection system for testing t i res  without 
the need to remove said t i res  from their  respective wheels. 
be  the recapping industry, for testing t i res  to determine the advisability of recapping 
carcasses .  An extended market would he the t i r e  manufacturer. fo r  production quality 
control. 
It appears economically 
The projected market ivould 
Development cost for  a proposed system will not be forecast here ,  but it i s  con- 
This figure i s  based on what s imilar  laboratory equipment is 
The need for  a comprehensive market survey cannot be  overemphasized 
ceivable a production model for use  in  the above mentioned markets could sel l  for 
approximately $15,000. 
now selling. 
to determine accurate market potential a s  well a s  to determine the receptiveness of such 
equipment by prospective users .  
a lso be further investigated before development can proceed. 
The patent now in  existence on t i re  inspection should 
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APPENDIX V 
I BTBLIOGRAPH Y O F  LITERATURE USED 
PART A of the bibliography is a listing of aerospace data utilized in technology 
research  for the technology transfer cases.  To conserve space, full title, authorship 
and sources  a r e  not listed, since they a r e  readily available from the Space Technology I 
I Abstract Reports (STAR) and the International Aerospace Abstracts (IAA). 
I Accession numbers indicated by an asterisk a r e  reports  which are considered to 
be applicable to the solution of the cases .  
PART B of the bibliography is a listing of the general l i terature used in the study, 
I in preparing the report ,  and to formulate some of the conclusions and recommendations 
I reached. 
PART C of the bibliography is a listing of non-aerospace l i terature used in the I study of Case #9. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY - PART A 
Case Y 1 -  OVEN BELT MATERIAL 
A. STID Computer Search - Bibliography 6893 (revised), dated 1 March 1965; 13 citations. 
N62-11735 N62-12049 N62-13211 N62-14113 "62-15943 N62-17071 "63-12583 N63-13822 
N64-28002 *N64-32409 N65-11728 N65-12793 
Manual Search - Annual Index and Abstracts of STAR, January-December 1964. 
N64-16786 *N64-26059 
B. 
Case 12 - CORROSlON OF ALUMINUM 
STID Computer Search - Bibliography 6894, Part I (unclassified), dated 4 February 1965; 22 citations. 
A63-11254 A63-12006 A63-12007 A63-12009 A64-26002 N62-17693 N63-14299 N63-15272 
N63-22503 N63-86255 N64-14013 N64-17078 N64-19736 N64-20919 N64-20920 N64-20921 
N64-24275 N64-33610 N64-83029 N64-84295 
Case 63 - ALUMINUM EXTRUSION 
STID Computer Search - Bibliography 6896, Part I (unclassified), dated 4 February 1965; 20 citations. 
A63-16181 *A63-17477 N62-11984 N62-12574 N62-13095 N63-10358 N63-11230 N63-17493 
N63-19502 N63-21703 N63-82448 "64-10450 N64-13820 N64-19286 N64-21003 N64-28248 
N64-30117 N64-84922 
Case #4 - HEAT TREATING OF STEEL SHAFTS 
A. STID Computer Search - Bibliography 6872, Part I, dated 26 January 1965: 16 cltationa. 
N62-11370 *N62-11362 N62-12623 N62-13546 N62-13603 N62-15564 N62-15065 N63-15943 
N62-11714 N62-17874 N63-11721 N63-16537 N63-19198 N63-2rS10 *N64-85000 
B. Manual Search - The Guide to Subject indexes for STAR (NASA SP-7016) and the 1964 lssues of STAR. 
N64-23213 N64-28241 N64-28242 N64-28243 
Case #5 - SILICONE CONTROL RECTIFIER CIRCUITRY 
No applicable information found in preliminary survey. 
Case 16 - ADH?SIVE NYLON TO WOOD 
Manual search was conducted in conjunction with Case W4. No applicable information found. 
Case VI - LIFE RAFT 
Manual search - Technical brief f64-10001. 
Case 68 - RETROMETER 
Manual search - Technical Utilization Special Report SP-5005. 
Case 49 - TIRE CARCASS INSPECTION 
A. Manual search - Annual - January-December 1964 of STAR. 
*N64-14319 *N64-20319 "64-20437 N64-24787 *N64-31184 *N64-32984 
B. Information Center search (ARAC) 
A63-10750 A63-11550 A63-17165 A63-17176 A63-17177 A64-12735 
A64-22068 A64-22888 A64-22950 A64-23527 A64-23531 A64-25435 
N62-10639 N62-10640 N62-11047 N62-13634 N62-14127 N62-14350 
N62-17404 N62-17639 N62-17685 N62-17720 N62-17721 N62-17722 
N62-17726 N62-17727 N63-10713 N63-12725 N63-12903 N63-14320 
N63-15420 N63-157 10 N63-20146 N63-21406 N63-23592 N64-10213 
N64-14319 N64-14422 N64-15022 N64-18048 N64-18611 N64-18612 
N64-18745 N64-19266 N64-20319 N64-26228 N64-31184 N64-31822 
Case 610 - COLORABILITY OF ABS PLASTICS 
Limited information avaiiable per preliminary survey of STAR literature. 
Case f l l  - INJECTION SCREW MOLDER PURGE FOR PLASTICS 
Limited information available per  preliminary survey of STAR literature. 
Case 612 - FABRICATION O F  MOLDS FOR PLASTICS 
Limtted information available per preliminary survey of STAR literature. 
Case 413 - MOTION SICKNESS 
No search; low probability of adoption. 
A64-17834 
A65-1042 1 
N62-15052 
N62-17723 
N63-14321 
N64-11923 
N64-18613 
N64-32984 
A64-19003 
A65-11582 
N62-15063 
N62-17724 
N63-14578 
N64-12344 
NfX-18614 
N65-11066 
*N64-12 658 
N63-18283 
N64-20923 
N63-19330 
N64-28417 
N62-16065 
A64-21301 
A65-14827 
N62-17403 
N62-17725 
N63-15380 
N64-14314 
N64-18615 
N65-12567 
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Case #14 - WEIGHING/MEASURING DEVICE 
N o  search - due to low probability of adoption and literature availability. 
Case #l.i - DECORATIVE FINISHING O F  ABS PLASTIC PRODUCTS 
Limited information available, per  preliminary survey of STAR literature. 
Case #1G - MODEL AIRPLANE ENGINE NOISE SUPPRESSION 
A. STID Computer Search - Bibliography #9G3, dated 5 March 19G5; 10 citations. 
AG3-12092 A64-10957 AG4-20464 A64-22811 AG4-22968 NG3-17942 
NG4-83467 
Manual Search - STAR 1964 issues. 
NG4-13089 N64-14650 NG4-25262 
B. 
Case lr17 - REMOTE CONTROL UNIT 
A. STID Computer Search - Bibliography #961, dated 4 March 1965; 41 citations. 
A63-17536 AG3-24078 A64-10942 A64-14074 A64-14352 AG4-15597 
A64-26488 A64-26852 AM-28108 A64-80916 N62-10695 NG2-11497 
NGZ-13498 N62-14237 N62-17536 N63-10075 N63-10670 NG3-11810 
NG4-11917 N64-11993 N64-13722 N64-15714 NU-18934 N64-20214 
XG1-27433 NG4-29784 NG5-12018 Nfi5-12399 N65-13993 
B. Manual Search - STAR 1964 Annual Index. 
N64-12356 NG4-12367 N64-13790 N64-19154 NG4-21343 NG4-22525 
N64-33225 
Case X18 - GOLF CLUB FABRICATION 
No search - limited literature. 
Case #19 - INFLATED SPORTS BALL 
A. STID Computer Search - Bibliography #962, dated 5 March 1965; 9 citations. 
N62-10301 "63-13244 "63-13519 *N63-15390 *S63-17926 'XG3-19867 
B. Manual Search 
*NG4-31232 
Case #20 - SYNTHETIC RUBBER AND PVC MOLDING 
No search - low probability of information available. 
Case #21 - FILTRATION 
No search - limited data available. 
Case #22 - WATER REUSE 
No search - limited data availability. 
Case #23 - TWO PHASE FLOW 
N o  search - limited data availability 
Case #24 - TITANIUM PLATING 
Manual Search - STAR, 1963, 1964 and 19G5 issues. 
NG3-22538 NG4-16784 *N64-17130 N64-17148 "64-17736 K65-14256 
Case #25 - COMPACT REFRIGERATION COMPRESSOR 
Manual Search - 1963, 1964 and 1965 issues of STAR, and 1965 issues Of IAA. 
AG5-11098 A65-12518 AG5-13822 A65-13828 AG5-13843 A65-15605 
*N63-20056 N64-13001 N64-13327 x'G4-14668 Nfi4-20739 NG4-23494 
N64-26017 
Case #26 - HEATING METAL SURFACES 
A. STID Computer Search - Bibliography #9GG, dated 4 March 1965; 9 Citations. 
NG2-12479 N62-12538 "62-12546 N62-13540 N62-lG241 N63-22421 
i 
NG3-81325 
AG4-19650 
N62-13013 
NG3-22321 
NM-20443 
*NG4-25807 
NG3-19323 
*N63-20049 
N64-23495 
NG4-10969 
N64-11315 
A64-21057 
NG2-13087 
N64-11529 
NG4-21343 
NG4-30234 
N63-21363 
"63-20054 
N64-23496 
Nfi4-i"94 
N64-83463 
A64-24195 
NG2-13457 
"64-11910 
N64-2 1352 
564-32331 
N64-25469 
*N63-20055 
NG.l-23497 
S64-28491 
B. Manual Search - NASA SP-7016, STAR 1964 Annual Index, and Scmi-Xlonthly Abstract Journal Indexes, Volume 3, 1966 Issuc S O S .  
1 through 5. 
"64-17846 Nfi4-179% N64-19382 S64-20117 NG.1-23277 
Case 1127 - E LECTHOS BEAM WE 1,L)ING 
Preliminary survey indicated good avai1;ibility of information. 
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Case Y28 - PIPE COATINGS 
A. STID Computer Search - Bibliography X964, dated 4 March 1965; 47 citations. 
A63-13357 *A63-15228 A63-20631 *A6320633 A63-20677 A63-25255 
A63-25260 A63-25262 A64-14411 A64-15792 A64-24486 A64-25484 
A65-12711 N62-11213 N62-11515 N62-12231 *N62-14789 N63-10385 
N63-18416 N63-20725 N63-22096 N63-80610 N64-19307 N64-21157 
N64-27009 N64-27010 N64-27011 N64-27012 N64-27013 N64-27014 
N64-83832 N65-142 19 
B. Manual Search - 1964 STAR AMUal Index and 1965 abstracts. 
A63-12009 "63-10559 *N64-11271 *N64-14013 N64-24269 N64-24271 
N64-26036 N64-28188 N64-29230 *N64-30758 N64-32019 "65-14467 
Case 129 - DIE CASTING 
A. STID Computer Search - Bibliography #965, dated 5 March 1965; 51 citations. 
A63-10735 A63-17242 A63-25248 A64-13709 A64-17853 
N62-10481 N62-11531 N62-12067 N62-16522 N62-16869 
N63-21703 N63-23390 N64-10450 N64-10586 N64-11276 
N64-18708 N64-18712 N64-19286 N64-21254 N64-22574 
N64-27957 N64-28248 N64-28427 N64-29048 N64-30117 
N65-10311 N65-11602 N65-11737 N65-11738 N65-11739 
Manual Search - 1964 Issues of STAR, B. 
N64-22741 N64-29035 
Case Y30 - DOUGH IUlEOIAXY 
Manual Search - NASA SP-7016 (Rev. 1) and STAR 1964 Annual Index. 
* N64-10118 *N64-12357 *N64-12795 *N64-16095 *N64-17707 
Case (131 - WOOD SEALANT 
Manual Search - 1964 and 1965 issues of STAR and 1965 issues of IAA. 
N64-15020 N64-30758 
Case Y32 - LUPUNOV FUNCTION 
M n h u l  Search - 1964 and 1965 issues of STAR. 
*N64-14804 *N64-14805 *N64-15245 *N64-26383 "64-31958 
Case 133 - SLIDING SEAL FOR STEAM 
Prellminary survey indicated limited availability of information. 
Case Y34 - BELT MATERIAL 
Manual Search - combined with Case X35. 
Case X35 - PROTECTIVE COATINGS FOR STEEL 
Manual Search - 1964 issues of STAR. 
N64-10808 N64-11271 *N64-14013 N64-14189 N64-17148 
N64-24333 N64-25414 N64-26036 N64-27032 N64-27044 
*N64-30758 "64-30930 *N64-30936 N64-32985 
Case X36 - FATIGUE TESTING 
NO search - lack of specific information. 
Case #3? - BEARINGS FOR ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTS 
Preliminary survey revealed good availability of information. 
Case #38 - LUBRICANTS FOR ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTS 
Prehnary s w e y  indicated good availability of data. 
Case 138 - BRUSHLESS D C MOTOR 
A64-23947 
N62-17701 
N64-11483 
N64-242 17 
N64-30599 
N65-13340 
*N64-22852 
"64-33915 
N64-17317 
N64-27046 
A, STID Computer Search - Bibliography #967, dated 4 March 1965; 34 citations. 
*A63-13669 A63-23273 A64-12132 A64-18191 A64-18201 A64-20527 
N63-12016 N63-14171 N63-16165 N63-18350 N63-84167 N64-11076 
*N64-17603 N64-22650 N64-23569 N64-23574 N64-29201 N64-29886 
N64-31713 N64-31714 N64-31715 N64-32888 N64-80341 *N65-11125 
B. Manual Search - 1964 iseues of STAR. 
*N64-15908 N64-18587 N64-23879 N64-24027 N64-31503 N64-32888 
73 
A63-25256 
A64-25649 
N63-10964 
N64-24266 
N64-27015 
N64-25353 
A64-25429 
N63-14402 
N64-11803 
N64-26627 
N64-3142 1 
*N64-32955 
*N65-13150 
N64-21922 
N64-27087 
A64-283 12 
N64-11741 
N64-31490 
*N65-12618 
N64-33676 
A63-25257 
AM-28222 
N63-10966 
*N64-25299 
N64-27030 
N64-25365 
A64-25518 
N63-19023 
N64-13101 
N64-27265 
Nfi4-8JRF.5 
N64-23213 
N64-?E?SP 
A64-28314 
N64-11742 
N64-31503 
N64-33779 
A63-25258 
A65-10497 
N63-11801 
*N64-25513 
*N64-30758 
N64-25414 
A65-10251 
N63-19330 
N64-17673 
N64-27895 
U54-85773 
N64-24273 
N64-29230 
A65- 137 15 
"64-15908 
N64-31503 
Case #40 - SHORT CIRCUITING WELDING 
Manual Search - 1964 issues of STAR. 
N64-10846 N64-13250 "64-17572 
Case #41 - INFRARED PUDDLE TRACKING 
Manual Search - 1964 issues of STAR. 
*N64-15454 N64-18250 N64-23980 N64-27510 
Case #42 - LOW CARBON STEEL WELD BACKUP MATERIAL 
No search - limited data avaIlabilIty. 
Case #43 - TACHOMETER GENERATOR 
STID Computer Search - Bibliography 8969, dated 5 March 1965; 12 citations. 
A63-10009 A64-11208 A64-14358 A64-16592 A65-13279 
N64-24545 N64-27650 N64-84608 
Case y44 - ADHESIVE FOR ALUMINUM 
Manual Search - 1964 issues of STAR. 
N64-14730 *N64-14755 *N64-16272 *N64-16639 NE4-17648 
"64-26755 *N64-26823 *N64-30930 
Case !145 - TORSIONAL LOAD AFFECTS ON TUBING JOINTS 
Limited data revealed In preliminary survey. 
Case Y46 - TRACKING OF WELD SEAM 
%m!t& &ia z e v d e d  in preliminary survey. 
Case W7 - ELECTRONIC MINIATURIZATION OF D C AMPLIFIERS 
Manual Search - 1964 Issues of STAR. 
N64-11735 *N64-14016 N64-18587 N64-20130 h'64-20999 
N64-27455 N64-27496 N64-28776 N64-31851 N64-33642 
NE3-12776 
N64-20407 
N64- 2 13 13 
N63-14354 
N64-23381 
N64-21829 
N63-16165 
N64-23451 
N64-25632 
N64-19795 
N64-23453 
fN64-26821 
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